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Abstract

Transition Metal Dichalcogenides (TMDs) present a giant leap forward towards the
realization of nanometer-sized quantum devices. As a direct consequence of their
truly two-dimensional character, TMDs exhibit a strong Coulomb-interaction,
leading to the formation of stable electron-hole pairs, so-called excitons. These
quasi-particles have a large impact on optical properties as well as charge-transport
characteristics in TMDs. Therefore, a microscopic understanding of excitonic de-
grees of freedom and their interactions with other particles becomes crucial for
a technological application of TMDs in a new class of optoelectronic and pho-
tonic devices. Furthermore, deeper insights into the dynamics of different types
of exciton states will open the possibility to explore new quantum effects of the
matter-light interaction.
The aim of this thesis is to investigate the many-particle processes governing the
ultrafast dynamics of excitons in TMD mono- and bilayers. Based on the density
matrix formalism we develop equations describing an interacting system of elec-
trons, phonons and photons, and numerically simulate the time- and momentum-
resolved dynamics of excitons in different TMDs.
First, we provide a detailed picture of exciton-light and exciton-phonon interac-
tions with special focus on the impact of momentum-dark exciton states. In partic-
ular, we develop and apply quantitative models for the i) broadening of excitonic
resonances in linear absorption spectra, ii) formation of side peaks in photolumi-
nescence spectra resulting from phonon-assisted recombination of momentum-dark
excitons and iii) dynamical simulations of the formation of bound excitons out of
a free electron-hole gas. Then, we investigate how the exciton-light interaction is
modified when two TMD monolayers are vertically stacked into homo- and hetero-
bilayers. Here we focus on the modification of optical spectra in bilayer systems
by controlling the stacking angle. In particular, we iv) show how the interlayer
hybridization of momentum-dark excitons can be controlled through the stacking
angle and v) investigate how the localization phase of moiré excitons can be tuned.
Our theoretical models have allowed us to predict experimentally accessible exci-
tonic characteristics, which have been demonstrated in several joint experiment-
theory collaborations including linear absorption, photoluminescence and ultrafast
pump-probe experiments. The gained microscopic insights into exciton optics, ex-
citon dynamics and control of exciton phases is expected to contribute to the
realization of TMD-based optoelectronic devices.

Keywords: excitons, density matrix formalism, 2D materials, relaxation dynamics,

exciton-phonon interaction, van der Waals materials
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The ongoing miniaturization of electronic technologies has now reached fundamen-
tal limitations. Conventional concepts for semiconductor-based devices often break
down when the length scale of critical components reaches the nanometre regime,
in which quantum effects become dominant. However, a new class of so-called
quantum materials presents a chance to overcome these limitations and eventually
enable completely new paradigms for information storage and processing, such as
spin- and valleytronics [1, 2].

In particular, two-dimensional crystals with the thickness of a few atoms, so-
called monolayers, have attracted tremendous attention in research over the last
ten years. The groundbreaking experiments on graphene (carbon monolayers)
have been awarded with the Nobel prize in 2010 and the subsequent boom in 2D
materials research has lead to the discovery of a large library of stable monolayer
materials [3–5], including the semiconducting family of transition metal dichalco-
genides (TMDs) [6]. The four most studied TMDs are a composite of molybde-
num or tungsten with either sulfur or selenium, such as MoS2, which is displayed
in Fig. 1.1. This new class of semiconductors exhibits a variety of outstanding
physical properties, which are advantageous not only for technological applica-
tions [7–10], but also for fundamental research of correlated quantum systems
[11]. Since TMDs are quasi two-dimensional, they exhibit a reduced dielectric
screening, which consequently leads to the formation of unusually stable excitons
[13–15], i.e. Coulomb-bound electron-hole pairs. These quasi-particles dominate
the optical characteristics of TMDs [16–18], so that a microscopic understanding
of excitons becomes of crucial importance for TMD-based technologies. Moreover,
the large exciton binding energies in TMDs facilitate the study of the exciton
Rydberg series and intra-excitonic transitions [19–21], which was technologically
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Figure 1.1: Crystal structure of Molybdenum Disulphide monolayers (MoS2), which
where the first TMD monolayers to be discovered. Figure taken from Ref. [12].

limited in conventional platforms used for the study of exciton physics, such as
GaAs quantum wells. A detailed theoretical picture of the internal structure of
excitons and their scattering channels might enable a controlled manipulation of
TMD properties and thereby an entire new class of light emitters and absorbers.

While monolayers alone already exhibit unique properties, the possibility to arti-
ficially stack two monolayers into a van der Waals bilayer [22] further extends the
playground of many-particle physics. In particular, two monolayers can be stacked
with a finite twist-angle between the two crystal orientations, which gives rise to a
super periodicity, also known as moiré pattern. Some superlattices exhibit a unique
electronic topology leading to interesting quantum effects such as the superconduc-
tivity in magic angle bilayer graphene [23, 24]. In TMD bilayers the exceptional
exciton physics of monolayers is extended by the emergence of spatially separated
electron-hole pairs, also known as interlayer excitons [25–29]. These have been pre-
dicted to be captured in potential minima of the periodic moiré pattern created by
a twisted bilayer, giving rise to a tunable quantum emitter array [30]. While sev-
eral pioneering works [31–35] have experimentally confirmed the existence of such
moiré excitons, many aspects about the nature of these excitons and the origin of
their twist-angle tunability still remain unclear. A microscopic understanding of
the excitonic states in play as well as their interaction mechanisms will open up the
possibility to tailor excitonic moiré superlattices for optoelectronic applications.

1.1 Outline

The aim of this thesis is to theoretically investigate the many-particle processes
governing the properties and dynamics of excitons in TMD mono- and bilayers.
To this end, the content of this thesis is divided into two parts. First we focus
on excitons in TMD monolayers (Chapter 3-7) and investigate how their proper-
ties and dynamics can be probed in optical experiments, such as linear absorption

2



Chapter 1. Introduction

spectroscopy (Chapter 4), photoluminescence (Chapter 6) and pump-probe exper-
iments (Chapter 7). The aim here is to provide a sophisticated picture of exciton-
phonon and exciton-photon interaction mechanisms, starting from the formation
of bound excitons out of a free electron-hole gas, up to the eventual radiative de-
cay of different exciton species. Thereby special attention is paid to the impact
of momentum-dark intervalley excitons. To theoretically model the dynamics of
an interacting system of electrons, phonons and photons we use a density matrix
approach, which is gradually introduced throughout Chapter 2-7. This theoret-
ical framework allows us to map the trajectory of excitons through their energy
landscape which in turn enables a microscopic interpretation of recent experiments
performed on TMDs. In the second part (Chapter 8-10) we apply the knowledge
obtained for monolayers to model exciton properties in twisted bilayers. After
introducing the concept of intra- and interlayer excitons in Chapter 8, we consider
the hybridization of these two exciton species in homobilayers (Chapter 9) as well
as the formation of moiré trapped exciton states in type II heterobilayers (Chapter
10). In these sections a special focus lies on the tunability of the exciton properties
with the twist-angle and how this affects the optical characteristics of the material.

1.2 Key Outcomes

In the following the major outcomes of the five first-author publications and their
impact on coauthored follow-up/side projects is summarized.

Paper 1: In this work, we numerically simulate the momentum-, energy- and
time-resolved formation dynamics of excitons. In particular, our model provides
insights into the phonon-induced relaxation of an excited electron-hole plasma into
bound excitons. We predict an ultrafast relaxation into the 1s ground state on
a picosecond timescale and investigate how the optical response at far-infrared
frequencies evolves during the formation process. The concepts and numerical
methods of this project where improved and extended to model the exciton dy-
namics and/or pump-probe spectra in several follow-up/side projects, where we
investigated heterostructures (Paper 11, 18 and 14) as well as spatially resolved
dynamics (Paper 19, 20, 21 and 29). The theoretical approach and central results
are presented in Chapter 7.

Paper 2: In this joint experiment-theory study we investigate the broadening of
excitonic resonances in linear absorption spectra with special focus on higher order
resonances (above the 1s). Here we reveal the underlying microscopic mechanism
including radiative decay and exciton-phonon scattering channels across the full
Rydberg-like series of excitonic states. The model is supported by temperature-
dependent reflectance contrast measurements for hBN-encapsulated WSe2 provid-

3



Chapter 1. Introduction

ing the linewidths of the three lowest exciton resonances 1s, 2s and 3s. We show
that the linewidth of higher exciton states is comparable to or even smaller than
the ground state broadening, although they exhibit a much larger phase space for
possible relaxation channels. Our model explains this behaviour with an increase
of the exciton Bohr radii for excited states, resulting in a quenched exciton–phonon
scattering efficiency. These findings, in combination with further arguments, have
lead to the conclusion that the encapsulation of monolayers with hBN leads to
a strong reduction of the dielectric disorder (Paper 15) compared to simply ex-
foliated samples, e.g., on SiO2 substrates. The theoretical approach and central
results are presented in Chapter 4.

Paper 3: In this joint experiment-theory work we model the photoluminescence
(PL) signatures of phonon-assisted recombinations of momentum-dark intervalley
excitons and compare our results to low-temperature PL experiments. For WSe2

our model predicts pronounced signals stemming from the phonon-assisted decay
of K–K’ excitons between 50 and 80 meV below the bright exciton, which is in
excellent agreement with the experimental observations. These peaks have been
observed in several independent experiments, whereas their microscopic origin has
so far remained unclear. In a follow-up project (Paper 28) we investigated the
temporal evolution of these phonon sidebands after a pulsed excitation. Here we
combined a simulation of the exciton relaxation dynamics with time- and spec-
trally resolved PL measurements. In good agreement between experiment and
theory we find that the phonon sidebands undergo a red shift with time resulting
from a thermalization of the optically injected hot exciton population. The theo-
retical approach and central results are presented in Chapter 6.

Paper 4: In this project, we combine our model with first principle calculations
and optical experiments to study layer-hybridized intervalley excitons in twisted
bilayer WSe2. We find that the interlayer hybridization is small at the K point,
which gives rise to pure intra- or interlayer excitons. In contrast, electrons at the
Λ point are delocalized across both layers, resulting in a strong redshift of the K–Λ
exciton compared to monolayers, as well as the emergence of flat moiré bands at
small twist-angles. In agreement between experiment and theory, we show twist-
angle dependent PL signatures stemming from the phonon-assisted recombination
of the layer hybridized K–Λ exciton. In a parallel project we also investigated how
the intraexcitonic 1s-2p transition of the K-Λ exciton changes with the twist-angle
(Paper 24), where we show that the intra-/interlayer exciton character of the hy-
brid can be tuned with the stacking angle. The theoretical approach and central
results are presented in Chapter 9.

Paper 5: In this work, we combine our theory with first principles calculations
to model properties of moiré excitons in a twisted MoSe2/WSe2 heterostructure.
Here, we calculate how the properties of intra- and interlayer excitons are modi-
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Chapter 1. Introduction

fied by the potential created through the moiré pattern and investigate how the
optical response changes accordingly. For small twist-angles < 2◦, we predict the
emergence of flat exciton bands for both intra- as well as interlayer excitons cor-
responding to an array of moiré trapped emitters. Moreover, we show that the
degree of localization quickly changes with increasing twist-angle, so that already
at 3◦ only delocalized excitons exist. We show that multiple moiré resonances
appear in the absorption spectrum and that their spectral shift behaviour with in-
creasing twist-angle is different for the trapped or delocalized exciton phase. The
theoretical approach and central results are presented in Chapter 10.

The gained microscopic insights into the optics and dynamics of bright and dark
excitons in TMD mono- and bilayers contribute to a better understanding of these
technologically promising quantum materials.
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CHAPTER 2

GENERAL THEORY FOR

MANY-PARTICLE QUANTUM SYSTEMS

In the following section we introduce the general theoretical framework applied
throughout this thesis. In the first part the many-particle density matrix approach
is introduced and discussed. The second part focuses on the approximations used
in this work to reduce the mathematical complexity of the problem. In principle the
shown framework can be applied to model the excitation kinetics of an arbitrary
system of interacting electrons, phonons and photons.

2.1 Canonical Quantization

In order to describe the quantized interaction between different degrees of freedom
in condensed matter, we have to use a theoretical model unifying the different prop-
erties of light (photons), electrons and lattice vibrations (phonons). The quantum
field theory has proven to be a powerful tool for treating many-particle problems
in condensed matter [36–39]. Here, the canonical quantization scheme is used to
transform classical field theories into a many-particle quantum theory, by replacing
Poisson brackets with commutators/anti-commutators.

Photons

To obtain a quantized theory of the electromagnetic field in Coulomb gauge (∇ ·
A = 0) the vector potential A is transformed to an operator acting on wave

7



Chapter 2. General Theory for Many-Particle Quantum Systems

functions in Fock space [40],

A(r,t) −→ Â(r,t) =
∑
σk

√
h̄

2ε0L3ωk
eσkcσk(t)eikr + h.c. (2.1)

Here c
(†)
σk annihilates (creates) a photon in mode σ, wavevector k, polarization eσk

and frequency ωk = ck. From the fundamental commutation relation, [x,p] =
ih̄ generalized to field coordinate and field momentum [41] we find the bosonic
properties of the photon

[cσk,cσ′k′ ] = [c†σk,c
†
σ′k′ ] = 0; [cσk(t),c†σ′k′(t)] = δσσ′δkk′ (2.2)

Moreover, the Hamiltonian of the electromagnetic field obtains the convenient form

H =

∫
d3r[

1

2
ε0(∂tÂ)2 +

1

µ0

(∇× Â)2] (2.3)

=
∑
σk

h̄ωk(c
†
σkcσk +

1

2
) (2.4)

Hence, each mode of the electromagnetic field can be interpreted as a harmonic os-
cillator with a quantized energy given by the integer number of photons 〈c†σkcσk〉 in
that mode. The dispersion of photons ωk = c|k| (so called light cone) is determined
by the light velocity c.

Phonons

Similar to the electromagnetic field, we can quantize the collective vibrations of
lattice atoms in a crystal. The motion within a lattice of N interacting atoms can
be described with the classical Hamiltonian [40],

H =
N∑
i=1

p2
i

2M
+
∑
i,j

ui ·Θij · uj, (2.5)

where pi is the momentum of the ith atom and ui is a small deviation from its rest
position Ri. The dynamical matrix Θij contains the forces between all particles
resulting from the repulsion of their nuclei and the attraction mediated by the
core and valence electrons. By diagonalizing the dynamical matrix, we can find
the collective eigenmodes (α,q) of the system, which are subsequently quantized,

ui(t) −→ ûi(t) =
∑
αq

√
h̄

2MNΩαq

eαqbαq(t)eiqRi + h.a. (2.6)

in terms of phonon operators bαq, creating or annihilating energy quanta of size
h̄Ωαq in the respective mode. The phonon mode α characterizes in which direction

8
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and relative phase the atoms oscillate, e.g. acoustic/optical phonon and longitu-
dinal/transverse mode. The corresponding commutation relations and the form
of the quantized Hamiltonian are completely analogue to the case of photons and
read,

H =
∑
αq

h̄Ωαq(b†αqbαq +
1

2
) (2.7)

[bαq,bα′q′ ] = [b†αq,b
†
α′q′ ] = 0 and [bαq(t),b†α′q′(t)] = δαα′δqq′ (2.8)

Electrons in Second Quantization

For the description of interactions between, e.g., light and matter, it is convenient
to express the electronic part of the system in terms of creation and annihilation
operators as well. Moreover, many-particle quantum theories for massive particles
have to take into account the Pauli exclusion principle. While systems of two or
three particles might be treated by using anti-symmetric products of single particle
wave functions, the Schrödinger equation of 109 particles (typical excitation num-
ber per cm2 in a semiconductor) is simply not manageable. However, we can find
a similar field theoretical description of electrons as for phonons and photons, by
treating the Schrödinger equation as a classical field theory, to which the canonical
quantization scheme is applied. Choosing a “classical” Hamiltonian [42],

H =

∫
d3rΨ∗(r,t)[− h̄2

2m0

∆ + V (r)]Ψ(r,t), (2.9)

directly yields the Schrd̈inger equation (and its complex conjugate) as the corre-
sponding equation of motion with Ψ as generalized field coordinate and ih̄/2Ψ∗

as field momentum. The quantization now follows from defining field operators
Ψ→ Ψ̂ with fermionic anti-commutators to obey the Pauli principle,

{Ψ̂(r,t),Ψ̂†(r,t)} = δ(r− r′) (2.10)

{an(t),a†m(t)} = δnm (2.11)

Here the second line is obtained when expanding the field operator Ψ̂ =
∑
φnan

in terms of an orthogonal basis {φn}. From Eq. 2.9 we can directly deduce a
transformation rule for Hamiltonians in second quantization for a given single
particle Hamiltonian h1(r) in first quantization:

H =
∑
nm

〈n|h1|m〉a†nam (2.12)

If we choose the eigenstates of the single particle Hamiltonian with eigenenergies
εi as basis, the electronic Hamiltonian becomes equivalent to phonons and photons

9
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reading

H =
∑
i

εia
†
iai. (2.13)

Here the quantum index i is in general a compound index, containing multiple
degrees of freedom, such as momentum and spin for free electrons, and further
quantum numbers such as band and valley for electrons in a crystal. Further
details about the canonical quantization scheme can be found in the standard
literature about quantum field theory and many-particle physics [40, 43].

2.2 Interaction Mechanisms

Based on the quantization scheme for electrons, phonons and photons described
above, we can now determine interaction Hamiltonians in second quantization.

Coulomb Interaction

The quantized version of the Coulomb interaction between two electrons can be
obtained in a similar manner as the single particle Hamiltonian by including non-
local contributions to the action [42]. Here we obtain:

H =
1

2

∑
ijkl

Vijkla
†
ia
†
jakal (2.14)

With the Coulomb matrix element,

Vijkl =

∫
d3r

∫
d3r′φ∗i (r)φ∗j(r

′)V (r− r′)φk(r
′)φl(r). (2.15)

Here the classical Coulomb potential V is usually modified by a material specific
screening function to describe the interaction between electrons in a solid (Sec.
3.4).

Electron-Light Interaction

Starting point for the description of matter-light interactions in second quanti-
zation is the single particle Hamiltonian. The interaction of an electron with
an external classical electromagnetic field can be introduced into the Schrödinger
equation via the so called minimal coupling. Here, we replace the kinetic momen-
tum p with the generalized momentum p + e0A in the Hamiltonian introducing

10
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the Lorentz force in classical equations of motion. Hence, we find

H =
(p + e0A)2

2m0

=
p2

2m0

+
e0

2m0

(p ·A + A · p) +
e2

0

2m0

A2, (2.16)

where e0 and m0 denote the elementary charge and electron rest mass, respectively.
Next we perform a dipole approximation, assuming that the vector potential only
weakly varies on the length scale of the considered quantum system. For the
treatment of electrons in a crystal, this approximation is good as long as the
light wavelength is large compared to the unit cell. Hence, we neglect the spatial
dependence of the vector potential A. Furthermore, for weak excitations the last
term in Eq. 2.16 can be neglected (linear optics regime). Finally, in the considered
Coulomb gauge (∇A=0) the vector potential commutes with p and we find the
electron light interaction via

hel-l =
e0

m0

A · p −→ Hel-l =
e0

m0

∑
nm

A ·Mnma
†
nam, (2.17)

where we have used the transformation rule Eq. 2.12 and the definition Mnm =
−ih̄〈n|∇|m〉. A fully quantized electron-photon interaction is now obtained by
expanding the vector potential in terms of photon operators, cf. Eq. 2.1, which
yields

Hel-pt =
∑
nm,σk

M̃nm
σk a

†
namcσk + h.c., (2.18)

with M̃nm
σk =

e0

m0

√
h̄

2ε0L3ωk
eσk ·Mnm (2.19)

The interpretation of the Hamiltonian is quite intuitive: the creation (emission)
or annihilation (absorption) of a photon is accompanied by the transition of an
electron between two states. Here, the electron-photon matrix element g, which is
often referred to as oscillator strength, determines how strong a certain transition
couples to the light field. While momentum conservation is implicitly included in
the matrix element, the energy conservation results from resonance conditions in
the equations of motion. However, it is often useful to restrict the summation in
Eq. 2.18 to transitions which do not strongly violate energy conservation (rotating
wave approximation).

Electron-Phonon Interaction

A similar interaction Hamiltonian as for photons can be derived for electrons and
phonons. However, here the interaction term is derived from the change in the elec-
tronic energies induced by distortions of the lattice potential accompanying the
vibration of the crystal. Therefore the electron-phonon matrix is strongly material
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specific and one usually finds a much more complex spectrum of phonon modes
than for photons. The calculation of material realistic coupling parameters be-
tween electrons and phonons requires sophisticated computational methods, such
as the density functional perturbation theory (DFPT). However, the general form
of the interaction Hamiltonian can be obtained by assuming that the electrostatic
potential of the resting crystal lattice can be decomposed into atomic potentials
V 0

lattice(r) =
∑

i vatom(r −Ri). Hence the time dependent potential of the weakly
vibrating lattice is approximated via

Vlattice(r,t) = V 0
lattice(r)−

∑
i

∇vatom(r−Ri) · ui(t) (2.20)

with small deviations ui of the atoms from their rest positions Ri. While the first
term in Eq. 2.20 is already included in the electronic eigenenergies, the second
part represents the electron-phonon Hamiltonian in first quantization. To transfer
this term into a fully quantized version, we use the expansion of ui in terms of
phonons, cf. Eq. 2.6, and apply the transformation rule Eq. 2.12 yielding

Hel-ph =
∑
nm,αq

Dnm
αq a

†
nam(bαq + b†α,−q) (2.21)

with Dnm
αq = i

√
h̄

2MNΩαq

q · eαqṽatom(q)Fnm(q). (2.22)

Note that the above matrix element only holds for a simple crystal with one atom
per unit cell. Moreover, the effective lattice potential seen by the electron in a
many-particle system can also depend on its quantum numbers n. However, the
above outlined derivation nicely illustrates the origin of this interaction mechanism
and yields the right form of the electron-phonon coupling. For a quantitatively
realistic matrix element in TMDs we will later resort to first principle calculations
from literature.

2.3 Many-Particle Dynamics

Within the above described formalism, we can now derive the dynamics of an
interacting system of electrons, phonons and photons. In particular, we are inter-
ested in the theoretical modelling of optical experiments performed on solid state
systems, i.e. very large many-particle systems. Throughout this work we show
how certain observables in experiments can be related to expectation values of
different operator combinations.
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Density Matrix Formalism

The expectation value of an observable A with respect to a pure quantum state
|Ψ〉 can be expressed with the projection operator P̂Ψ = |Ψ〉〈Ψ|

〈A〉 = 〈Ψ|A|Ψ〉 =
∑
n

〈n|P̂ΨA|n〉 = Tr(P̂ΨA). (2.23)

However, since it is practically impossible to determine the exact quantum state of
all particles in the universe, we need to apply a mixture of thermodynamic statistics
and quantum statistics. Here, each possible quantum states |i〉 can occur with a
classical probability pi. The expectation value of observables with respect to such
a mixed state is then determined by the density matrix %̂ via

〈A〉 =
∑
i

pi〈Ψi|A|Ψi〉 = Tr(%̂A). (2.24)

Throughout this work, we apply the framework of the density matrix theory to
describe particles in solid [44]. Thereby, we use the above definition of expectation
values. Moreover, we use the Heisenberg picture, in which the evolution of a quan-
tum system is described by time-dependent operators. Thereby the properties of
the density matrix, e.g. if it contains certain coherences or many-particle correla-
tions, only become apparent in an indirect way, e.g. when we factorize expectation
values involving certain operator combinations.

Equations of Motion and Hierarchy Problem

To obtain the time evolution of an observable, we apply the Heisenberg equation
of motion to the expectation value of the corresponding operator O,

ih̄∂t〈O〉 = 〈[O,H]〉 (2.25)

Thereby all relevant operator combinations can be classified by the number of
particle creations and annihilations they involve [37], i.e.

O{N} = β†1..β
†
nα
†
1..α

†
mα1..αmβ1..βl, N = n+m+ l. (2.26)

Here α and β represent an arbitrary fermion and boson operator respectively.
Note that the generic operator above can contain single creation or annihilation
of bosons, while each creation of a fermion is accompanied by an annihilation,
e.g. O{1} = α†α. This restriction results from the fact that our Hamiltonian
only contains processes which conserve the total number of fermions (canonical
ensemble). If we now apply the equation of motion to an N-particle operator, the
presence of many-particle interactions induces a coupling to an (N+1)-operator.
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In turn, the equation of motion for (N+1)-operators couple to (N+2)-operators
and so forth, giving rise to an infinite hierachy of coupled equations. If we for
example want to determined the dynamics of the occupation of a certain fermionic
state |n〉 the electron-phonon contribution yields

∂t〈a†iai〉
∣∣∣∣
el-ph

=
2

h̄

∑
j,q

Im

{
Dij

q 〈a
†
iaj(bq + b†−q)〉

}
, (2.27)

which connects an electronic single particle observable, to a mixed electron-phonon
expectation value involving two particles. The equation of motion for 〈a†iajbq〉
further couples to even more complex expectation values and so on. In order
to solve the equations of motion of a many-particle system, we therefore need a
systematic approach to truncate the hierarchy problem.

Cluster Expansion Approach

An effective way to treat the hierarchy problem is the cluster expansion scheme.
Here many-particle expectation values are factorized into products of lower order
expectation values and corresponding correction terms, which are a measure for
the particle correlations in the system. As an example, a two-particle expecta-
tion value 〈A{1}B{1}〉 would be factorized into single-particle expectation values
(singlets) via 〈AB〉 = 〈A〉〈B〉+ δ〈AB〉, where δ〈AB〉 can be seen as a measure of
the correlation between particle A and particle B. The expansion of an arbitrary
N-particle expectation value 〈N〉 is obtained recursively via [37, 39, 45, 46]

〈2〉 =
∑
σ

(−1)σfPσ〈1〉〈1〉+ δ〈2〉 (2.28)

〈3〉 =
∑
σ

(−1)σfPσ〈1〉〈1〉〈1〉+
∑
σ

(−1)σfPσ〈1〉δ〈2〉+ δ〈3〉 (2.29)

〈N〉 = f(〈1〉, δ〈2〉, ..., δ〈N〉), (2.30)

where the sum symbolizes the summation over all unique factorizations of per-
muted operator sequences and σf denotes the number of involved permutations of
fermionic operators. An important cluster expansion is the so-called Hartree-Fock
factorization for electronic operators a:

〈a†1a
†
2a3a4〉 = 〈a†1a4〉〈a†2a3〉 − 〈a†1a3〉〈a†2a4〉+ δ〈a†1a

†
2a3a4〉 (2.31)

In principle, the above shown expansion does not represent an approximation and
the hierarchy problem will now appear in terms of many-particle correlations.
However, in this framework we can now systematically truncate the system of
equations by consistently neglecting particle correlations of a certain order. If we
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for example only take into account single particle expectations values and neglect
all appearing correlations, we obtain an effective mean field theory, such as the
Hartree-Fock-approximation of the Coulomb interaction. When further accounting
for two-particle correlations, we can add contributions describing particle scatter-
ing as well as the formation of bound particle configurations, such as excitons.
Depending on which particles are involved in a certain expectation value, there
are macroscopic observables which can be used to assess the accuracy of a certain
approximation order. For example, the emergence of biexcitons can be neglected,
as long as the excitation density is small compared to 1/a2

B, where aB is the exci-
tons Bohr radius. Moreover, the formation of polarons/polaritons can be neglected
in the weak coupling regime, i.e. when the coupling strength is small compared to
the lifetime of the phonon/photon.

Markov Approximation

In addition to the cluster expansion, we can further reduce the number of relevant
equations of motion by using approximated analytical solutions for many-particle
correlations. One frequently used approach in the treatment of interacting open
quantum systems is the Markov approximation. Here non-linearities resulting from
quantum memory effects are neglected to obtain adiabatic solutions describing
energy conserving scattering. In this thesis the Markov-approximation is referred
to as a specific mathematical step. The generic form of a Heisenberg equation of
motion reads

∂tX (t) = (iω0 − γ)X (t) + S(t), (2.32)

which has the formal solution

X (t) = X (t0)e(iω0−γ)(t−t0) +

∫ t

t0

dτS(τ)e(iω0−γ)(t−τ) (2.33)

=

∫ ∞
0

dτS(t− τ)e(iω0−γ)τ (2.34)

where the second line results from setting the initial time to t0 −→ −∞, so that
we can neglect the first term of Eq. 2.33, assuming a fast decay of the initial value
of X . Now we assume that the source terms S can be split into an oscillation with
a characteristic frequency ωs and a slowly varying envelope S̃. Hence we find [47]

X (t) =

∫ ∞
0

dτ S̃(t− τ)e[i(ω0−ωs)−γ]τ+iωst (2.35)

= S̃(t)eiωst
∫ ∞

0

dτe[i(ω0−ωs)−γ]τ =
S(t)

γ − i(ω0 − ωs)
. (2.36)

The Markov approximation has been performed in Eq. 2.36, where S̃(t − τ) was
pulled out of the integral and approximated by its value at the current time.
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Here we assume that memory effects are negligible and X adiabatically follows the
source term. This step is however only good if S̃ varies slowly compared to the
correlation life time 1/γ.

The decay rate γ is often included phenomenologically, assuming that the cou-
pling to higher order correlations is well described as a damping term. It is often
beneficial to consider the limiting case γ → 0, claiming exact resonance for the
interaction between system ω0 and bath ωs. Here the integral identity,

1

ω ± iγ
−→ P(

1

ω
)∓ iπδ(ω), (2.37)

is applied. Usually, the first term containing the principal value of an integral is
related to many-particle induced energy-renormalizations, which are usually di-
vergent and require a self-consistent treatment. Throughout this work, we neglect
those renormalizations assuming a system close to the equilibrium and only con-
sider the terms resulting from the imaginary part, which usually reflects scattering
rates.
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CHAPTER 3

TRANSITION METAL DICHALCOGENIDES AND

MODEL HAMILTONIAN

In the following section we consider the optical and electronic properties of TMD
monolayers, which are relevant for this thesis. In particular we derive the math-
ematical framework used to include the material specific properties such as the
band structure and interaction matrix elements introduced in Sec. 2.

3.1 Crystal Geometry

and Electronic Structure

TMD monolayers are composed by a central plane of transition metal atoms (often
Mo or W) sandwiched by two planes of chalcogen atoms (S or Se), which are
covalently bond to the neighbouring metal atoms [48], cf. Fig. 3.1. In a top view,
the atoms are arranged in a hexagonal honeycomb lattice with alternating atomic
species on the lattice sites.

The corresponding hexagonal Brillouin zone of the reciprocal lattice is displayed
in the inset of Fig. 3.1b showing the definition of relevant high symmetry points.
There are two nonequivalent corners of the Brillouin zone denoted K and K’, as
well as six different Λ points. Moreover, Fig. 3.1b shows a sketch of the typical
electronic band structure in TMD monolayers [49]. In particular, TMDs exhibit a
direct electronic band gap at the K point [49] which shows a significant splitting
between differently spin-polarized bands. This results from the large magnetic
momentum of the transition metal d-orbitals constituting the corresponding Bloch
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Figure 3.1: Overview of crystal properties in TMDs. a) top and side view of the hexag-
onal lattice structure. A layer of transition-metal atoms (blue) is sandwiched by two
layers of chalcogen atoms (red). b) Sketch of the typical dispersion of valence and con-
duction band in TMD monolayers [49] along a high-symmetry path in the first Brillouin
zone (inset). c) Sketch of the effective mass model of the electronic structure in vicinity
of band extrema.

waves. Interestingly, as a result of time-reversal symmetry, the energetic ordering
of the spin-split bands is inverted at K and K’ (-K) points. The ordering of
spin-polarized bands in Fig. 3.1b corresponds to the situation found in tungsten-
based TMDs, while the two conduction bands are flipped in molybdenum-based
materials. Together with the special optical selection rules discussed in Sec. 3.2
the large spin-orbit coupling facilitates the optical excitation of spin- and valley
polarized excitons in TMDs [50–54]. Apart from the K point, there is another
local minimum of the conduction band at the Λ point, which is also often referred
to as Q or Σ point. Due to its close energetic proximity to the conduction band
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edge at the K point, the Λ point can play an important role for the transport and
optical characteristics in TMDs [55–59].

The goal of this thesis is to develop a theoretical model describing the dynamics
of excitons in TMDs including complex many-particle interactions. In order to
obtain a material specific, realistic model which at the same time can still be
numerically handled, we need to reduce the phase-space of electronic states. In
particular, we restrict our consideration to the vicinity of valence band (v) maxima
and conduction band (c) minima, since only in these regions bound exciton states
can exist. In the close vicinity of a high-symmetry point ζ = Γ,Λ,K(′) with an
extremum in band λ = c,v we approximate the band dispersion quadratically using
isotropic masses, which yields

ελζk = ελζ0 + σλ
h̄2

2mλ
ζ

k2 (3.1)

It is important to note that the momentum k here is measured from the respective
high-symmetry point, so that the total crystal momentum is k + ζ. Moreover, all
masses are defined positive so that σc/v = ±1, i.e. mv = mh corresponds to the
effective hole mass. The resulting effective mass model of the electronic structure
is illustrated in Fig. 3.1c. Throughout this thesis we restrict the Hamiltonian to
one fixed spin (e.g. denoted with ↑ in Fig. 3.1c), i.e. the spin of the upper valence
band at K. This spin configuration comprises the energetically lowest spin-like,
bright exciton at the K point (A exciton, K↑↑). The interaction of this exciton
with other spin-configurations, such as the spin forbidden exciton (K↑↓) or the A
exciton at K’ (K’↓↓) require spin-flip or Coulomb exchange processes, which are
not subject of this thesis. The material specific parameters mλ

ζ and ελζ0 in Eq. 3.1
can be extracted from density functional theory (DFT) and are given in Ref. [49].

3.2 Optical Matrix Element

(Interband Current)

When considering interband transitions induced by the emission or absorption
of light we focus on the so called A exciton resonances, which are direct optical
transitions from the valence band maximum to the conduction band minimum
at the K point. To obtain the electron-light matrix element Eq. 2.17 for this
transition we use a tight-binding approximation of the electronic wavefunction.
First-principle calculations [60, 61] of the electronic structure in TMDs show that
the wave function in valence and conduction band at the K point are mostly
composed of different d-type orbitals Φλ at metal-atom sites R. Hence the Bloch
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waves can be approximated as

Ψλ
k(r) = 〈λk|r〉 =

1√
N

∑
R

ei(k+τK)RΦλ(r−R). (3.2)

where τ = ±1 for K and K
′

valley. Consequently the interband current matrix
element reads

Mcv
k (q) = −ih̄〈ck + q|∇|vk〉

=
∑
G

m̃(k + τK + G)δq,0 (3.3)

m̃(k) = h̄k
1

Auc

∫
dzΦ̃c(k,z)Φ̃v(k,z), (3.4)

where G is a reciprocal lattice vector and Auc = A/N is the area of a unit cell.
To arrive at Eq. 3.3 we performed an in-plane Fourier transformation Φλ(r) =
1/A

∑
k Φ̃λ(k,z) exp(ikr‖), neglected umklapp processes with q = G and used the

completeness relation
1

N

∑
R

eiqR =
∑
G

δq,G. (3.5)

Next we use that Φλ(r) are smooth functions so that their Fourier components
decay for large momenta [62]. Therefore we restrict the summation over G’s to
the leading terms with K + G = Cn

3 K, where C3 is a rotation by 120◦. Moreover
we exploit the angular symmetry of d-orbitals found in Ref. [62],

Φλ(Cn
3 r) = exp(iτmλ

z

2πn

3
)Φλ(r), (3.6)

with the magnetic quantum numbers mc
z = 0 and mv

z = 1. Finally, in vicinity of
K, i.e. |k| << |K| we get,

Mcv ≈ h̄τ

Auc

∫
dzΦ̃c(τK,z)Φ̃v(τK,z)

∑
n

Cn
3 Ke−i2πnτ/3. (3.7)

The sum over n can be performed analytically∑
n

Cn
3 Ke−i2πnτ/3 = −3

2
|K|e−i2πτ/3

(
1
τi

)
. (3.8)

Hence, we have analytically determined the optical selection rules. We group up
all factors except for the Jones vector into the complex number M0 determining
the oscillator strength yielding

Mcv
ζ =

1√
2
M0

(
1
τζi

)
(δζ,K + δζ,K′), (3.9)
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where we have explicitly added the restriction to the K and K’ valley and defined
τK(′) = ±1. This result reflects the so called circular dichroism in TMDs [63].
Since the coupling strength to a light field with polarization eσ is proportional
to the product Mcv · eσ, transitions at the K-point can only be excited with σ−
circularly polarized light, while K(′) transitions only couple to the opposite circular
polarization.

The oscillator strength M0 can be calculated from first principle methods. How-
ever, a good estimate can be obtained with a two band k · p expansion (cf. Sec.
3.3) of the band structure in vicinity of the K point, yielding [64]

M0 =
√

2|Mcv · ex| = m0

√
Eg
2µ
, (3.10)

with the electron rest mass m0, the band gap Eg = εc0 − εv0 and the reduced mass
µ = mcmv/(mc + mv). Although the two band k · p model can be considered
as rough estimation, the obtained oscillator strength compares well with ab initio
results [63] and the radiative broadening of excitonic peaks calculated in this work
agrees well with the experimentally extracted values (Paper 2).

3.3 Intraband Current Matrix Element

Apart from optical transitions between valence and conduction band, the coupling
of the electrons to the electromagnetic field can also lead to an acelaration of charge
carriers. Consequently if the electron hole plasma is driven by a low frequency field,
such as terahertz or infrared radiation an oscillating current is generated. These
processes are theoretically described by light field driven intraband transitions, i.e.
the Hamiltonian Eq. 2.17 with n = m. In order to determine the corresponding
intraband current matrix element jλζk (q) = e0/m0〈λζk + q|p̂|λζk〉 we express the

wave function using lattice periodic Bloch functions uλζk . For a fixed valley ζ we
can write

Ψλ
k(r) = uλk(r)eikr (3.11)

which for q << G directly yields momentum conservation,

jλk(q) =
e0

m0

〈uλk|h̄k + p̂|uλk〉δq,0, (3.12)

which results from dividing the whole integral into a sum of integrals over unit cells.
To determine the remaining integral in Eq. 3.12 we again use the k·p theory, which
is outlined in the following. Plugging ansatz 3.11 into the Schrödinger equation
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yields

H̃ku
λ
k(r) = ελku

λ
k(r) (3.13)

H̃k = H0 +
h̄2k2

2m0

+
h̄

m0

kp̂, (3.14)

where the latter is referred to as k · p - Hamiltonian. Assuming that we know
the solution of the above equation for a fixed k, we can obtain the solution at
small displacements H̃k+q ≈ H̃k + h̄q/m0(h̄k + p̂) by treating the second term as
a perturbation, which in first order yields

ελk+q = ελk + 〈uλk|h̄q/m0(h̄k + p̂)|uλk〉 (3.15)

⇒ jλζk =
e0

h̄
∇kε

λ
ζk, (3.16)

Here we set q→ 0 and added the previously suppressed valley index in the second
line. Hence the current matrix element is simply given by the product of the
electron charge with the local group velocity.

3.4 Coulomb Matrix Element

The Coulomb interaction matrix element in Eq. 2.15 can be split into two major
components via Fourier transformation of the interaction potential,

Vijkl =
∑
q

VqFil(q)Fjk(−q); Ffi(q) = 〈f |eiqr|i〉. (3.17)

Here the form factor Ffi(q) determines the scattering cross-section for a transition
i → f under momentum transfer q. Throughout this work we only consider
band conserving Coulomb processes, and therefore only need to consider form
factors with λi = λf . Moreover, for the Coulomb potential Vq we will in the
following consider the impact of the non-trivial dielectric environment of a quasi-
two-dimensional layer embedded in a three-dimensional world.

Scattering Form Factors

As we will show further below, the Coulomb potential decays quickly for large mo-
menta q. Therefore, we restrict to the case of q << G and also neglect Coulomb-
induced intervalley scattering with ζi 6= ζj. The remaining form factor can be
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evaluated using the Bloch representation Eq. 3.11,

F λ
kf ,ki

(q) = 〈λkf |eiqr|λki〉 (3.18)

=
∑
R

ei(q+ki−kf )R

∫
uc

druλkf
∗
(r)ei(q+ki−kf )ruλki(r) (3.19)

= δq,kf−ki〈uλki+q|uλki〉 ≈ δq,kf−ki , (3.20)

where in the last step we used that the Bloch functions are almost constant in
vicinity of high symmetry points.

Dielectric Screening
in Two-Dimensional Materials

One of the most important difference between monolayers and conventional quasi-
2D systems such as quantum wells, is the maximal confinement of electrons to
a plane and the resulting strong modification of the dielectric screening [65, 66].
Figure 3.2 illustrates the difference between the field lines in a 3D system and 2D
system embedded into a 3D environment [67]. In a bulk system (Fig. 3.2a) the

Figure 3.2: Dielectric Screening in a) bulk and b) monolayer [67]. While in bulk systems
the field lines between interacting charges penetrate the surrounding crystal, in the
case of monolayers most field lines expand in vacuum or materials with lower dielectric
constants, giving rise to a weaker screening in two-dimensional systems.

field lines between two attracting charges penetrate the surrounding material and
become weakened by the induced polarization. In contrast, for the 2D system,
most field lines penetrate the space surrounding the monolayer and therefore -in
the case of low dielectric constant- become much less weakened than in the bulk
material. Moreover, the resulting distance behaviour of the effective Coulomb
potential becomes a mixture of 2D and 3D components. To determine the potential
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V (r) we apply a fully classical approach, assuming point charges localized in the
centre (z = 0) of a homogeneous dielectric slab with thickness d [68, 69]. In this
picture the potential can be determined by the first Maxwell equation:

∇D = −e0δ(r) with D = −ε0/e0

∑
i=1,2,3

εi(r)∂iV (r) (3.21)

εi(r) =

{
εiTMD for |z| ≤ d/2

εibg for |z| > d/2
(3.22)

where the second line defines the dielectric landscape through the dielectric tensor
of the TMD (ε1) and the environment(ε2). Using Gauss’s divergence theorem, we
can determine conditions for the field at the boundary of the slab, yielding the 2D
Fourier transformed potential (at z = 0)

Vq =
e2

0

2ε0Aqεs(q)
(3.23)

with εs(q) = κTMD tanh(
1

2
[αTMDdq − ln(

κTMD − κbg

κTMD + κbg

)]) (3.24)

whith κ =
√
ε‖ε⊥ and α =

√
ε‖/ε⊥.

In the limiting case of small momenta αTMDdq << 1 and large dielectric contrast
κTMD >> κbg the potential can be approximated with the Keldysh form [68, 69]

Vq =
e2

0

2ε0Aq(κbg + ε
‖
TMDdq/2)

(3.25)

Hence, for small wave vectors (large distances) we obtain an effective 2D distance
dependence (1/q) only screened by the environment, while at larger wave vectors
(small distances) the potential becomes more 3D (1/q2) with increasing influence
of the TMD screening. Throughout this thesis we use dielectric constants for TMD
monolayers obtained from DFT calculations [70].

3.5 Phonon Dispersion

and Electron-Phonon Coupling

In addition to the electronic degrees of freedom, the properties and dynamics of
excitons are also strongly influenced by the interaction with phonons. Similar
to the electronic band structure, the phonon dispersion is characteristic for the
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material and can be obtained through first principles calculations. The generic
form of the phonon dispersion in TMD monolayers is shown along the symmetry
paths in Fig. 3.3.

Figure 3.3: Sketch of typical phonon dispersion of acoustic and optical modes in TMDs
[71], along with the linear (Debye) and constant (Einstein) approximation (red dashed).

We again simplify the treatment of phonons by using a zeroth/first order Taylor
expansion in vicinity of high symmetry points to incorporate material specific
phonon energies into our model,

Ωα
ζq =


vαq for ζ = Γ & α = LA,TA

Ωα
ζ else

. (3.26)

Hence, long range acoustic phonons (at the Γ point) are approximated with a linear
dispersion, characterized by the sound velocities vα (Debye approximation), while
optical modes as well as short wave length acoustic phonons (ζ 6= Γ) are included
with constant energies Ωα

ζ (Einstein approximation). Note that the momentum
q in Eq. 3.26 is measured with respect to the high symmetry point ζ, so that
the total crystal momentum is given by ζ + q. Throughout this work we include
longitudinal and transverse acoustic modes (LA,TA), as well as the corresponding
optical modes (LO, TO) and the out-of-plane homopolar optical mode (A1). The
coupling to other out-of-plane modes requires a symmetry breaking process, which
is not the focus of this work. All phonon energies and sound velocities in TMDs
are given in [71].

The interaction matrix element between electrons and phonons in Eq. 2.21 de-
pends on the wave function overlap of initial and final electronic state as well as
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the potential created through the phonon mode specific oscillation of the crystal.
Therefore the matrix element is very sensitive to the involved electronic band,
phonon mode and valley quantum numbers. While a simple parametrization of
the interaction strength with experimentally accessible quantities might be possi-
ble for a single scattering channel, e.g intravalley acoustic phonon scattering, the
use of parameters from ab initio calculations in literature [71, 72] is inevitable for
the modeling of electron phonon scattering across the whole Brillouin zone. The
so far most complete set of parameters from a first principles study of electron-
phonon coupling strength in TMDs is given in Ref. [71]. In particular Ref. [71]
gives a set of parameters, for the scattering from state (λ, ζi) to (λ, ζf ) via in-
teraction with a phonon of mode α and momentum ζf − ζi + q. To this end the
deformation potential approximation is applied, corresponding to a zeroth/first or-
der Taylor expansion of the full electron-phonon coupling element obtained from
DFPT calculations, reading

Dαλ
ζf ζiq

≈

√
h̄

2ρAΩαq

D̃αλ
ζf ζiq

(3.27)

D̃αλ
ζf ζiq

=


D̃
λ(1)
ζ q for ζi = ζf = ζ & α = LA,TA

D̃
αλ(0)
ζf ,ζi

else

, (3.28)

where ρ denotes the surface mass density of the TMD layer. It is important to
note that the phonon momentum is again referring to the high symmetry point
ζf − ζi and momentum conservation is presumed,

H =
∑
αλkq

Dαλ
k,qa

†
λk+qaλk(bαq + b†α−q) (3.29)

≈
∑

αλζkζ′k′

Dαλ
ζ′ζ,k′−ka

†
λζ′,k′aλζ,k(bα,ζ′−ζ,k′−k + b†α,ζ−ζ′,k−k′), (3.30)

where the first line corresponds to global coordinates, while the second line uses
the expansions of operators in vicinity of high symmetry points and valley local
coordinates.

Finally, it is important to note that the parameters in Ref. [71] do not include any
phase or sign of the matrix elements. Usually, the electron-phonon coupling only
enters the equations of motion of electronic observables in terms of an absolute
square value, so that the sign of the matrix element is irrelevant. However, as we
will show in Sec. 4.5, the exciton-phonon matrix element is given by the difference
of the electronic coupling strengths in valence and conduction band, which is very
sensitive to their signs. To solve this issue, we assume that the coupling strength
for acoustic modes from Ref. [71] predominantly results from the deformation
potential mechanism [73]. Moreover, the deformation potential in TMDs has been
shown to have opposite signs in valence and conduction band [74], i.e. the bands
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shift in opposite directions under strain. In contrast, optical modes mostly couple
to electrons via the Fröhlich interaction which has the same sign in both bands.
We therefore set sgn(Dv) = −1 for the two acoustic modes, while all other modes
have positive matrix elements.

3.6 Summary

– Full Hamilton Operator

With the above introduced approximations for electron/phonon energies and the
discussed interaction matrix elements we can now model the many-particle dy-
namics of valence and conduction band electrons (λ = c,v) in the vicinity of high
symmetry points of the hexagonal Brillouin zone ζ = Γ,Λ(′), K(′). The quantum
dynamics of this system is fully determined by the Hamiltonian,

H = H0 +HCoul +Hel-l +Hel-pt +Hel-ph

=
∑
λζk

ελζka
†
λζ,kaλζ,k +

∑
σk

h̄ωkc
†
σkcσk +

∑
αq

h̄Ωαqb
†
αqbαq

+
1

2

∑
λζkλ′ζ′k′q

Vqa
†
λζ,k+qa

†
λ′ζ′,k′−qaλ′ζ′,k′aλζ,k

+
∑
λζk

A · jλζka
†
λζ,kaλζ,k +

e0

m0

∑
ζk

A ·Mvc
ζ a
†
vζ,kacζ,k + h.c.

+
∑
σqζk

M̃ ζ
σqa
†
vζ,k+q‖

acζ,kc
†
q + h.c.

+
∑

αλζkζ′k′

Dαλ
ζ′ζ,k′−ka

†
λζ′,k′aλζ,k(bα,ζ′−ζ,k′−k + b†α,ζ−ζ′,k−k′). (3.31)

For completeness we have summarized all three forms of the electron light inter-
action considered in this work. Here Hel-l is used to describe the interaction of
electrons with an external laser pulse. In particular, the term ∝ j will only give a
significant contribution for low frequency fields (e.g. THz), while the second term
∝M is only relevant when the laser pulse is resonant to the interband transition.
The fully quantized form Hel-pt is important in the incoherent limit and is needed
to describe spontaneous emission. Depending on the studied conditions, we will
restrict to one of these three forms.

Finally, the Coulomb Hamiltonian HCoul contains electron-electron, hole-hole as
well as electron-hole interaction. We principally include all three contributions
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in the next section and discuss all relevant Coulomb effects in the coherent limit.
However, throughout this work we restrict the model to the low excitation limit.
Here, the intraband Coulomb interaction is negligible and we only have to deal
with the interaction between electrons and holes (λ 6= λ′).
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CHAPTER 4

LINEAR SPECTROSCOPY

One of the most common techniques to characterize the properties of a material
is the absorption or transmission spectroscopy. Here a sample is illuminated with
coherent light (usually a laser) and the transmitted or reflected fraction of the
light is measured as function of the wavelength. In this way one obtains access
to the internal resonance energies of the material. In order to interpret such a
transmission spectrum on a microscopic level, a model of the materials degrees
of freedom is needed. In this chapter we investigate the interaction of TMDs
with coherent light and calculate their optical response to a weak laser field. In
particular, we derive how the formation of excitons modifies the optical resonances
of TMDs and the broadening of excitonic absorption lines due to scattering with
phonons.

4.1 Optical Susceptibility

The starting point of a theoretical investigation of the matter-light interaction are
the macroscopic Maxwell equations. Assuming that the investigated material is
neutral but can be electrically polarized (P), the electrical field E of the coherent
laser light is given by the inhomogeneous wave equation [37],

(∇2 − n2

c2
∂2
t )E(r, t) = µ0∂

2
t P(r, t), (4.1)

where n is the refractive index of the background medium and c is the vacuum
light velocity. The key step to a linear response theory, is to assume that for har-
monically oscillating, weak light fields, the polarization in the material is directly
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proportional to the driving field. Hence, in the frequency domain we set for the
components,

Pi(ω) = ε0
∑
j

χ
(1)
ij (ω)Ej(ω) (4.2)

χi(ω) =
Pi(ω)

ε0Ei(ω)
=

ji(ω)

ε0ω2Ai(ω)
(for χ

(1)
ij = χiδij), (4.3)

which defines the complex valued optical susceptibility tensor χ(1). In the second
step we have expressed the electrical field in terms of the vector potential E = −Ȧ
and rewrote the oscillating polarization as a macroscopic current j = Ṗ. It is
straightforward to show that the imaginary part of the susceptibility leads to a
damping of a propagating wave, which corresponds to the absorption of energy
by the material. To calculate the response χ based on a microscopic model, the
current j is interpreted as the probability current [47]

ĵ(t) =
e0

2m0A

∫
d3r
(
Ψ̂†(r)pΨ̂(r)− (pΨ̂†(r))Ψ̂(r)

)
(4.4)

⇒ 〈̂j〉(t)


inter
=

2e0

m0A

∑
k

Re{Mvc∗pcvk (t)} (4.5)

Here we only took into account the contribution stemming from interband tran-
sitions, since absorption experiments are usually performed in frequency ranges,
which are too large to induce oscillations of charge carrier occupations. More-
over, we have introduced the microscopic polarization pcvk = 〈a†ckavk〉 which is the
probability amplitude for an interband transition.

In the following sections, we discuss the equations of motion for the microscopic
polarization, including the electron-hole Coulomb interaction as well as electron-
phonon scattering.

4.2 Semiconductor Bloch Equations

In the following we determine the evolution of a general interband polarization
pλλ

′

kk′ = 〈a†λkaλ′k′〉 by applying the Heisenberg equation of motion Eq. 2.25. For
now we include the electronic eigenenergies H0, the semi-classical electron light
interaction Hel-l and the Coulomb interaction HCoul. The inclusion of the Coulomb
interaction, gives rise to a hierarchy problem discussed in Sec. 2.3. We truncate
our equations on a single particle level (mean field description) by applying the
Hartree-Fock factorization (Eq. 2.31 to all appearing two-particle expectation
values. Thereby, we find the well studied semiconductor Bloch equations [39, 44]
for the microscopic polarization pλλ

′

kk′ and band occupations fλk = 〈a†λkaλk〉,
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ih̄∂tp
λλ′

kk′ = (ε̃λ
′

k′ − ε̃λk)pλλ
′

kk′ + (fλk − fλ
′

k′ )Ω̃
λλ′

kk′(t) (4.6)

h̄∂tf
λ
k = −2

∑
λ′k′

Im{(Ω̃λλ′

kk′)
∗pλλ

′

kk′}, (4.7)

with the Coulomb renormalized band energies [75–77],

ε̃λk = ελk −
∑
q

Vqf
λ
k+q (4.8)

and the generalized Rabi energy,

Ω̃λλ′

kk′(t) =
e0

m0

Mλ′λ
k ·A(t)δkk′ +

∑
q

Vqp
λλ′

k+q,k′+q. (4.9)

Throughout this work, we consider low excitation powers, meaning that we neglect
the changes in band occupations f induced by the laser pulse. Moreover, we
assume that the Fermi-level lies deep within the band gap, where the latter is
large compared to the considered thermal energies. In this case we can neglect the
so called phase space filling, i.e. (1− f e

k − fh
k) ≈ 1, as well as occupation induced

energy renormalizations. For the low density regime the Bloch equations can be
simplified to (pcv ≡ p):

ih̄∂tpkk′ = −
∑
q

Wkk′qpk+q,k′+q −
e0

m0

Mvc
k ·A(t)δkk′ (4.10)

Wkk′q = (εck − εvk′)δq,0 − Vq, (4.11)

The from of Eq. 4.10 illustrates how the presence of the electron-hole interaction
modifies the optical properties of the system. While in the case V −→ 0 the
eigenfrequency of pkk′ is given by the free particle transition energy εck − εvk′ , the
presence of Coulomb interaction gives rise to a mixing of electronic states with
different momenta k, rendering it as a “bad” quantum number.

4.3 Wannier Equation

In order to obtain analytic insights into the new resonance energies of the system,
we first consider the homogeneous version of Eq. 4.10,

ih̄∂tpk,k′ = −
∑
q

Wkk′qpk+q,k′+q. (4.12)
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In order to find the solutions of this equation, we calculate the eigenvalues and
-functions of the Wannier matrix W . After that we expand p in terms of the
eigenfunctions Φ.

The corresponding eigenvalue problem reads

(εcke − ε
v
kh

)Φ(ke,kh)−
∑
l

VqΦ(ke + q,kh + q) = Eke,khΦ(ke,kh), (4.13)

which resembles the two-particle Schrödinger equation for an electron and a hole,
and is referred to as Wannier equation [37, 39, 78, 79]. Here, Φ and E denote the
wave function and eigenenergy of the electron-hole pair respectively. In principle
Eq. 4.13 can be solved numerically when the band structure and Coulomb matrix
element is known throughout the whole Brillouin zone. However, in case of so
called Wannier excitons, where the binding radii are large compared to the unit
cell, the excitonic wave function in momentum space becomes strongly localized
in the vicinity of energetic minima of the band structure. In this case the problem
can be simplified significantly by expanding the band structure in vicinity of its
extrema. Assuming a parabolic dispersion (Eq. 3.1) the eigenvalue problem can
be separated into relative (k) and centre-of-mass (CoM) momentum (Q) which
are defined through the effective electron and hole masses me and mh via

k = αkh + βke and Q = ke − kh (4.14)

ke = k + αQ and kh = k− βQ, (4.15)

where α = me/M , β = mh/M and M = me +mh. Hence the kinetic energy of the
electron hole pair can be decomposed

εcke − ε
v
kh

=
(h̄ke)

2

2me

+
(h̄kh)

2

2mh

+ Eg =
(h̄k)2

2mr

+
(h̄Q)2

2M
+ Eg (4.16)

with the reduced mass m−1
r = m−1

e +m−1
h . Since the second term on the left side

of Eq. 4.13 is independent of Q, we can separate relative and the center-of-mass
motion Φ(k,Q) = Ψ(k)η(Q) and find

(h̄k)2

2mr

Ψµ(k)−
∑
q

VqΨµ(k + q) = Eb
µΨµ(k), (4.17)

with the binding energy Eb
µ of the excitonic state µ, which is independent of the

centre of mass motion. Hence, the equation of motion for the microscopic polariza-
tion can be diagonalized in momentum by performing a basis change pke,kh −→ P µ

Q
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via

pke,kh(t) =
∑
µ

P µ
Q(t)Ψµ(k) (4.18)

=
∑
µ

P µ
ke−kh(t)Ψµ(αkh + βke) (4.19)

which in Eq. 4.6 gives rise to Bloch equations in the excitonic basis

ih̄∂tP
µ
Q = −Eµ

QP
µ
Q − ΩµδQ,0 (4.20)

Eµ
Q =

h̄2Q2

2M
+ Eg + Eb

µ (4.21)

Ωµ =
e0

m0

∑
k

Ψµ(k)∗Mvc
k ·A(t) =

e0

m0

Mµ ·A(t). (4.22)

Here we used the orthogonality of the wave functions (
∑

k Ψµ(k)∗Ψν(k) = δµν).
The solution of Eq. 4.20 is now easily obtained in the frequency domain

P µ
Q(ω) =

Ωµ(ω)δQ,0
h̄ω − Eµ

Q − iΓ
. (4.23)

Finally, we can determine the optical susceptibility of the excitonic system by
transforming Eq. 4.5 into exciton basis and using the definition of the susceptibility
Eq. 4.3. For σ-polarized light we find the so-called Elliot formula [78],

χσ(ω) =
e2

0

m2
0ε0Aω

2

∑
µ

|Mµ
σ|2

h̄ω − Eµ
0 − iΓ

. (4.24)

The above equation illustrates two important aspects of the matter-light inter-
action within an excitonic system. First of all we find that only excitons with
vanishing CoM momentum Q = 0 can be directly excited with light. This reflects
the momentum conservation, since the momentum carried by a photon at opti-
cal frequencies can be neglected in most considerations. Secondly, we find that
the electron-hole Coulomb interaction has significantly modified the spectrum of
resonance energies. Without Coulomb interaction optical transitions are allowed
as long as the energy of the light is larger than the band gap. Eq. 4.24 shows
that the Coulomb-induced mixing of polarizations at different momenta leads to a
renormalization of the optical spectrum, now only allowing transitions at a series
of exciton eigenenergies Eµ

0 .

Moreover, we have artificially added a damping constant Γ in Eq. 4.23, which
determines the energetic width of excitonic resonances. In Sec. 4.5 and 4.6 we
show how this dephasing constants can be determined considering exciton-phonon
interaction as well as radiative damping.

In the following, we demonstrate how the Wannier equation is solved numerically
and discuss the obtained excitonic eigenspectrum.
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4.4 Excitonic Bandstructure

and Wavefunctions

The Wannier equation can be solved numerically via discretization and subsequent
matrix diagonalization. First of all we take the limit of infinitely large systems, in
which the electron momenta become continuous and we set,∑

k

−→ A

4π2

∫
d2k =

A

4π2

∫ 2π

0

dφ

∫ ∞
0

kdk, (4.25)

Where in the second step we used polar coordinates. Moreover, we can reduce the
dimensions of the algebraic problem by exploiting the symmetry of the Coulomb
potential. Within the effective mass approximation introduced in Sec. 3.1 the
Coulomb potential between electron and hole is rotationally symmetric, so that it
holds,

Ψ(k) = ψ(k)eiLφ, (4.26)

which defines the angular momentum quantum number L. With Eq. 4.25 and
4.26 we can rewrite the Wannier equation (Eq. 4.17) into

h̄2k2

2mr

ψ(k)−
∫ ∞

0

dk′k′V L
kk′ψ(k′) = Eb

Lψ(k) (4.27)

V L
kk′ =

A

4π2

∫ 2π

0

dθV (q =
√
k2 + k′2 − 2kk′ cos(θ))eiLθ (4.28)

The angle averaged Coulomb potential V L
kk′ is now calculated numerically via Rie-

mann sums, i.e.
∫ 2π

0
dθf(θ) ≈

∑
i ∆θf(θi) with θi = ∆θ,...,n∆θ,...,2π. Similarly,

we transform the above integral equation into a linear algebra problem by replac-
ing the indefinite integral with a finite Riemann sum,

∫∞
0
dkf(k) ≈

∑
i ∆kf(ki)

with ki = ∆k,...,n∆k, kmax. Hence, we finally get∑
j

WL
ijψ

nL
j = Eb

nLψ
nL
i (4.29)

WL
ij =

h̄2k2
i

2mr

δij −∆kkjV
L
kikj

and ψi = ψ(ki). (4.30)

Here the main quantum number n is indexing the solutions of the above eigenvalue
problem for a given L. For the numerical calculation of eigenvalues and eigenvec-
tors one can now use the standard functions, e.g. implemented in one of the C
libraries. However, it is important to note that the eigenvectors usually need to be
normalized afterwards to account for the fact that our vectors only correspond to
the radial component of the otherwise 2D function. Figure 4.1a shows the binding
energy Eb for the s- (L = 0) and p-type (L = 1) ground state in a WSe2 monolayer
as function of the averaged dielectric environment. In addition to the excitons at
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Figure 4.1: a) WSe2 binding energies for s- (L = 0) and p-type (L = 1) ground state for
K-K and K-Λ excitons as function of the dielectric constant of the environment (average
of top and bottom dielectric constants). b)Radial component of the wave functions of
the K-K 1s and 2p exciton in momentum space for the dielectric constant εbg = 4.5
(corresponds to hBN encapsulation).

the K point (K-K) we also show the binding energies of an exciton whose electron
is at the Λ point and the hole is at K, a so called intervalley exciton, which will
be introduced in Sec. 5.3. These excitons have a larger binding energy, since the
Λ point has a larger effective mass in the conduction band than the K point. Fig.
4.1a nicely illustrates the most unique aspect of TMD monolayers. While con-
ventional semiconductor platforms used to study excitons, such as GaAs quantum
wells have binding energies on the order of some tens of meV, TMD monolayer ex-
citons are bound with energies of up to 0.5 eV, which makes them extremely stable
even at room temperature. Figure 4.1b illustrates the wave functions of 1s and
2p K-K excitons in momentum space for an hBN encapsulated sample εbg = 4.5.
The corresponding wave functions in real space will have Bohr radii in the range
of several nm and therefore extend over several unit cells. Moreover, we see the
typical radial shape of p-type wave functions with vanishing probability at k = 0.
The odd symmetry of p-type states, i.e. Ψ(k) = −Ψ(−k), is also translated into
real space, so that the probability at r = 0 (electron and hole at same position)
vanishes. Therefore, excitons with L 6= 0 can not recombine and are referred to
as dark excitons. The numerical calculation needs a sufficiently large and dense
momentum grid to converge. In the above calculation kmax = 5/nm, 500 k-points
and 250 φ-points where used, which yields converged results up to a few meV for
all considered dielectric environments.

The total exciton energy, Eq. 4.21, is now given by the sum of the binding energy
and the electronic transition energy from valence to the conduction band at the
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respective valley extrema (single particle band gap). Just as the binding energy, the
electronic bandgap differs for intra and intervalley excitons. In Figure 4.2 we show
the total energy with respect to the band gap at K for the whole Rydberg series
of excitons for the energetically most favourable K-K, K-Λ and K-K’ excitons.
Apart from the s-type states (solid), we also show the energies of p-type states

Figure 4.2: Term scheme of the total exciton energies in hBN-encapsulated WSe2 with
respect to the single particle band gap at K. Solid (dashed) lines represent s(p)-type
states. While K-Λ excitons have the largest binding energy, the K-K’ exciton is the
energetically lowest due to a large offset in the single particle band gap resulting from
spin orbit coupling.

(dashed). We see that although the K-Λ excitons has the largest binding energy,
the K-K’ exciton is the lowest in energy due to the large offset in the single particle
band gap ∆K-K’. This results from the spin-orbit coupling induced splitting in the
conduction band of about 40 meV and the inverted spin-ordering of bands at K
and K’, cf. Sec. 3.1.

Apart from the bound exciton states with Eb < 0, the solutions of the Wannier
equation also contain a continuum of scattering states Eb > 0, i.e. with total
energy above the band gap. These electron-hole pair states correspond to the free
electron-hole plasma. In real space the wave functions of these states are given
by plane waves, while their momentum space representation is given by delta
functions. However, due to the numerical discretization of the problem we obtain
strongly peaked but rapidly oscillating wave functions. These are difficult to treat
numerically, when calculating form factors and other excitonic matrix elements.
Therefore, throughout this work we focus on the series of bound states up to
energies close to the free particle edge.
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4.5 Phonon-induced Exciton Dephasing

In the following, we derive an expression for the electron-phonon scattering in-
duced dephasing of coherent excitons, which leads to a decay of the microscopic
polarization and the resulting broadening of excitonic resonances. The derivation
is carried out along the lines of Refs. [55, 80]. For the sake of clarity, we will
restrict the derivation to one valley. The derivation of intervalley scattering is
analogue to the one shown below but contains more indices. A convenient way
to formally treat scattering between different intervalley excitons is given in Sec.
5.3. Moreover, we focus on a single phonon mode. When neglecting the built up
of cross-correlations between different modes, the resulting dephasing is given by
a sum over all modes.

We calculate the commutator of the interband polarization with the electron-
phonon Hamiltonian and find

∂tp
cv
kk′


el-ph

=
i

h̄

∑
q

[
Dc

q(Sq
k+q,k′ + T q

k+q,k′)−D
v
q(Sq

k,k′−q + T q
k,k′−q)

]
Sq
k,k′ = 〈a†ckavk′bq〉, T q

k,k′ = 〈a†ckavk′b
†
q〉, (4.31)

containing terms for phonon absorption (S) and emission (T ) by electrons in con-
duction and valence bands, respectively. In contrast to the semiconductor Bloch
equation presented in Sec. 4.2, a factorization of the appearing two-particle ex-
pectation values would vanish, since we assume a thermal phonon bath without
coherent phonons (〈b〉 = 0). Therefore, we go one order higher within the many-
particle hierarchy, and as an example compute the equations of motion for S (T
is analogue). The appearing many-particle expectation values after evaluating the
commutator are consequently factorized according to the cluster expansion scheme.
In addition to the Hartree-Fock factorization Eq. 2.31 we make the important ap-
proximation,

〈a†ckavk′b
†
qbq′〉 ≈ 〈a

†
ckavk′〉nqδq,q′ , (4.32)

with the phonon number nq = 〈b†qbq〉, which is approximated by an unperturbed
Bose-Einstein distribution (bath approximation). The above step can be con-
sidered as Born approximation and is valid in the weak coupling regime, where
changes in the bath occupation and interaction induced correlations can be ne-
glected. We further assume low electron densities to neglect band renormalizations
and Pauli-blocking, and find,

ih̄∂tS
q
k,k′ = (h̄Ωq + εvk′ − εck)Sq

k,k′ +
∑
l

VlS
q
k+l,k′+l

− (Dc
−qp

cv
k−q,k′ −D

v
−qp

cv
k,k′+q)nq. (4.33)

Note that we have included the Coulomb Hamiltonian into the equations of motion
of the electron-phonon correlation. Since the electron-hole attraction strongly
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modifies the energies of available optical transitions, the Coulomb interaction in
TMDs can not be treated perturbatively but has to be explicitly included in the
treatment of all other interaction processes. Similar as in Sec. 4.3, we can simplify
Eq. 4.33 by expanding all dynamic quantities in excitonic basis,

Sq
k,k′(t) =

∑
ν

Sνk−k′,q(t)Ψν(αk′ + βk) (4.34)

together with the exciton expansion for p we thus obtain,

ih̄∂tS
ν
Q,q = (h̄Ωq − Eν

Q)SνQ,q −
∑
µ

Dνµ−qP
µ
Q−qnq, (4.35)

Dνµq = Dc
qFνµ(βq)−Dv

qFνµ(−αq), (4.36)

Fνµ(q) =
∑
k

Ψν∗(k)Ψµ(k + q) = 〈ν|eiqr|µ〉, (4.37)

where we have introduced the exciton-phonon matrix element Dνµq defined by the
scattering form factors Fνµ(q). Due to the simple form of Eq. 4.35, we can now
solve it within the Markov approximation (Eq. 2.36). It is important to note
that the fast oscillation of the polarization P µ

Q ∝ exp (iEµ
Qt) has to be split off

before performing the adiabatic limit. Finally we plug the solution back into Eq.
4.33 after transforming it into exciton basis. The solution for T can be obtained
from the equation of S by setting: S → T , Ωq → −Ωq and nq → 1 + nq.
Finally, for energetically well separated exciton resonances, we can neglect off-
diagonal couplings Ṗ µ ∝ P ν with µ 6= ν, which yields the phonon-induced exciton
dephasing,

Ṗ µ
Q


el-ph

= −1

h̄
ΓµQP

µ
Q. (4.38)

ΓµQ = π
∑
±,j,ν,q

|Dµνjq |2(
1

2
± 1

2
+ njq)δ(Eν

Q+q − E
µ
Q ± h̄Ωjq), (4.39)

where we have added the summation over different phonon modes j. We can
interpret the above equations as loss of coherence due to scattering with phonons.
This leads to a decay of the coherent exciton Eq. 4.38 with a decay constant
Γ, which is the inverse coherence lifetime and determines the exciton linewidth.
The latter is given by a sum over all energy and momentum conserving exciton-
phonon scattering channels as dictated by Fermi’s Golden Rule. Here phonon
absorption (−) requires the presence of phonons and is therefore proportional to
nq. In contrast, phonon emission (+) can take place spontaneously (∝ 1) or is
stimulated ∝ nq. Moreover, each scattering channel is weighted by a probability
rate given by the exciton-phonon matrix element Eq. 4.36. In the following, we
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will discuss this matrix element and point out the crucial modifications it creates
compared to a pure electron-phonon scattering.

First of all we find that the excitonic matrix element is given by two contribu-
tions, reflecting the individual scattering of either the electron or the hole. When
focusing on state-conserving scattering ν = µ, the limit q → 0 yields Fµµ ≈ 1
and Dµµq ≈ Dc

q −Dv
q. Hence, in the case of Dc

q = Dv
q the exciton phonon coupling

vanishes. This is because D is a measure of the change in electronic energy in-
duced by the lattice deformation. If electron and hole energy are changed equally,
the exciton energy ∝ εc − εv is unaffected. Therefore, excitonic matrix elements
always reflect the asymmetry between electron and hole matrix elements. Another
important excitonic feature becomes apparent for large q, where the wave function
overlap, determining the form factor Eq. 4.37 vanishes. This is a consequence of
the composite nature of the exciton. Since the change of CoM momentum of the
exciton is mediated by the individual scattering of the electron/hole, the relative
motion of the electron-hole pair is also affected. The latter, however, is fixed to or-
bitals dictated by the Coulomb interaction, so that the scattering is only allowed
within the momentum uncertainty described by Ψµ(k). Consequently, excitons
with large binding radii, i.e. large position uncertainty, have lower momentum un-
certainty and can therefore only absorb smaller phonon momenta without changing
the orbital. This train of thoughts is supported with numerical calculations and a
comparison to the experiment in Paper 2, which will be discussed in Sec. 4.7.

Numerical Evaluation of Scattering Integrals

In the following we discuss the evaluation of scattering integrals containing δ-
functions, such as the phonon-induced dephasing rate Eq. 4.39. In general, these
integrals have the form

I(k) =

∫
dq

∫
dφS(k,q,φ)δ(E(k,q,φ)), (4.40)

where S contains the relevant matrix element and occupation numbers and E
abbreviates the energy difference between initial and final states. It is important
to note that the δ-function is one-dimensional and can be used to either simplify
the q- or the φ-integration. Depending on the functions S and E we might have
to choose differently, as will become clear further below. Assuming a function g
that has simple roots x0

i it holds,

∫
dxf(x)δ(g(x)) =

∑
i

f(x0
i )

|g′(x0
i )|
. (4.41)
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Hence, we can treat φ as a parameter, and find the roots q0
i [k,φ] withE(k,q0

i [k,φ],φ) =
0. With this choice it holds,

I(k) =
∑
i

∫
dφ

S(k,q,φ)

|∂qE(k,q,φ)|


q=q0i [k,φ]

. (4.42)

However, the above expression can be divergent if the denominator becomes zero
for certain k and φ values. In these cases, one needs to check if the singularity
is removable by cancelling with a factor of S or we choose q as parameter and
apply the rule Eq. 4.41 with φ as variable. Another option is to change the
integrated momentum. In the above example we calculate the scattering integral of
a state at momentum k by integrating over all scattering processes with momentum
transfer q. Instead, we could shift the momentum sum towards the final state, i.e.
q→ k + q = k′.

In the case of the phonon-induced dephasing Eq. 4.39 the best choice depends on
the type of phonon mode. For the case of acoustic phonons (energy scales linearly
with q, we can integrate over the phonon momentum q and obtain a removable
singularity. In contrast, for optical phonons (constant energy) a straightforward
application of the above procedure is only possible when integrating over the final
state momentum k′ (singularity at k′ = 0 can be removed).

For the generic case of non-parabolic bands, there is no recipe of how to treat sin-
gularities in the scattering integral. Since the δ-function results from the Markov
approximation (Sec. 2.3) in the limiting case of γ → 0, it is reasonable to numer-
ically evaluate the δ-functions by replacing it with a narrow Lorentzian of width
γ. However, if the final result does not converge for small γ, a self-consistent
calculation of the scattering rate via the complex self-energy might be considered.

4.6 Absorption Spectrum

and Radiative Damping

With the response spectrum of coherent excitons Eq. 4.24 and the phonon-induced
dephasing Eq. 4.38 we have considered the intrinsic microscopic processes shaping
the coherent optical properties of TMDs. In the following we derive an expression
for the self-consistent optical absorption of a 2D material along the lines of Ref.
[37].
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First of all we rewrite the excitonic susceptibility (Eq. 4.24):

χσ(ω) =
e2

0

m2
0ε0Aω

2

∑
µ

|Mµ
σ|2

h̄ω − Eµ
0 − iΓ

µ
0

≡ 2nc

ω
ξσ(ω) (4.43)

ξσ(ω) =
∑
µ

γµσ
h̄ω − Eµ

0 − iΓ
µ
0

and γµσ ≈
h̄e2

0|Mµ
σ|2

2m2
0ε0AncE

µ
0

, (4.44)

introducing the unitless function ξ and the radiative damping γµ which will be
discussed below. While for weakly absorbing 3D materials the absorbance is given
by α = 2Im{ξ}, in 2D materials with strong matter-light interaction, the coupling
to the re-emitted light has to be taken into account self-consistently. When a
2D material is illuminated with a perpendicularly propagating plane wave E0, we
can use the inhomogeneous wave equation Eq. 4.1 to determine the total field
amplitude within the monolayer plane, which yields [37]

Ei(z = 0, ω) = E0
i (z = 0, ω) + iµ0

ωc

2n
Pi(ω). (4.45)

Consequently, the electrical field driving the microscopic polarization is not the
initial laser field E0 anymore, but the total field which is modified by the coherent
emission of the oscillating exciton. Hence, we set Pi = ε0χiEi = ε0χiE

0
i + iξiPi.

With this self-consistent treatment of the matter-light interaction, the excited
polarization is creating a counter-acting field, which damps its own oscillation.
From Eq. 4.45 we can deduce the transmitted (T ) and reflected fraction (R) of
the light field amplitude. Finally using α = 1− |T |2− |R|2 we find the radiatively
damped absorption coefficient,

ασ(ω) =
2Im{ξσ(ω)}

1 + |ξσ(ω)|2 + 2Im{ξσ(ω)}
(4.46)

≈
∑
µ

2γµσΓµ0
(Eµ

0 − h̄ω)2 + (Γµ0 + γµσ )2
, (4.47)

where in the second line we have plugged in the excitonic response function and
neglected interference terms in the denominator, assuming energetically well sep-
arated resonances. Figure 4.3 shows a typical excitonic absorption spectrum.

Each s-type exciton state appears as a Lorentzian resonance at its eigenenergy.
Thereby, the oscillator strength is decreasing with the main quantum number, due
to increasing orbitals (cf. discussion of radiative broadening in Sec. 4.7). The
linewidth of those resonances is given by the coherence life time of the correspond-
ing exciton, which becomes smaller with increasing temperature due to enhanced
exciton phonon-scattering.

In Eq. 4.47 we can read of that both, the exciton-phonon scattering Γ as well as
the radiative damping,
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Figure 4.3: Calculated absorption spectrum for an hBN-encapsulated WSe2 monolayer
at different temperatures. Figure adopted from Paper 2.

γµσ =
h̄e2

0|M cv
σ |2

2m2
0ε0AncE

µ
0

|
∑
k

Ψµ(k)|2, (4.48)

lead to a broadening of exciton resonances. Both these mechanisms limit the
lifetime of the coherent exciton polarization P µ. An equivalent damping term as
found for phonon-scattering in the equation of motion of P µ can also be found for
the radiative dephasing, by either plugging Eq. 4.45 into the semiconductor Bloch
equations [55, 81] or a fully quantized treatment of the matter-light interaction
via Hel-pt in second order Born-Markov approximation (Sec. 6.2). In both cases
we find,

∂tP
µ
Q = −1

h̄

∑
σ

γµσP
µ
QδQ,0. (4.49)

The dephasing rates derived above are key parameters determining the shape of
the excitonic absorption spectrum and reveal information about the properties and
dynamics of excitons. In particular, the presented model allows us to interpret the
change in the exciton linewidth under different experimental situations. Here the
phonon-induced broadening contains information about available exciton scatter-
ing channels and can therefore be used to deduce important statements about the
dynamics of excitons [55, 58].
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4.7 Linewidth of Higher Exciton States

in WSe2 Monolayers

While conventional semiconductor platforms for the study of exciton properties,
e.g. GaAs quantum wells, usually only exhibit one distinguishable exciton reso-
nance, the significantly increased Coulomb interaction in TMDs and the related
increase in exciton binding energies allows us to spectrally resolve several excited
excitons between ground state and band edge. In particular the recently developed
method of encapsulating monolayers with hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) reduces
the disorder induced inhomogeneous broadening of spectral lines (Paper 15), mak-
ing the intrinsic linewidth of excitons accessible in experiments. The position of
excitonic resonances in the absorption spectrum provides information about the
binding energies and thus the Coulomb forces in the system [16, 82]. In addition
to that, the linewidth is a measure for the lifetime of the induced optical coher-
ences and therefore can provide important information about the many-particle
scattering processes [55, 58, 83–86].
In Paper 2 we have numerically evaluated the above derived microscopic model of
the exciton linewidth for the exemplary case of WSe2 monolayers and compared the
results with experimentally measured linewidths extracted from reflection contrast
measurements on hBN encapsulated samples. In particular, we thereby focused
on the broadening of higher excitonic states 2s and 3s, which in simply exfoliated
samples can not be systematically studied due to their low oscillator strength and
strong inhomogeneous broadening, but become visible in hBN encapsulated mono-
layers over a large range of temperatures.

Figure 4.4(a) schematically illustrates the exciton band structure and relevant
scattering mechanisms. Excitons are excited at zero center-of-mass momentum
and can either decay by radiative recombination (yellow) with a rate given by
the radiative broadening γµ or scatter into a state with a non-zero center-of-mass
momentum via interaction with phonons, quantified by the phonon-induced broad-
ening Γµ. Apart from intravalley scattering via absorption of – mostly low energy
acoustic – phonons (orange) or transitions into lower lying states after emission of
a phonon (red), the electron or hole can scatter into a different valley (blue) giving
rise to indirect intervalley excitons.

In Sec. 4.5 we have focused our derivation on intravalley processes for the sake of
clarity. However, intervalley scattering channels can be included into the model
with some small modifications as will be shown in Sec. 5.3. In Paper 2 we quanti-
tatively analyse the temperature dependence of the linewidth of the 1s, 2s and 3s
exciton by decomposing it into different scattering channels and discuss in detail
the comparison between experiment and theory. In the following, we will only
discuss the central outcome of our investigation.

Fig. 4.4 (b) shows the calculated full width at half maximum of exciton absorp-
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Figure 4.4: Exciton dephasing mechanisms. a) Schematic illustration of the exciton
bandstructure and possible scattering mechanisms. Radiative recombination or scatter-
ing into a dark state with finite center-of-mass momentum via interaction with phonons
leads to a broadening of exciton absorption lines. b) The linewidth of bright ns excitons
as function of n for dfferent temperatures. Our microscopic model yields a decreasing
trend for high n resulting from a reduced scattering efficiency for excited states. Figures
adopted from Paper 2.

tion lines (s-type states) as a function of the principal quantum number n for three
different temperatures. Moreover, the model (represented as bars) is directly com-
pared to the experimentally measured values (points). Apart from the case of
the 2s exciton at room temperature, we find – in reasonable agreement with the
experiment – a general decrease of the linewidth with increasing quantum index n
[87, 88]. This result at first sight contradicts the physical intuition, since excited
states have a larger phase space of lower lying states to scatter into. To understand
the observed behaviour we have to consider the influence of exciton wave functions
on radiative and non-radiative scattering probabilities.
For the radiative damping (Sec. 4.6) it holds,

γµσ ∝ |
∑
k

Ψµ(k)|2 ∝ |Ψµ(r = 0)|2. (4.50)

Hence the radiative broadening (proportional to to the exciton recombination rate)
scales with the probability of finding electron and hole at the same spatial position.
With increasing index n the orbital functions become larger in space, so that the
probability distribution is more widely spread, which reduces its value at r = 0
and thereby the excitons oscillator strength.
At the same time the larger orbitals of excited states correspond to narrower wave
functions in momentum space. Since the exciton-phonon matrix element is given
by the overlap of initial and final state in momentum space, cf. Eq. 4.36, larger
exciton radii lead to a reduction of scattering probabilities. This is similar to
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the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, in the sense that a weaker localization in
space yields smaller momentum uncertainties and therefore a reduced tolerance
for momentum transfers. The overall good comparison between the theoretically
predicted intrinsic scattering rates and the actually measured broadening indicates
that the studied hBN encapsulated samples are only weakly influenced by inho-
mogeneities, which is further elaborated on in Paper 15. Moreover, in Paper 17 we
investigated the impact of elastic impurity scattering on the linewidth of different
exciton states. Here we find similar behaviour with increasing quantum index as
observed for scattering with phonons. However, due to the lack of resonant states,
the elastic scattering with impurities is strongly suppressed in the ground state,
while phonon-scattering is very efficient. Finally, in Paper 13 we analysed how
the excitonic linewidth changes in different TMDs when applying strain. Here the
strain gives rise to valley dependent changes in band masses and energies, which
modifies the efficiency of different exciton-phonon scattering channels, depending
on the energetic arrangement of bright and dark excitons states.
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CHAPTER 5

EXCITON HAMILTONIAN

The considerations of the last section have shown that the Coulomb interaction
between electrons and holes completely restructures the eigenenergies of transi-
tions between conduction and valence band. For non-interacting electrons, the
interband transition energies are simply given by the band gap at the respective
momentum. In Sec. 4.2 we found that the Coulomb interaction couples polariza-
tions at different momenta, giving rise to new resonance energies. Therefore, it is
from a conceptional as well as mathematical point of view convenient to perform
a basis transformation. Instead of using coupled plane waves as electron-hole pair
basis, we rather use the excitonic Rydberg series of bound and scattering states
as reference point to describe the excitation kinetics, such as illustrated in Figure
5.1.

Figure 5.1: Illustration of the exciton in free electron-hole pair basis (left) and in the
excitonic picture (right).
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In Sec. 4.2 we showed that the equations of motion related to interband transitions
can be drastically simplified by expanding them in terms of excitonic wave func-
tions. In principle, this basis transformation can also be done in other equations
of motion, e.g. for higher order electron-hole correlations describing incoherent
exciton densities. However, the derivations of Coulomb contributions to the equa-
tions of motion in the electron-hole picture are often quite cumbersome and the
exciton basis transformation also becomes more complex when dealing with e.g.
three-particle correlations. Therefore it is convenient to apply the Hartree-Fock
approximation and low-excitation limit directly on the level of the Hamiltonian and
transform the electron-hole operators into exciton basis [89–92]. This step dramat-
ically simplifies the derivation of equations of motion and allows to study higher
order processes such as exciton-exciton interaction (Paper 30) [92, 93] thanks to
a reduced number of operators in play. The transformation procedure shown in
this section has a rather empirical character, but the resulting Hamiltonian has
the same form as obtained in more sophisticated theoretical approaches towards
excitonic Hamiltonians [92]. While the exciton Hamiltonian formalism is used
to present the theoretical models in the following sections, all presented equa-
tions have been verified to be equivalent to the results obtained with an analo-
gous calculation using fermionic operators for electrons and assuming low densities
(fe,fh << 1).

5.1 Excitonic Pair Operators

We first focus on one electronic valley to illustrate the principle and later introduce
valley quantum numbers to include intervalley excitons. The first step towards
an excitonic Hamiltonian is the definition of electron-hole pair operators A as
combination of conduction and valence band electrons:

A†kk′ = a†ckavk′ (5.1)

[Ak1k2 , A
†
k3k4

] = δk1k3δk2k4 −Bk1k2k3k4 ≈ δk1k3δk2k4 (5.2)

Bk1k2k3k4 = avk4a
†
vk2
δk1k3 + a†ck3

ack1δk2k4 (5.3)

Here the term B accounts for the fermionic substructure of the pair operators and
inter alia gives rise to Pauli blocking. In the low excitation limit considered in
this work, we set B = 0 and obtain a fully bosonic commutation of electron-hole
excitations. In order to describe the full Hamiltonian in terms of pair creation oper-
ators, we now need to find a way to express intraband transitions, such as a†ck1

ack2 ,
as combinations of interband operators A. Since the many-particle dynamics of
the system is fully determined by the commutator with the Hamiltonian, we can
change the representing operators when conserving the underlying commutation
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relations. As an example, we consider the following equivalent commutators

[a†ck1
ack2 ,A

†
k3k4

] = [a†ck1
ack2 ,a

†
ck3
avk4 ] = a†ck1

avk4δk2k3

= A†k1k4
δk2k3 ≈

∑
i

[A†k1ki
Ak2ki ,A

†
k3k4

]. (5.4)

Similar relations can be shown for A and intraband transitions in the valence band.
Consequently, when strictly neglecting the correction factors B, the following sub-
stitutions are valid in the Hamiltonian:

a†ckack′ −→
∑
l

A†klAk′l (5.5)

avka
†
vk′ −→

∑
l

A†lkAlk′ (5.6)

5.2 Exciton Transformation

Next we transform the electronic Hamiltonian into excitonic basis. To this end we
neglect the intraband Coulomb interaction, which for higher densities gives rise to
energy renormalization and electron-electron scattering, but in the low excitation
regime has no impact on the dynamics of the system. Hence the electronic part of
the Hamiltonian can be rewritten as:

Hel +HCoul → Hx-0 =
∑
kk′

[
(εck − εvk′)A

†
kk′ −

∑
q

VqA
†
k+q,k′+q

]
Akk′ (5.7)

≈
∑
µQ

Eµ
QX

†
µQXµQ, (5.8)

where in the last line we used the expansion into excitonic eigenmodes,

A†kekh =
∑
µ

X†µ,ke−khΨµ(αkh + βke), (5.9)

and used that the wave functions fulfill the Wannier equation (Eq. 4.17). The
above applied transformation is completely analogous to the treatment of the
Coulomb interaction in the semiconductor Bloch equations Sec. 4.3. It is impor-
tant to note that the Coulomb interaction is now fully contained within the single
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particle energy of the exciton. In the electron picture the Hamiltonian contained
many-particle interactions, giving rise to a hierarchy problem in Coulomb correla-
tions. Now the negligence of the fermionic correction term B in Eq. 5.2 has led to
an effective single particle problem. With the above described transformation and
commutation rules, we have restricted the problem to the low density regime and
applied a Hartree-Fock factorization of the Coulomb interaction directly within
the Hamiltonian.

We can now transform all other interaction Hamiltonians into exciton basis, where
the following substitutions come in handy:

a†ck+qack =
∑
νµQ

[
Ψν∗(k− αQ)Ψµ(k− αQ + βq)

]
X†µQ+qXνQ (5.10)

a†vkavk−q = −
∑
νµQ

[
Ψν∗(k + βQ)Ψµ(k + βQ− αq)

]
X†µQ+qXνQ. (5.11)

Applying this procedure for example to the electron-phonon Hamiltonian gives rise
to a convenient exciton-phonon Hamiltonian:

Hx-ph =
∑
µν,qQ

Dνµq X†µ,Q+qXν,Q(bq + b†−q), (5.12)

where the exciton-phonon matrix element Dνµq is given by the Eq. 4.36, which we
already found via transformation of the equations of motion.

Before we show the other Hamiltonians in exciton frame, we will extend the set
of basis functions to intervalley excitons, which represent an important phonon
scattering channel.

5.3 Indirect Excitons

and Intervalley Phonon Scattering

So far all discussions about excitons where referring to electron hole pairs within
the same valley, e.g. the K point. However, the electron and hole momenta enter-
ing the Wannier equation, discussed in Sec. 4.3, always referred to the minimum
of the parabolically approximated band structure (valley). In principle, the elec-
tron valley can be different from the hole valley and we would still obtain the
same Wannier equation, since the Coulomb matrix element is independent of the
distance of electron and hole in momentum space. As long as electron and hole
have a positive reduced mass, they can form a bound state, which we refer to as
intervalley or indirect exciton.
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Figure 5.2: Sketch of the a) electronic band structure exhibiting multiple minima and
maxima of valence and conduction band and b) corresponding exciton center-of-mass
dispersion containing the direct (K-K) exciton as well as several intervalley excitons
such as K-K’ and K-Λ. Figure adopted from Paper 3.

Figure 5.2 illustrates the relevant minima and maxima of valence and conduction
band along with the excitonic center-of-mass dispersion for the 1s ground state,
respectively. As result of different binding energies as well as varying electronic
band gaps, intervalley excitons, such as K-Λ and K-K’, can lie energetically below
the direct K-K exciton.
In order to include intervalley excitons into our effective mass model, we divide the
Brillouin zone into small neighbourhoods Uζ of the band extrema/valleys ζ, i.e.∑

k∈1.BZ →
∑

ζ,k∈Uζ , and use the valley as additional (vectorial) quantum number,
ack → acζkζ . In this formalism intervalley excitons can be easily included into the
exciton model derived in Sec. 4 and the exciton transformation is given by

a†cζekeavζhkh = A†ζeke,ζhkh =
∑
µ

X†µζeζh,ke−khΨµ
ζeζh

(αζeζhkh + βζeζhke), (5.13)

with valley dependent mass coefficients αζζ′ = mζ
e/Mζζ′ , βζζ′ = mζ′

h /Mζζ′ and

Mζζ′ = mζ
e + mζ′

h . Here the wave functions need to fulfill the intervalley Wannier
equation,

(h̄k)2

2mζeζh
r

Ψµ
ζeζh

(k)−
∑
q

VqΨµ
ζeζh

(k + q) = Eb
µζeζh

Ψµ
ζeζh

(k), (5.14)
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and we finally obtain

Hel +HCoul → Hx-0 =
∑

µζeζhQ

Eµ
ζeζhQ

X†µζeζhQXµζeζhQ, (5.15)

Eµ
ζeζhQ

=
h̄2Q2

2Mζeζh

+ εcζe0 − ε
v
ζh0

+ Eb
µζeζh

. (5.16)

In the above equation we see that the inclusion of the Coulomb interaction can
change the energetic ordering of direct and indirect transitions. While in the
electronic picture the energy of an interband transition is simply given by the
energy difference of conduction band minimum and valence band maximum εcζe0−
εvζh0, the exciton ground state of the respective transition is red shifted by the

binding energy E1s
ζeζh0 = εcζe0 − εvζh0 + Eb

1s,ζeζh
. Therefore, a momentum indirect

transition which is higher then the direct transition in terms of electronic energies,
can be lower in terms of exciton energies.

This is exactly the case in TMD monolayers, where small energetic separations
of different electronic valleys and large differences in the exciton binding energies
lead to a rearrangement of the energy landscape when considering the Coulomb
interaction. This is discussed in more detail and with concrete examples in Sec.
4.4.

Since intervalley exciton states can lie below the optically active K-K exciton
[94, 95] they provide an important relaxation channel and have a large impact on
the optoelectronic properties in TMDs. In the following, we discuss how scattering
between different exciton valleys is included into our model. Throughout this
work, the electron-phonon scattering is the only interaction mechanism which can
provide large enough momenta to transfer electrons between two valleys. Since
the explicit notation of the valleys is quite repetitive and unaesthetic, we will in
the following make use of an excitonic super index µ = (nµ,Lµ,ζ

e
µ,ζ

h
µ), unifying the

main quantum number nµ and angular momentum Lµ of the relative motion as
well as the electron and hole valleys. Similarly, we introduce a compound index for
phonon modes j = (κj,ζ

ph
j ), including the phonon branch κj and the nearest high

symmetry point ζph
j . In this notation, the above introduced exciton transformation

yields,

Hel-ph =
∑

κλζkζ′k′

Dκλ
ζ′ζ,k′−ka

†
λζ′,k′aλζ,kbκ,ζ′−ζ,k′−k + h.c., (5.17)

=⇒ Hx-ph =
∑

Q,qνµj

Dµνjq,QX
†
νQ+qXµQbjq + h.c., (5.18)
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with the exciton-phonon matrix element generalized to intervalley scattering,

Dµνjq,Q = D
κjc
ζeνζ

e
µ,q
δζhν ζhµδζphj ,ζeν−ζeµ

Fµν(βν [q + sνµQ])

−Dκjv

ζhµζ
h
ν ,q
δζeνζeµδζphj ,ζhµ−ζhν

Fµν(−αν [q + sνµQ]) (5.19)

with sνµ = 1−Mν/Mµ. The form of Eq. 5.18 is analog to the Hamiltonian found for
intravalley scattering (Eq. 5.12), however here using super indices, which demon-
strates that inter- and intravalley scattering can be formally treated in the same
way. For intravalley scattering we also find a similar matrix element, which here
however contains delta functions ensuring a) conservation of the electron (hole)
valley if the hole (electron) scatters with a phonon, and (b) momentum conserva-
tion, i.e. the phonon-valley has to be compatible with the electronic intervalley
transition. Moreover, the intervalley matrix element is in general Q-dependent,
since the CoM momentum now appears in the scattering form factor, which quan-
tifies the likelihood for a transfer of relative momentum. Since the relative mo-
mentum is defined with respect to valley masses, a change of valley leads to an
additionally transferred relative momentum. For the range of CoM momenta and
exciton masses considered in this work sνµQ is usually a small vector, so that this
modification only leads to small corrections of the intervalley relaxation dynamics,
which has been tested numerically. Since the numerical treatment of a matrix ele-
ment with two momenta is very time consuming, we use the symmetry conserving
approximation Dµνjq,Q ≈ (Dµνjq,Q=0 +Dνµ∗j,−q,Q=0)/2.

5.4 Exciton Light Interaction

For all other interaction Hamiltonians considered in this work the electronic valley
is conserved, so that the operators can be transformed for each valley separately
and according to the rules discussed in Sec. 5.2. For the exciton-photon interaction
we find,

Hx−pt =
∑
σq,µ

M̃µ
σqc
†
σqXµ,q‖ + h.c. (5.20)

with M̃µ
σq = δζeµ,ζhµM̃

ζ
σq

∑
k

Ψµ∗(k). (5.21)

In contrast to the phonon-scattering, the exciton-photon interaction does not con-
serve the total number of excitons, since it describes a conversion of excitons to
photons and vice versa. The excitonic oscillator strength ∝

∑
k Ψ(k) = Ψ(r = 0),

reflects the fact that excitons can only recombine if the probability of finding
an electron and hole at the same position is not zero (as, e.g., for p-type wave
functions).
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Finally, we transform the semi-classical intraband electron-light coupling, which
yields

Hx-intra =
∑
νµQ

A ·J νµ
Q X

†
µQXνQ (5.22)

J νµ
Q = δζeν ,ζeµδζhν ,ζhµ

∑
k

Ψν∗(k)(jcζek+αQ − jvζhk−βQ)Ψµ(k)

= δζeν ,ζeµδζhν ,ζhµ
e0h̄

mζeζh
r

∑
k

Ψν∗(k)kΨµ(k), (5.23)

where we have plugged in the current matrix element for a parabolic band structure
in the second step. Eq. 5.22 shows that optically induced intraband currents can
drive transitions between different exciton states, which is further elaborated on
in Sec. 7.3.

With the above derived exciton Hamiltonian, together with the transformation
rules for electronic operators, we can express all observables relevant in this thesis
as expectation values of exciton operators and quantify transition rates in terms
of excitonic matrix elements. Since the Coulomb interaction is implicitly included,
this step dramatically simplifies the derivation of dynamical equations and allows
us to read of excitonic effects directly on the level of the Hamilton operator.
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CHAPTER 6

PHOTOLUMINESCENCE

Complementary to the linear absorption spectroscopy presented in Sec. 4.1, an-
other common technique to optically characterize materials is to measure the pho-
toluminescence (PL) spectrum. Here the material is excited with a fixed wave-
length above the bandgap and the (delayed) light emission from the material is
measured as function of frequency. Similar to absorption spectra, the PL gives
access to the energies of optically active states in the material, but has some cru-
cial advantages. On one hand, the PL signal is measured at frequencies far away
from the excitation energy. Therefore very weak signals can be resolved by using
extremely sensitive detectors after filtering out the laser light used for the exci-
tation. On the other hand, the PL results from spontaneous recombination of
electrons and holes, which have relaxed to low energy states after they have been
excited. Therefore, the PL signal is not only reflecting the oscillator strength of a
state, but also contains information about the (incoherent) occupation of this state
[96, 97]. As a result, the low temperature emission can reveal quantum states with
very weak matter-light coupling, which only become measurable due to a large
occupation probability.

In this chapter we investigate the spontaneous light emission from TMDs due
to the recombination of incoherent exciton populations. In particular, we derive
how momentum indirect dark excitons can become visible in low temperature PL
spectra, revealing a fingerprint of phonon-assisted recombination processes.
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6.1 Incoherent Photon Emission

To derive an expression for the incoherent light emission, we consider the energy
balance of the electromagnetic field. The PL signal is equivalent to the energy flux
S of the electromagnetic field, which obeys the continuity equation

∇ · S = −∂tρEM, (6.1)

where ρEM is the energy density of the electromagnetic field. Assuming that the
PL detector integrates over an infinitely large sphere, we can use Gauss law to
obtain the radiation power

Prad =

∮
dA · S = ∂t

∫
d3r

1

2
(ε0E

2 +
1

µ0

B2) (6.2)

=
∑
σq

h̄ωq∂t〈c†σqcσq〉 =

∫
dωh̄ωI(ω,t). (6.3)

In the second line we have used the expansion of the electromagnetic field in terms
of photon creation and annihilation operators, cf. Sec. 2.1, and introduced a
spectral power density, which determines the PL spectrum (photon flux)

I(ω,t) =
∑
σq

∂tn
pt
σq(t)δ(ω − ωq) (6.4)

as a measure for the temporal change of the photon number npt
σq = 〈c†σqcσq〉.

Hence, to calculate the emission spectrum of a material, we have to consider
the equation of motion of the photon numbers, which are coupled to the ex-
citonic system through exciton-photon Hamiltonian. In the following sections
we consider different orders of many-particle correlations within the hierarchy of
exciton-photon/phonon correlations, giving rise to a variety of intriguing spec-
tral phenomena within the PL. It is important to note that the photon density
npt
q = |〈c†q〉|2 + δ〈c†qcq〉 contains a coherent part |〈c†q〉|2 and a purely quantum me-

chanical contribution δ〈c†qcq〉. In the following we consider the incoherent limit,
where the electrical field amplitude of the emitted light 〈E〉 ∝ 〈c†q〉 vanishes.
This is the case when the emitting excitonic system is in an incoherent state,
which in our theoretical framework means that there are no coherent polarizations
pcv ∝ 〈X†〉 = 0.

6.2 Luminescence Bloch Equations

and Elliot Formula

In the following we derive a luminescence formula reflecting the direct radiative
recombination of incoherent bright excitons. To this end we calculate the equation
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of motion for the photonic density matrix nσσ
′

kk′ = 〈c†σkcσ′k′〉 including H0 and the
exciton photon coupling yielding (M̃ →M),

∂tn
σσ′

kk′ = i(ωσk − ωσ′k′)nσσ
′

kk′ +
i

h̄

∑
µ

(Mµ∗
σ′k′S

µ∗
σ′k′ −M

µ
σ′k′S

µ
σk) (6.5)

=⇒ ∂tn
pt
σq =

2

h̄

∑
µ

Im{Mµ
σqSµσq} with Sµσq = 〈c†σqXµq‖〉, (6.6)

where we have introduced the recombination amplitude Sµσq. Next we determine
the dynamics of S which yields,

ih̄∂tSµσq = (Eµ
q‖
− h̄ωσq)Sµσq +

∑
σ′q′

Mµ∗
σ′q′n

σσ′

qq′ −Mµ∗
σqN

µ
q‖
. (6.7)

Here we have introduced the exciton density Nµ
Q = 〈X†µQXµQ〉 and set intraexciton

coherences to zero, i.e. 〈X†νXµ〉 = δνµN
µ [98]. The term ∝ nσσ

′

qq′ accounts for
absorption and stimulated emission of photons (diagonal contributions) as well
as radiative damping (off-diagonal terms). Here we consider an open-quantum
system and can therefore neglect the re-absorption and stimulated emission of
photons (npt

σq << Nµ
Q). However, we include the radiative damping, by solving

Eq. 6.5 in Markov approximation and plugging the result in Eq. 6.7. Similar
to the coherent limit we neglect radiative couplings Ṡµ ∝ Sν with ν 6= µ and
disregard renormalization terms. Consequently, the second term in Eq. 6.7 yields
a damping

∂tSµσq


rad. damp.
= −1

h̄
γµq‖S

µ
σq (6.8)

γµq‖ = π
∑
σk

|Mµ
σk|

2δk‖q‖δ(E
µ
q‖
− h̄ωσk) (6.9)

Moreover, we can perform the same calculation for the phonon-induced damping

as demonstrated in Sec. 4.5, yielding ∂tSµσq


el-ph
= −1

h̄
Γµq‖S

µ
σq. Finally, we solve

the properly damped equation for S in the static limit (Ṡ = 0) and plug the result
in Eq. 6.6, which yields the so called Elliot formula for the PL:

∂tn
pt
σq =

2

h̄

∑
µ

Im{
|Mµ

σq|2Nµ
q‖

Eµ
q‖ − h̄ωσq − i(γ

µ
q‖ + Γµq‖)

}. (6.10)

Hence, for a perfectly perpendicular emission we find the intensity

I⊥σ (ω) =
2

h̄

∑
µ

γµσN
µ
0Lγµ+Γµ(Eµ

0 − h̄ω), (6.11)
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where we used the Couchy/Lorentz distribution Lγ(E) = γ/(π(E2 + γ2)). Hence
every bright exciton state |µ,Q ≈ 0〉 emits with a Lorentzian spectral profile at
its eigenenergy. Thereby the width is given by radiative and phonon-induced de-
phasing as already shown in the coherent limit (Sec. 4.5 and 4.6). However, in
contrast to the linear spectroscopy, the emission intensity is now proportional to
the number of excitons Nµ

0 occupying bright states (states within the light cone
Q ≈ 0), where each exciton recombines with the rate 2γµ0/h̄. Therefore, when
comparing absorption and emission spectra, the peak intensities of PL peaks is
re-scaled by the number of particles occupying the respective state. In Sec. 7.2 we
show that electrons and holes excited above the band gap quickly dissipate their
excess energy via emission of phonons until they reach the energetically lowest
exciton states. This way a thermal equilibrium distribution Nµ

Q ∝ exp(Eµ
Q/kBT )

is created on a picosecond timescale after optical excitation. The exciton recom-
bination process is usually much slower than that, since only excitons in the light
cone can decay into a photon (recombination bottleneck). Therefore, when calcu-
lating stationary luminescence it is a good approximation to assume a Boltzmann
distribution for the exciton occupations.

In the above derivation we have only considered direct recombination of excitons
[99, 100], which means that the CoM momentum of the exciton is fully transferred
to the photon. This is because in the perturbative treatment of the exciton-phonon
interaction we have neglected additional source terms and only included broaden-
ing contributions. In the following section we show how the above discussed model
can be modified to include phonon-assisted recombination, i.e. the decay of exci-
tons under simultaneous emission of photons and phonons.

6.3 Phonon-assisted Exciton Recombination

The fundamental law of momentum conservation only allows excitons with zero
center-of-mass momentum to be created by or recombine through light emission.
However, the vast majority of states in the excitonic band structure has a non-
zero center of mass momentum. In particular, intervalley excitons have very large
center of mass momenta Qζ = ζe − ζh and in some materials are energetically
far below the momentum direct bright exciton [95]. Therefore, after an optical
excitation and ultrafast thermalization the majority of excitons will occupy the
energetically lowest, dark intervalley excitons state. However the lifetime of these
dark state is not infinite, but is limited by defect or phonon-assisted recombination
processes. These recombination processes require the simultaneous dissipation of
momentum, e.g. through emission of a phonon [101–104]. These three-particle
processes are however very inefficient compared to the direct recombination of an
exciton with zero center-of-mass momentum. Nonetheless, when the intervalley
exciton lower in energy than the bright state, the low temperature PL can exhibit
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strong phonon-assisted signals due to an orders of magnitude larger population of
the dark state, as depicted in Fig. 6.1. These indirect recombination channels are

Figure 6.1: Luminescence from dark excitons. Sketch of direct and indirect decay chan-
nels showing the underlying scattering processes in the excitonic center-of-mass disper-
sion (right) and the corresponding PL signals (left). Momentum-dark excitons can decay
by simultaneously interacting with phonons and photon, giving rise to phonon side peaks
(red). Figure adopted from Paper 3.

usually visualized as two-step processes, in which the exciton first scatters into
a virtual state in the light cone via interaction with a phonon and consequently
recombines by emitting a photon with the energy of the virtual state Edark±Ephonon.
Such emission traces provide a unique possibility to measure the energetic position
of otherwise optically inaccessible dark excitons.

In the following, we discuss how phonon-assisted recombination channels can be
included in the microscopic luminescence model introduced in the last section. For
clarity we drop the photon (σ) and phonon mode index (j). The calculation can
be similarly performed for multiple photon/phonon modes and yields and additive
solution. Just as in the last section we applying the Heisenberg equation of motion
to calculate the evolution of the photon density by including H0, Hx-pt and Hx-ph.
In contrast to the last section we thereby include additional source terms and
higher-order exciton-phonon-photon correlations. Hence we find a closed system of
equations for the photon density npt

k = 〈c†kck〉, the recombination amplitude Sµk =

〈c†kXµk‖
〉, the phonon-assisted recombination amplitude Uµ,±kq = 〈c†kb

(†)
∓qXµk‖−q〉
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and the exciton-phonon correlation Cνµ,±kq = 〈X†νk‖Xµk‖−qb
(†)
∓q〉:

d

dt
npt
k =

2

h̄

∑
µ

Im{Mµ
kS

µ
k}, (6.12)

ih̄
d

dt
Sµk = (Eµ

k‖
− h̄ωk)Sµk −M

µ∗
k N

µ
k‖

+
∑
νq±

Dνµq Uν±kq + Ṡ|rad
deph., (6.13)

ih̄
d

dt
Uν,±kq = (Eν

k‖−q ∓ h̄Ωq − h̄ωk)Uν,±kq +
∑
µ

Dνµ∗q η±q S
µ
k

−
∑
µ

Mµ∗
k C

µν,±
kq + U̇ |ph

deph., (6.14)

ih̄
d

dt
Cνµ,±kq = (Eµ

k‖−q − E
ν
k‖
∓ h̄Ωq)Cνµ,±kq −Dµν∗q Qνµ,±

kq + Ċ|rad+ph
deph. , (6.15)

where η±q = 1/2∓ 1/2 + 〈b†qbq〉 denotes the phonon occupation factors for absorp-

tion (+) and emission (-), Nµ
Q = 〈X†µQXµQ〉 is the exciton density and Qνµ,±

kq =
η∓qN

µ
k‖−q − η

±
qN

ν
k‖

abbreviates the source term of exciton-phonon correlations.

To arrive at this set of equations we have applied the cluster expansion scheme and
again neglected all coherent quantities. Moreover, we assume the low density limit
and therefore neglect quadratic occupations and disregard contributions connected
to multi-phonon processes. Finally, we have abbreviated additional correlations
giving rise to a dephasing of the respective quantity with (·)|phon

deph.. It is impor-
tant to note that these dephasing contributions need to be treated on the same
microscopic footing as the dephasing resulting from the coupling between S and
U . An inconsistent damping of the equations, e.g. by approximating all dephasing
contributions with a damping constant δ can lead to non-physical solutions such
as negative PL signals.

In the supplementary material of Paper 3 we show how the above system of equa-
tions can be simplified in order to obtain an analytical formula for the static PL
signal, including a self consistent many-particle dephasing. Here we are only going
to briefly discuss the general structure and interpretation of the final equation.
For a thermalized exciton distribution, we find the following analytic expression
for the σ-polarized photon flux emitted in perpendicular direction with respect to
the monolayer:

I⊥σ (ω) =
2

πh̄

∑
µ

γµσ
(Eµ

0 − h̄ω)2 + (γµ0 + Γµ0)2

(
γµ0N

µ
0

+
∑
νq,j±

|Dµνjq |2N ν
qη
±
jq

Γνq
(Eν

q ± h̄Ωjq − h̄ω)2 + (Γνq)2

)
. (6.16)
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The first line is analogous to the result for the direct recombination derived in
the last section, with the important difference that the phonon dephasing Γµ here
only appears in the denominator. However, for energies h̄ω ≈ Eµ

0 the second
line containing the scattering contributions can be rewritten as phonon-guided in-
scattering to the bright state. In thermal equilibrium this is approximately equal
to the out-scattering, cf. Sec. 7.1, so that the second term becomes Γµ0N

µ
0 . Hence,

in the resonant case, Eq. 6.16 can be well approximated with the Elliot formula
derived in the last section,

I⊥σ (ω)|ω≈Eµ0 =
2

πh̄

γµσ (γµ0 + Γµ0)

(Eµ
0 − h̄ω)2 + (γµ0 + Γµ0)2

Nµ
0 . (6.17)

It is important to note that the two contributions in Eq. 6.16 should not be inter-
preted as direct and phonon assisted recombination, since the second contribution
also accounts for the dephasing of the direct recombination.

The scattering contribution in Eq. 6.16 is for large detuning from the bright state
∝ |MD|2/(E0 − h̄ω)2 and therefore agrees well with expressions obtained from
other perturbative treatments, e.g. as derived for optical phonon replicas in the
polaron picture in Refs. [101, 102]. The advantage of the cluster expansion is that
it consistently includes phonon-induced broadening as well as additional phonon-
assisted decay channels. This allows us to quantitatively compare line shapes and
intensities of bright and dark exciton states in experiment and theory.

The luminescence formula is one of the key outcomes of this work and can be
applied to an arbitrary semiconductor whose band edge excitations are of exci-
tonic nature. In the following section, we apply the formula to calculate the low
temperature PL spectrum of WSe2 revealing optical signatures of dark intervalley
excitons.

6.4 Dark Exciton Luminescence

in WSe2 Monolayers

TMD monolayers have over the last years remained in the focus of fundamental
condensed matter research, partly because the strong many-particle interactions in
these systems provide an excellent platform to study intriguing quantum phenom-
ena of correlated systems. One of the major puzzles of the TMD research has been
the low-temperature PL spectrum. While the PL of TMDs on SiO2 is dominated
by bright exciton peak, potentially a trion peak and some random defect peaks
far below the A exciton, hBN encapsulated samples have revealed a plethora of
new peaks below the apparent exciton ground states resonance [105–108], whose
microscopic origin has been mostly unknown. Most studies on this topic have
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focused on the impact of bound exciton configurations, such as trions [109], biex-
citons [110] and trapped excitons [111, 112]. In Paper 3 we have demonstrated in
a joint experiment-theory study that some of the low-temperature emission peaks
in WSe2 are likely related to the phonon-assisted recombination of momentum-
dark K-K’ excitons. In Paper 3 we present the bright and dark exciton energies
calculated with the Wannier equation and ab initio band parameters. Moreover,
we evaluate Eq. 6.16 for hBN encapsulated WSe2 for different temperatures and
demonstrate how the shape of phonon-sidebands evolves. Here, we only point out
the main outcome of this work. In Fig. 6.2 we compare a PL spectrum measured

Figure 6.2: PL spectra in experiment and theory. The blue curve shows the PL measured
on hBN-encapsulated WSe2 at the charge neutrality point and T=15 K. The red curve
shows the simulated spectrum. The peaks P and Q denote the acoustic and optical
phonon-assisted recombination of K-K’ excitons. Figure adopted from Paper 3.

by the Urbaszek Group from the University in Toulouse (CNRS) with our model.
The blue curve shows the measured PL at T=15 K for hBN-encapsulated WSe2

at the charge neutrality point (applied gate voltage) [106]. The red curve shows
the calculated spectrum for an equivalent set of parameters.

Both experiment and theory show additional resonances between 50 and 80 meV
below the bright exciton denoted with P and Q. The two other peaks around
40 and 30 meV below the A exciton peak (denoted with D and T) have been
assigned to spin-forbidden dark states [107] and charge defect bound trions [113],
respectively. In contrast, the microscopic origin of the peaks P and Q has been
unknown. Our model and several other independent studies [105, 114, 115] suggest
that they result from a phonon-assisted recombination of momentum-dark K-K’
excitons.
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While the agreement of peak positions in experiment and theory are reasonably
good, there are significant differences in the height of the bright exciton X0 and the
phonon side peaks P,Q. This deviation may stem from inaccuracies in the exciton-
phonon matrix element, e.g. resulting from the applied deformation potential ap-
proximation in Ref. [71], whose parameters have been used in this work. Moreover,
the calculated PL signal uses a Boltzmann distribution to approximate the exciton
occupations, which might be insufficient in the considered low temperature regime
and CW excitation. In general, the complex interplay of optical pumping, relax-
ation of excitons and recombination might result in quasi-equilibrium occupations
that deviate from the assumed Boltzmann distribution. However, in the supple-
mentary material of Paper 3 we show spectra measured at other temperatures and
find a good agreement for the temperature trends for peak shapes and intensity ra-
tios. Moreover, in a follow-up joint experiment-theory project (Paper 28), we have
investigated how the phonon-sidebands evolve in time. Here we combined a full
simulation of the exciton relaxation dynamics (Sec. 7) with time- and spectrally
resolved PL measurements. In good agreement between experiment and theory, we
were able to show that the phonon-driven thermalization of the optically injected
excitons is resulting in a temporal red-shift of the phonon assisted PL peaks.
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CHAPTER 7

EXCITON DYNAMICS

So far we have only considered static exciton properties, such as the linear coher-
ent response of TMDs (Sec. 4) and the luminescence signal stemming from the
recombination of an incoherent quasi-equilibrium exciton distribution (Sec. 6). In
the following we will investigate how incoherent exciton populations are formed
and distributed in energy after the material has been excited with a short opti-
cal pump pulse. In particular, we will show how electron-hole pairs created with
energies far above the excitonic ground state dissipate their excess energy via the
emission of phonons. In the last part of this section, we also demonstrated how
the exciton relaxation processes can be indirectly observed in ultrafast pump-probe
experiments.

7.1 Formation of Incoherent Excitons

In Sec. 6 we have assumed that the excitation of light and a subsequent thermal-
ization process leads to an occupation of exciton energies Nµ

Q = 〈X†µQXµQ〉. In
the following we will derive the equations of motion, which describe the formation
of these exciton populations [37, 55, 80, 116]. To this end, we derive the different
contributions to the exciton dynamics resulting from exciton-phonon interaction,
excitation with coherent light and recombination due to the coupling of to the
quantized photon field. Thereby, mixed contributions such as the exciton-phonon-
photon interaction discussed in Sec. 6 will be neglected and the exciton-phonon
as well as exciton-photon scattering are treated perturbatively on the level of the
second-order Born-Markov approximation.
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Exciton-Phonon Scattering

To derive the phonon-contribution to the equations of motion, we set up the Heisen-
berg equation of motion for the exciton occupation Nµ

Q including H0 and Hx-ph.
Similar to the procedure described in Sec. 4.5 we truncate the many-particle hi-
erarchy on the level of two-particle correlations yielding the coupled equations,

∂tN
µ
Q


x-ph

=
2

h̄

∑
νQ,±

Im{Dνµq C
µν±
Qq }, (7.1)

ih̄∂tCµν,±Qq


x-ph

= (Eν
Q−q − E

µ
Q ∓ h̄Ωq)Cµν,±Qq

−Dνµ∗q (η∓qN
ν
Q−q − η±qN

µ
Q), (7.2)

with the definitions introduced in the last section, Cµν,±Qq = 〈X†µQXνQ−qb
†/( )
∓q 〉 and

η±q = 1/2∓1/2 + 〈b†qbq〉. It is important to note that we have neglected non-linear
terms (∝ N2) to obtain the above equation for C. These terms result from the
bosonic commutator relations used for the exciton operators. This commutator,
however, only holds for low densities (NQ << 1) in which the linear terms (∝ N)
dominate. At higher densities, where the N2 terms might become important, we
would also need to include correction terms to the bosonic exciton commutator
to be consistent. A numerical evaluation of the above system of equations is due
to the large dimensionality of C extremely expensive and the solution would also
depend on the unknown damping of the latter. However, a physically intuitive
and numerically feasible description of the system is obtained by solving Eq. 7.2
within a Markov/adiabatic approximation, yielding

Cµν,±Qq ≈ iπDνµ∗q (η∓qN
ν
Q−q − η±qN

µ
Q)δ(Eν

Q−q − E
µ
Q ∓ h̄Ωq), (7.3)

which plugged into the equation for the densities gives rise to a Boltzmann scat-
tering equation,

∂tN
µ
Q


x-ph

=
∑
νQ′

(W νµ
Q′QN

ν
Q′ −W

µν
QQ′N

µ
Q) (7.4)

W µν
QQ′ =

2π

h̄

∑
±,j

|Dµνj,Q′−Q|
2(

1

2
± 1

2
+ nph

j,Q′−Q)δ(Eν
Q′ − E

µ
Q ± h̄Ωq). (7.5)

Here the coefficients W µν
QQ′ denote the probability rates to scatter from state |µQ〉

to state |νQ′〉, which resemble Fermis golden rule with different weights for phonon
emission (+) and absorption processes (-) given by the relevant phonon numbers.
Consequently, the first term in Eq. 7.4 corresponds to the total in-scattering, while
the second term reflects the out-scattering from the respective state. The latter is
closely related to the dephasing rate Γ (inverse coherence lifetime) derived in Sec.
4.5 via 2ΓµQ/h̄ = W out

µQ =
∑

νQ′W
µν
QQ′ .
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Spontaneous Recombination

With the same procedure we now consider the coupling of exciton occupations to
the photon field described by Hx-pt. Thus we obtain

∂tN
µ
Q


x-pt

= −2

h̄

∑
σq

Im{M̃µ
σqSµσq}δq‖,Q‖ (7.6)

ih̄
d

dt
Sµq


x-pt
= (Eµ

q‖
− h̄ωq)Sµq −M

µ∗
k N

µ
q‖
, (7.7)

where we have neglected the number of photons and suppressed dephasing con-
tributions in Eq. 7.7. We again apply the Markov approximation in Eq. 7.7 and
plug the result in the equation of the density, yielding

∂tN
µ
Q


x-pt

= −2

h̄
γµQN

µ
Q ≈ −

2

h̄
γ̃µNµ

QδQ,0, (7.8)

where we have identified the radiative dephasing γ (Eq. 6.9) and introduced an
effective recombination rate γ̃, which is an integral over the recombination rates
throughout the lightcone. The second form of Eq. 7.8 (∝ δQ,0)) underlines that
γQ is strongly peaked around Q = 0, since the recombination requires momentum
conservation. As a result of the negligible momentum of photons in the visible
spectral range, only excitons with almost vanishing CoM momentum can recom-
bine and emit photons. Moreover, we again find that the occupation N decays
with twice the decay constant of the polarization P , which is consistent with the
singlet factorization N = |P |2 + δN .

Coherent Excitation

In the above consideration of the coupling between excitons and the electromag-
netic field, we have neglected the absorption and stimulated emission of photons,
which consequently only describes the coupling to the photon vacuum. Hence,
Eq. 7.8 only captures the change of exciton numbers due to spontaneous recom-
bination. To include an excitation of the system with a short laser pulse, we
simply split the electromagnetic field into a part describing the laser pulse and the
”rest”. Since the excitation pulse is usually coherent laser light, this part is well
described by the semi-classical exciton light coupling Hx-l. The coupling to the
”rest” field is then described fully quantum mechanically through the treatment
in the last section. At this point it is also worth noting that for the exciton oc-
cupation Nµ

Q = 〈X†µQXµQ〉 we have so far not distinguished between coherent and
incoherent contributions. Therefore, one part of the dynamics of Nµ

Q is reflecting
the evolution of coherent excitonic polarizations P µ

Q (Sec. 4) and therefore we also
obtain a direct coupling to the laser field,

∂tN
µ
Q


x-l

=
2

h̄
Im{ e0

m0

Mµ∗ ·A(t)P µ
Q}δQ,0. (7.9)
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In the following we will show that this is just the excitation of coherent excitons P µ
Q,

while the creation of genuinely incoherent excitons needs an additional scattering
process with phonons.

Polarization-to-Population Transfer

For the discussion of microscopic phenomena and the interpretation of optical ex-
periments it is often useful to distinguish between the coherent exciton polarization
P µ
Q = 〈X†µQ〉 and genuinely incoherent excitons, given by the correlated part of

the exciton number δNµ
Q = 〈X†µQXµQ〉− 〈X†µQ〉〈XµQ〉 = Nµ

Q− |P
µ
Q|2. Thereby the

dynamics of the coherent part has been derived in Sec. 4 and in total reads

ih̄∂tP
µ = −(Eµ

0 + iγµ0 + iΓµ0)P µ − e0

m0

Mµ ·A(t). (7.10)

Since we do not consider any coherent processes creating excitonic polarizations
with Q 6= 0, we have redefined P µ ≡ 〈X†µ0〉. The incoherent dynamics is now given
by

˙δN
µ

Q = ∂t(N
µ
Q − |P

µ
Q|

2) = Ṅµ
Q − 2Re{Ṗ µP µ∗}δQ,0, (7.11)

which yields the equation of motion for incoherent exciton densities,

˙δN
µ

Q =
∑
ν

W νµ
0Q|P

ν |2 +
∑
νQ′

(W νµ
Q′QδN

ν
Q′ −W

µν
QQ′δN

µ
Q)− 2

h̄
γµQδN

µ
Q. (7.12)

The above equations 7.10 and 7.12 contain all intrinsic processes shaping the life cy-
cle of an exciton. The coherent laser light creates excitonic polarizations described
by the driving term in Eq. 7.10. Subsequently, the polarization is coherently
re-emitted (γµ0 ) corresponding to Rayleigh scattered light or, more importantly,
decays through interaction with phonons quantified by the phonon-dephasing Γµ0 .
However, the energy of the coherent exciton is not lost, but it is converted into in-
coherent exciton occupations, which is reflected by the first term in Eq. 7.12. One
can see that the decay of the coherent excitons is driving incoherent populations
by considering the total changes due to interaction with phonons∑

µQ

∂tδN
µ
Q


x-ph

=
∑
νµQ

W νµ
0Q|P

ν |2 =
2

h̄

∑
µ

Γµ0|P µ|2 = −
∑
µ

∂t|P µ|2


x-ph
. (7.13)

This transfer from coherent to incoherent excitons due to scattering with phonons
is referred to as polarization-to-population transfer [37, 59, 80].
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After incoherent excitons have been created, they redistribute across all available
exciton states via scattering with phonons, which is described by the Boltzmann
scattering term (second part of Eq. 7.12). Finally, excitons with zero CoM can
spontaneously recombine again and emit incoherent photons.

It is important to note that the compound exciton index µ contains the exciton
valley, but also the main quantum number nµ and angular momentum lµ de-
termining the relative motion of electron and hole, which was discussed in Sec.
4.4. Hence, excitons not only gain or loose CoM momentum via interaction with
phonons, but can also dissipate energy of their internal motion, e.g. by performing
a phonon-assisted transition from a 2p to the 1s state. Moreover, the solutions of
the Wannier equation (indexed by µ) not only contain bound electron-hole pairs
(Eb

µ < 0), but also a continuum of free scattering states (Eb
µ > 0) which resemble

the free electron and hole plasma states with pair energies above the band gap.
Hence, Eqs. 7.10 and 7.12 do not only capture the single particle kinetics of the
ground state exciton, which has been studied in previous works [59, 80], but also
contains the formation of bound excitons out of a free electron-hole plasma after
excitation above the band gap. The numerical simulation of this exciton relaxation
across the full Rydberg series of excited exciton states is a key outcome of this
thesis and is discussed in the next section.

7.2 Exciton Relaxation Cascade

in MoSe2

In the following we consider the exciton relaxation dynamics in MoSe2 monolayers
after an optical excitation with energies at the single particle band gap. In Paper
1 we provide a detailed analysis of the time-, momentum- and energy resolved
dynamics of the system. Here we just give a short overview of the principle mech-
anism and the key outcomes. Figure 7.1 schematically illustrates the exciton band
structure and the dominant relaxation mechanisms after an excitation close to the
band edge. The pump pulse creates quasi-free electron-hole pairs at the scatter-
ing continuum (yellow arrow), which subsequently dissipate their excess energy
via a sequence of phonon emissions [116], performing a cascadic relaxation across
the Rydberg-series of lower lying exciton states (orange arrows), in particular also
scattering to momentum indirect pairs, such as KΛ excitons.

Fig. 7.2, shows the simulated exciton dynamics after an excitation 20 meV below
the free-particle band gap and parameters for MoSe2 on a SiO2 substrate. The
time interval at which the pump pulse passes the sample is yellow shaded. The
coloured areas under the black curve (total number of electron-hole pairs) illustrate
the fractions of appearing exciton states, e.g. at 0.5 ps, shortly after the pump
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Figure 7.1: Intraexcitonic relaxation cascade in MoSe2. Excited hot electron-hole pairs
dissipate energy via a sequence of phonon emissions, performing a cascade-like relaxation
through the Rydberg series of exciton states including momentum indirect KΛ states.
Figure adopted from Paper 1.

Figure 7.2: Exciton formation and relaxation dynamics. Evolution of the momentum
integrated exciton occupations N. The black line shows the overall number of incoherent
excitons, while the coloured surfaces below the black line represent the relative fraction
of the respective exciton state. After 1.5 ps a 1/e-fraction of the excited pairs has relaxed
into the 1s-ground state. Figure adopted from Paper 1.

pulse more than 60% of the occupation are in states higher than 2s, while at
4 ps, ore than 90% of the occupation have relaxed to the 1s ground state. Note
that the different contributions were added up successively to pile up to the total
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number. Moreover, the large amount of different excited states close to the band
gap (E > E2s) have been grouped for a better overview.

Fig. 7.2 shows that optically excited, ”hot” pairs dissipate their energy and decay
into lower lying states on a ps-timescale. Our simulation predicts that after 1.5 ps
a 1/e-fraction of the excited pairs has decayed into the 1s-ground state revealing an
ultrafast formation of bound excitons out of a free electron-hole plasma. In Paper
1 we discuss the most efficient relaxation channels determined by the symmetries
of exciton wave functions and the arrangement of energy levels. Moreover, we also
show snap shots of the momentum resolved exciton dynamics across the Rydberg
series of bright and dark exciton states.

7.3 Pump-Probe Spectroscopy

via Intraexcitonic Transitions

In contrast to linear absorption experiments, addressing the static properties of the
system, the so called pump-probe spectroscopy allows us to study the dynamics of
excited charge carriers and – similarly intriguing – the internal degrees of freedom
of excited quasi-particles. The most frequently used pump-probe method uses two
pulses addressing interband transitions. While the first pump pulse is strongly
absorbed by the material, giving rise to excited charge carriers in the conduction
band, the second probe pulse becomes less absorbed by the material, which results
from the Pauli blocking of the already excited carriers (Paper 25). Therefore, the
change in the absorption of the probe pulse as function of delay between pump and
probe provides information of the carrier relaxation process on ultrafast timescales.
However, in this thesis we focus on a slightly different approach to pump-probe
spectroscopy, where the probe pulse addresses low frequency intraband transitions.
The idea behind this technique is that the presence of excitons created by the first
pump pulse can significantly modify the low frequency response of the material,
which subsequently can be probed by the absorption of a the probe pulse [117–120].
The reason for the change in the response function is that the optically injected
excitons can interact with light by performing transitions between internal degrees
of freedom, e.g. from their ground state (1s) to the first excited state (2p). For
TMD monolayers, this change in the relative motion of the electron-hole pair
can occur via the absorption of terahertz/far infra-red light [21, 121, 122]. From
a theoretical point of view, the intraexcitonic response results from oscillating
intraband currents induced by the electrical field of the probing laser. To derive
the response function we consider the intraband contribution to the probability
current (Eq. 4.4), which reads

〈̂j〉(t)


intra
=

1

A

∑
ζλk

jλζk〈a
†
λζ,kaλζ,k〉 =

1

A

∑
νµQ

J νµ
Q 〈X

†
µQXνQ〉, (7.14)
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where in the second step we have expanded the electronic operators in terms of
excitons via Eq. 5.10 and 5.11, where the exciton index also contains valley quan-
tum numbers. It is important to note that the exciton current matrix element
vanishes for a bound state and ν = µ, since it is proportional to the expectation
value of the relative momentum between electron and hole (cf. Eq. 5.23). There-
fore, only transition correlations σµνQ = 〈X†µQXνQ〉 between states with opposite
parities, such as 1s and 2p, can contribute to a current. Similar to the treatment
of the semiconductor Bloch equations in Sec. 4, we can now derive the linear
response from the equations of motion of σνµQ . Here the source term results from
the intraband contribution of the exciton-light coupling (Eq. 5.22) yielding,

ih̄∂tσ
µν
Q


x-intra

=
∑
ξ

A(J ξν
Qσ

µξ
Q −J µξ

Q σ
ξν
Q ) (7.15)

≈ AJ µν
Q (Nµ

Q −N
ν
Q), (7.16)

where in the second step we only considered the coupling to densities (linear re-
sponse), i.e. ξ = µ,ν. Analogue to the equation of motion for exciton densities
Nµ

Q, we can also derive the phonon contribution to the equation of motion of σνµQ .
Neglecting off-diagonal couplings σ̇νµ ∝ σ̇nm with n 6= ν and m 6= µ (random
phase approximation) we find the phonon dephasing

σ̇µνQ


x-ph
= −1

h̄
(ΓµQ + ΓνQ)σµνQ . (7.17)

Now we solve the equation of motion for σ in the frequency domain and plug the
result into Eq. 7.14. Together with the defintion of the susceptibility Eq. 4.2 we
thus obtain [118],

χσ(ω) =
1

ε0Aω2

∑
νµQ

|J νµ
Q · eσ|

2
N ν

Q −N
µ
Q

h̄ω − Eµ
Q + Eν

Q − i(Γ
µ
Q + ΓνQ)

. (7.18)

Again we find a sum of Lorentzian responses, however here at energies correspond-
ing to intraexciton transitions. Moreover, in contrast to the linear absorption, the
intraexcitonic response is proportional to the exciton number, since a certain tran-
sition from ν to µ can only be performed if an exciton occupies the initial states
ν. Therefore, the interband pump - intraband probe spectroscopy has two unique
capabilities. On one hand we obtain direct access to the internal transition en-
ergies, which provide information about the excitonic binding energies. On the
other hand, we can resolve the occupation dynamics of incoherent excitons across
different exciton states on an ultrafast timescale, while other techniques relying
on absorption bleaching are only sensitive to the Pauli blocking of the excited
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electron states (Paper 25), which do not contain information about electron-hole
correlations. In contrast, THz/infrared spectroscopy addresses internal oscillations
between electron hole pairs and is therefore sensitive to condensation phases of the
electron-hole gas.

Figure 7.3: Pump-induced low frequency absorption as function of the probe energy for
four different times. Shortly after the pump the occupation of excited states leads to
multiple absorption features for energies below 150 meV, inter alia optical gain resulting
from transient population inversions. For large delay times the spectrum is dominated
by the response of the 1s-2p transitions of excitons in the ground state. Figure adopted
from Paper 1.

Figure 7.3 shows the calculated low frequency absorption (Im{χ}) as function of
the probe energy at different delay times after the pump pulse for the conditions
discussed in the last section (band edge excitation in MoSe2). The colour shaded
curves result from the dynamics at room temperature, while the black curves show
the resulting spectra simulated for 77 K. Shortly after the pump pulse (t=0.5-1ps)
we find several absorption peaks at low energies, stemming from close lying transi-
tions of the excited higher order exciton states >2s. In particular, our calculations
predict that transient population inversions between s- and p-types states arise
during the relaxation process, since the relaxation preferably occurs between states
with the same orbital symmetry. For the spectra measured at 77 K, where the
absorption lines become narrow enough due to a reduced exciton-phonon scatter-
ing, we therefore observe pronounced gain signals (i.e. negative absorption). With
increasing delay time, as the population relaxes towards a thermal Boltzmann
distribution, we find a shift of the response towards the 1s-2p transition energy,
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stemming from excitons in the ground state. The rise time of the 1s-2p resonance
is a direct measure of relaxation from free to bound states. In Paper 1 we fur-
ther discuss the different spectral features and the comparison with experiments.
This study shows that the developed theoretical approach presents a powerful tool
for the investigation of exciton relaxation dynamics and can be applied to a wide
range of excitonic systems. In particular, in a joint experiment-theory study, we
showed that the exciton binding energy is significantly reduced within an hBN-
capped TMD compared to a ”naked” monolayer in Paper 11. Within the same
partnership, we demonstrated in Paper 24 how the exciton binding energy can be
tuned in a homobilayer by controlling the degree of interlayer hybridizaion through
the stacking angles, which is discussed in Sec. 9. Moreover, we applied a similar
approach as the one presented above, to model the exciton dynamics in a van der
Waals heterostructure, consisting of two different monolayers, published in Paper
14 and 18.

7.4 Spatiotemporal Dynamics

The microscopic model for the relaxation dynamics presented in the last sections
can be extended to also describe spatially inhomogeneous systems, giving rise to
equilibration processes like diffusion. Here it is not sufficient to restrict the treat-
ment to momentum diagonal elements of the excitonic density matrix 〈X†QX

†
Q〉,

but the evolution of off-diagonal elements 〈X†QX
†
Q′〉 is containing essential infor-

mation about the spatial distribution. Details on this approach are given in Paper
19 and 21 and references therein. Here we just shortly introduce the concept of
excitonic Wigner functions as possible extension of the presented model of the
exciton relaxation. Starting point of the theoretical description of a spatially in-
homogeneous exciton distribution is the pair probability density,

ρ(re,rh) = 〈ψ†e(re)ψe(re)ψ
†
h(rh)ψh(rh)〉, (7.19)

which corresponds to the probability of finding an electron at position re and
simultaneously a hole at position rh. Next we expand the particle field operators
ψ in terms of valence and conduction band operators within the effective mass
approximation and introduce a relative coordinate r = re − rh and center-of-mass
coordinate R = αre − βrh, which yields

ρ(r,R) =
1

A2

∑
kk′QQ′

ei(Q−Q
′)Rei(k−k

′+β(Q−Q′))r〈c†k+Qvkv
†
k′ck′+Q′〉. (7.20)

The appearing operator combination c†v can now be expanded in terms of exciton
operators (Eq. 5.9), which reads

ρ(r,R) =
∑
νµqQ

F̃νµ(r)〈X†µQ+qXνQ〉ei(q)R, (7.21)
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where F̃νµ(r) denotes the Fourier transform of the excitonic form factor (Eq. 4.37).
In Eq. 7.21 we already see that all the spatial information is contained in the off-
diagonal elements of the exciton density matrix. However, we are usually only
interested in the probability of finding an exciton at a certain center-of-mass po-
sition, which is given by

ρ(R) =

∫
d2rρ(r,R) =

∑
µqQ

〈X†µQ+qXµQ〉ei(q)R =
1

A

∑
µQ

Nµ
Q(R), (7.22)

where in the last step we have introduced the excitonic Wigner function Nµ
Q(R).

The latter contains all the information needed to obtain the probability distribu-
tion in momentum (

∫
d2R) or in space (

∑
Q). An extensive review on electronic

Wigner functions within the density matrix formalism is given in Ref. [36]. With
the above interpretation and the excitonic Hamiltonian most of the considerations
in Ref. [36] can be directly transferred to excitons, as long as the length scale of
spatial fluctuations in density are small compared to the exciton Bohr radius.

In Paper 19, 21, 20 and 29 we discuss several intriguing phenomena in the exciton
diffusion, such as the formation of spatial exciton rings, effective negative diffusion
coefficients as well as the effect of strain on exciton transport.
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CHAPTER 8

INTERLAYER EXCITONS IN

VAN DER WAALS BILAYERS

So far our analysis has entirely focused on TMD monolayers and the different ex-
citon states therein. However an exciting opportunity to increase the electronic
degrees of freedom, is to vertically stack two monolayer TMDs into a so called
bilayer structure. While homobilayers (two layers of the same material) have long
been considered as boring byproduct of the exfoliation process for monolayers, the
discovery of superconductivity in magic angle bilayer graphene [23, 24] has spiked
interest for possible, similarly exotic quantum behaviour in bilayer TMDs. In par-
ticular, the possibility to artificially engineer the materials properties by choosing
different monolayer components and varying the relative angle at which the two
materials are stacked upon each other, dramatically increases the playground for
many-particle physics and possible applications. One of the main novelties of a
bilayer in comparison to single layers, is that excitons can either be composed of
electrons and holes residing in the same layer (intralayer excitons) or can be made
of a spatially separated electron-hole pair extending over both layers [25–29]. In
this section, we introduce the general model Hamiltonian, which is used in this
work to describe electronic and excitonic eigenstates in bilayers.

8.1 Electrons and Phonons

in van der Waals Bilayers

Monolayer materials are also referred to as van der Waals materials, since their
bulk counterparts consist of atomic layers which only weakly interact with each
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other via van der Waals forces, while atoms within the same layer have strong
covalent bonds. Nevertheless, the electronic structure of monolayers is undergoing
significant modifications when they are stacked up to a bilayer. However, it is still
convenient to use the monolayer eigenstates as basis functions of the bilayer Hamil-
tonian. In particular, many phenomena observed in a bilayer can already be de-
scribed within a simplified frame considering two decoupled monolayers. Physical
effects which go beyond this simplified picture can than be intuitively interpreted
in the monolayer basis by adding interlayer interaction terms to the Hamiltonian,
e.g. accounting for an overlap of the wave functions in different layers.

Hence, we extend the model Hamiltonian introduced for monolayers in Sec. 3.1 by
simply adding a binary quantum number l for the lower (l = 0) and upper layer
(l = 1)

|λζk〉 −→ |λlζk〉 (8.1)

ελlζk = ελlζ0 + σλ
h̄2

2mλ
lζ

k2 (8.2)

Here the effective band masses mλ
lζ remain unchanged with respect to the mono-

layer. In contrast, the band gap and the correct alignment of valence and con-
duction band in both layers strongly depend on the considered combination of
materials as well as their stacking.

In Figure 8.1 illustrates the atomic registries for different high-symmetry stack-
ings. Thereby the grey notation is used in many publications, but is less precise

Figure 8.1: Definition of different high-symmetry stacking geometries.

than the alternative notation (black), which we will use in this work. Here R(H)
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stands for perfectly aligned lattices with 0◦ (60◦) angle, meaning that one initially
places the metal atoms of one layer on top of the metal (chalcogen) atoms of the
other layer, yielding the Rh

h (Hh
h ) stacking (h=hole/void). The other stackings

then result from lateral shifts of one layer along a high-symmetry line, so that e.g.
a metal (M) or a chalcogen atom (X) of the upper layer is above the hole/void of

the other layer, denoted by e.g. R
M/X
h .

In homobilayers with R-type stacking the electronic bands of the decoupled mono-
layers are degenerate, i.e. ελ0,ζ0 = ελ1,ζ0. However, a relative rotation of both layers
in real space leads to the same rotation of the Brillouin zones in reciprocal space.
Therefore for 60◦ rotated layers, the K point of one layer corresponds to the K’
point in the other layer. In this case, we rename K to K’ but invert the spin-
ordering of bands in both layers. Hence, for H-type stacking, bands with equal
spins are separated by the spin-orbit splitting, i.e. ελ0,ζ0 = ελ1,ζ0 + ∆SOC

λζ . In addi-
tion to this the band gap is undergoing a significant renormalization due to the
Coulomb screening added by the second layer. However, for the properties of the
exciton and its dynamics the band gap does play a minor role and just adds a
constant shift to emission and absorption energies.
For a heterostructure, the above mentioned difference between R- and H-type stack-
ing is still true. However, in addition to that two different monolayers have different
band gaps and the band alignment usually has a constant offset ελ0,ζ0 = ελ1,ζ0 +∆vac,
resulting from different work functions (vacuum potentials). The latter needs to
be determined through first principles calculations or adjustments to experiments,
cf. Sec. 10.1.
Apart from the above mentioned arguments which hold for the energy alignment
of two completely decoupled monolayers, we will discuss energy changes due to
interlayer hybridization in Sec. 9 as well as alignment shifts resulting from the
electrostatic potential of the adjacent layer in Sec. 10.
Throughout this work we do not consider any changes in the phonon modes of
the two monolayers, when they are stacked. This is justified by the weak van der
Waals forces between atoms in different layers compared to the strong in-plane
bonds. Consequently, we again just add a layer index to the phonon quantum
number j = (κj,ζ

ph
j )→ (lj,κj,ζ

ph
j ), while their energies as well as electron phonon

coupling elements remain unchanged. It is important to note that in this decou-
pled basis direct phonon scattering between states in different layers is forbidden,
i.e. Djλ

l1ζ1,l2ζ2q
∝ δlj ,l1δlj ,l2 . We will however show in Sec. 9.3 that interlayer hy-

bridization of electronic states can lead to a phonon scattering between layer mixed
states, which , e.g., can lead to a phonon-assisted charge transfer between both
layers.

In contrast to the electron-phonon interaction, the Coulomb potential of an elec-
tron sitting in one layer extends into the other layer. Hence, charges sitting in
different layers are subject to their mutual Coulomb forces and can form interlayer
excitons.
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8.2 Interlayer Coulomb Potential

In order to describe the Coulomb potential of charges within a bilayer system,
we need to modify our screening model presented in Sec. 3.4. To this end, we
again solve the Poisson equation, however for a dielectric environment of two
homogeneous dielectric slabs on top of each other [29, 123, 124],

εi(r) =


εibg for z < −d0

εi0 for − d0 < z < 0

εi1 for 0 < z < d1

εibg for z > d1.

(8.3)

If we now place a point charge in the middle of layer l (z0 = ±dl/2) we can use the
above definition to define boundary conditions for the electric field and determine
the Coulomb potential experienced by another charge in layer l′ at z = ±dl′/2
which yields [124],

V ll′

q =
e2

0

2ε0Aqεll
′
s (q)

; εll
′

s (q) =

{
εinter(q) for l 6= l′

εlintra(q) for l = l′
(8.4)

εinter(q) = κbgg
0
qg

1
qfq and εlintra(q) =

κbgg
1−l
q fq

ch(δ1−lq/2)hlq
(8.5)

with the abbreviations,

fq = 1 +
1

2

[
(
κ0

κbg

+
κbg

κ0

)th(δ0q) + (
κ1

κbg

+
κbg

κ1

)th(δ1q) + (
κ0

κ1

+
κ1

κ0

)th(d0q)th(δ1q)
]
,

hlq = 1 +
κbg

κl
th(δlq) +

κbg

κ1−l
th(δ1−lq/2) +

κl
κ1−l

th(δlq)th(δ1−lq/2),

glq =
ch(δlq)

ch(δ1−lq/2)
[
1 +

κbg

κl
th(δlq/2)

] . (8.6)

Here we used the short notations ch(·) = cosh (·), th(·) = tanh (·) and δl = αldl
[29], where αl and κl are defined by the dielectric constants (cf. Sec. 3.4) and dl
is the thickness of layer l = 0,1.
This modified potential has two important consequences: i) The potential between
electrons and holes within the same layer is strongly screened by the presence of
the adjacent second layer (ε

‖
TMD ∼ 15). ii) The potential between two charges in

different layers is even more suppressed, since their distance is constraint by their
difference in z coordinates ∆z = (d0 +d1)/2. This constraint is implicitly included
into the effective 2D Coulomb potential V ll′

q via the function εinter. This allows us
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to treat the bilayer as a 2D system, while the spatial configuration of states in z-
direction is encoded in the strength of the matrix elements. Although the interlayer
distance changes with the stacking geometry, the variation is usually within 10% of
the bulk interlayer distance [30]. This would result in small variations of binding
energy in the range of a few meV. We therefore neglect this variation for the
treatment of the Coulomb interaction and use the thickness parameters dl for
monolayers [70] also in Eq. 8.4.

8.3 Interlayer Excitons

With the above definition of the Coulomb potential, the corresponding Hamilto-
nian reads

H =
1

2

∑
λlζkλ′l′ζ′k′q

V ll′

q a†λlζ,k+qa
†
λ′l′ζ′,k′−qaλ′l′ζ′,k′aλlζ,k (8.7)

Since all three quantum number band λ, valley ζ and layer l are conserved, we can
generalize the transformation into exciton basis to include interlayer excitons, in
analogy to the treatment of intervalley excitons by replacing ζ → ξ = (ζ,l). After
this step we can apply the same transformation rules as for intervalley excitons,
cf. Sec. 5.3, just that the exciton super index µ = (nµ,Lµ,l

e
µ,ζ

e
µ,l

h
µ,ζ

h
µ) now also

contains electron/hole layer le/lh. Consequently, the exciton wavefunctions Ψ now
have to fulfill the interlayer Wannier equation,

(h̄k)2

2mleζelhζh
r

Ψ(k)−
∑
q

V lelh
q Ψ(k + q) = EbΨ(k). (8.8)

This equation is formally equivalent to the normal Wannier equation and can
therefore be solved with the method describe in Sec. 4.4. Figure 8.2 shows the
solution of the interlayer Wannier equation for a WSe2 bilayer. In a) we compare
the binding energy of the intralayer ground state 1s (X0) exciton with the inter-
layer exciton (iX), composed of the same band configuration (A exciton) but with
electron and hole in different layers. For both intra- and interlayer excitons we find
strongly reduced binding energies compared to the monolayer (Sec. 4.4). For the
intralayer exciton this results from the additional screening created by the second
layer. For the interlayer exciton the binding energy is further reduced due to the
distance constraints for the electron and hole (Paper 14&18). For the intralayer
exciton, electron and hole can be at the same position, which contributes a large
fraction of the Coulomb energy. In contrast, in the interlayer exciton, electron and
hole are always separated by a minimal distance given by the interlayer separation.
Therefore, their mutual Coulomb potential does not diverge as r → 0, but goes
to a finite value, which significantly reduces the expectation value of the poten-
tial energy. However, when comparing the 2p state energies, we find almost the
same result for intra- and interlayer excitons. This is because for p-types states
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Figure 8.2: Solution of the interlayer Wannier equation for a WSe2 bilayer. a) Binding
energy of the 1s and 2p state for the intralayer (X0) and the interlayer exciton (iX) with
the same band configuration but with electron and hole in different layers. b) Wave
function of the 1s intra- and interlayer exciton within an hBN encapsulated sample.

the probability |Ψ2p(r = 0)|2 = 0, so that the above explained difference between
the effective intra- and interlayer potential is not relevant. In Figure 8.2b) the
wave functions of intra- and interlayer ground state are compared for the dielec-
tric environment corresponding to an hBN-encapsulation. Again we see that the
interlayer exciton wave function is much narrower in momentum space (broader in
real space) than its intralayer counter part, reflecting the reduced Coulomb force
between layer separated electron-hole pairs.
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CHAPTER 9

INTERLAYER HYBRIDIZATION IN

TWISTED HOMOBILAYERS

In addition to the emergence of interlayer excitons, TMD bilayers have other im-
portant features distinguishing them from their monolayer counterparts. An im-
portant difference is the mixing or hybridization of electronic states in both layers
[125–129]. A simple analogy to this phenomenon is the emergence of molecular
orbitals, when e.g. two hydrogen atoms are brought close to each other. While the
well known hydrogen orbitals are solutions of the Schrödinger equation containing
a single nucleus, the solution for two closely spaced nuclei is well approximated by
a superposition of two hydrogen orbitals, as depicted in Fig. 9.1.

Figure 9.1: Hybridization and avoided crossing resulting from the overlap between two
quantum states.

The resulting superpositions can be referred to as hybrid states and the resulting
splitting between the bonding and anti-bonding state is a direct measure for the
interaction strength between the two initial states. The same principle applies to
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the monolayer eigenfunctions, which are strongly localized within the out of plane
direction. When two layers are stacked on top of each other, the two monolayer
wave functions will overlap, so that an energetically more favourable state is given
by a hybrid state, which is delocalized across both layers. In the following sec-
tion, we investigate how this interlayer hybridization can be described within our
many-particle formalism. Here, the special focus lies on the role of the Coulomb
interaction as well as the impact of different stacking geometries. In particular,
we focus on the theoretical modeling of homobilayers, since here the hybridization
effects should be strong as a result of degenerate monolayer states.

9.1 Interlayer Hopping

- Tunneling Hamiltonian

In order to model the interlayer hybridization we set up an effective single particle
Hamiltonian for valence and conduction band electrons in the bilayer,

HI
0 = − h̄2

2m0

∇2 + V0(r) + V1(r), (9.1)

where Vl is the effective electrostatic potential created by the nuclei and core
electrons of layer l = 0,1. Now we use Eq. 2.12 to transform this Hamiltonian
into second quantization. Thereby we restrict the Fock space to the monolayer
eigenstates of valence and conduction band electrons (for simplicity only one valley)
which yields,

H0 =
∑

λλ′ll′kk′

〈λlk|HI
0 |λ′l′k′〉a

†
λlkaλ′l′k′

=
∑
λlk

ελlka
†
λlkaλlk +HT +HM (9.2)

HT =
∑

λ,l 6=l′,kq

T λll′(q,k)a†λlk+qaλl′k;

with T λll′(q,k) = 〈λlk + q|V0 + V1|λl′k〉 (9.3)

HM =
∑
λlkq

Vλl (q,k)a†λlk+qaλlk;

with Vλl (q,k) = 〈λlk + q|V1−l|λlk〉. (9.4)

Here we neglected the mixing of states in different bands (λ′ = λ) and used that
the basis functions of layer l are eigenstates of the respective potential Vl with the
eigenenergy ελlk, reflecting the monolayer band structure. Moreover, we introduced
two new Hamiltonians, which now contain the main modifications of the electronic
structure. The moiré Hamiltonian HM contains the electrostatic energy shifts that
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introduce the change of the potential energy of electrons in layer l = 0,1 due to
the presence of the electrostatic potential stemming from atoms in the other layer
1− l. This effect will be in detail discussed in Sec. 10.1. In this section we focus
on the interlayer hopping/tunneling Hamiltonian HT .

This term leads to a transfer of carriers from |λl′k′〉 to the other layer |λlk〉, with
a rate determined by the wave function overlap within T λll′ . However, for strong
interlayer interactions, this term also leads to a significant energy shift and wave
function mixing, which has important consequences on other interaction mecha-
nisms. Therefore, the goal of the next section will be to find a basis transformation
which brings H0 into a diagonal form.

Tunneling Matrix Element

Before we can find a suitable diagonalization strategy, we first need to determine
the general properties of the tunneling matrix element T λll′(q,k). In the following,
we use a tight binding approach to deduce the momentum selection rules for an
interlayer hopping process. Thereby we follow the derivation given in Ref. [62].
In the following, we suppress the band index λ and use compound indices i =
(li,ζi). The electronic wave function in vicinity of valley ζ (here used as a vector
in reciprocal space) is approximately [62]:

Ψik(r) =
1√
N

∑
Ri

ei(ζi+k)RiΦi(r−Ri). (9.5)

It is important to note that although the we use decoupled layers as basis functions,
their wave function still live in the same coordinate system. Consequently, a
relative shift and/or rotation of the two layers, will i) modify the atomic positions
Ri in layer li and ii) rotate their Brillouin zones accordingly so that ζi 6= ζj although
we refer to the same high-symmetry point, e.g.|ζi| = |ζj| = |K|. Using Eq. 9.5 we
can express the tunneling matrix element in terms of hopping integrals,

hij(R) =
1

Auc

∫
d3rΦ∗i (r)Vi(r)Φj(r + R) (9.6)

=
1

A

∑
q

h̃ij(q)eiqR, (9.7)

where we introduced the in-plane Fourier transform with respect to the 2D dis-
placement R in the second line. The remaining sums over lattice coordinates Ri

now yield momentum conservation via the identity,

1

N

∑
Ri

eiqRi =
∑
Gi

eiGiR
0
i δq,Gi

, (9.8)
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where R0
i is the position of the atom in layer li, which is closest to the center of

the real space coordinate system. In the following, we introduce the convention
that the real space coordinate system is centered in the middle of a connection
line between nearest neighbours of different layers, i.e. R0

i = −R0
j = Di/2 for

(i 6= j). With Eq. 9.6 and 9.8, and further restricting to a small vicinity of the
high-symmetry point |k| � |ζ| we find,

Tij(q,k) =
∑
Gi,Gj

tij(ζj + Gj)e
i(Gi+Gj)Di/2δq,ζj+Gj−ζi−Gi

, (9.9)

with the abbreviation tij(q) = h̃ij(q) + h̃∗ji(q). The appearing sum over reciprocal
lattice vectors can be further simplified by assuming that the hopping integrals
decay quickly in momentum space [62]. In this case, we can restrict the sum

over G to Gi = 0 and the ”first shell” with |Gi| = |G(0)
i |, where G

(0)
i is one of

the two fundamental translations of the reciprocal lattice. Moreover, the chosen
representation of electronic operators contains the restriction that the valley local
momenta k and k + q are in close vicinity to the respective high-symmetry point
and are therefore small compared to G vectors. Consequently, the δ-function in
Eq. 9.9 implies that for small twist-angles only tunneling between equivalent high-
symmetry points ζi ≈ ζj is allowed, e.g. between the two slightly shifted K points
of both layers. For intervalley processes, e.g. ζi = Λ and ζj = K the δ-function
gives large momenta q which violate the valley local approximation and therefore
have to be disregarded.

In the following, we keep the general notation with ζi and ζj, but keep in mind that
ζi ≈ ζj. In order to further simplify Eq. 9.9 within a first shell approximation, we
now have to distinguish between different high symmetry points.

Tunneling at the K Point

A special situation arises when considering electrons at the edge of the Brillouin
zone ζi = τKi (τ = −1 for K’ and τ = 1 else), because here we find three different
G-vectors with |ζi + Gi| = |ζi|, given by Gn

i = τ(Cn
3Ki −Ki), where C3 is a 120◦

rotation and n = 0,1,2. Furthermore, when restricting to small twist angles, it
holds |ζi − ζj|,q � |G(0)

i |. Therefore, when choosing a specific Gi = Gn
i , the sum

over Gj only contributes with the terms Gj = Gn
j . Consequently, Eq. 9.9 reduces

to

Tij(q) ≈
2∑

n=0

θ
(n)
ij δq,τCn3 (Kj−Ki), (9.10)

with θ
(n)
ij = tij(τC

n
3Kj) exp(iτ(Cn

3Ki − Ki + Cn
3Kj − Kj)Di/2). Finally, we use

the angular symmetry of d-orbitals [62], Φ(Cn
3 r) = exp(imz2πn/3)Φ(r), with the
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magnetic quantum numbers mc
z = 0 and mv

z = ±1 for K(K’) point. Thus we
obtain

θ
(n)
ij = θ0 exp (i2πn∆mz/3 + iτ(Cn

3Ki −Ki + Cn
3Kj −Kj)Di/2), (9.11)

where ∆mz = (−1)lj for H-type stacking in the valence band and ∆mz = 0 else.
Moreover, we have introduced θ0 = tij(τKj), which remains the only unknown
parameter and can be extracted from ab initio calculations (cf. Sec. 9.4).

Tunneling at Γ and Λ

The above consideration does not hold for high-symmetry points deep within the
first Brillouin zone, such as ζi = Γi,Λi, since here the addition of a reciprocal
lattice vector will always lead outside of the first Brillouin zone. Therefore, we can
set tij(ζj + Gj) << tij(ζi) for all Gj 6= 0 [62]. Hence, the sum in Eq. 9.9 reduces
to the term with Gi,Gj = 0 yielding,

Tij(q,k) ≈ θ0δq,ζj−ζi , (9.12)

where again θ0 = tij(ζj). It is important to note at this point that the form of
the tunneling Hamiltonian (Eq. 9.3) is indicating that this process is accompanied
with a momentum transfer HT ∝ a†ik+qajk with q = ζj − ζi. This results from the
chosen (valley local) coordinate system which measures momenta k with respect to
the closest high-symmetry point. In global coordinates, i.e. aik = ãli,k+ζi the tun-

neling process is momentum conserving HT ∝ ã†li,k+q+ζi
ãlj ,k+ζj = ã†li,k+ζj

ãlj ,k+ζj .
Hence, the momentum selection rule in Eq. 9.12 is only compensating for the
offset between the local coordinate systems of initial and final state. In contrast,
when considering tunneling at the K point (Eq. 9.10), there are three allowed
momentum transfers q = Cn

3 (Kj − Ki), which even in global coordinates HT ∝
ã†
li,k+ζj+bjin

ãlj ,k+ζj gives rise to a transferred momentum bjin = (Cn
3 −1)(Kj−Ki) =

Gn
j − Gn

i . This arises from the fact that there are three equivalent K points in
the corners of the first Brillouin zone, which can be connected with a reciprocal
lattice vector Gn

i . Consequently, we can either tunnel directly from Kj to Ki or,
alternatively from Kj +Gj (same as Kj) to Ki+Gj, which in turn is equivalent to
Ki+Gj−Gi. Hence, the fact that we can arbitrarily add reciprocal lattice vectors
from both layers, is introducing a new reciprocal lattice vector bn = Gn

1 − Gn
0 ,

characterizing the superlattice in real space. This will be further discussed in Sec.
9.2.

Excitonic Tunneling Hamiltonian

With the tunneling matrix elements determined in the last section, we could in
principle diagonalize the electronic Hamiltonian Eq. 9.2 and would obtain two
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layer hybridized (valence/conduction) bands, instead of two degenerate bands lo-
calized in one of the two layers. However, if we then want to calculate excitonic
eigenstates, we also need to transform the Coulomb interaction into hybrid ba-
sis, which would then mix all four hybrid bands (two valence and two conduction
bands). Together with the complex momentum selection rules for the tunnelling,
creating moiré minibands (cf. Sec. 9.2), the layer mixing would dramatically
increase the numerical complexity of the exciton Wannier equation.

Therefore we first consider the Coulomb interaction and transform the bilayer
Hamiltonian into exciton basis, with decoupled intra- and interlayer states. Subse-
quently, we transform into a hybrid exciton basis, which diagonalizes the excitonic
Hamiltonian containing excitonic interlayer tunneling terms. Starting from the
general form of the tunneling Hamiltonian (compound index i = (li,ζi))

HT =
∑

λ,i 6=j,kq

T λij(q)a†λik+qaλjk (9.13)

we use the expansion into pair operators

A†ik,jk′ = a†cikavjk′ , (9.14)

a†cikacjk′ ≈
∑
hp

A†ik,hpAjk′,hp (9.15)

a†vikavjk′ ≈ δijkk′ −
∑
hp

A†hp,jk′Ahp,ik (9.16)

together with the exciton basis

A†ik,jk′ =
∑
µ

Xµ†
ij,k−k′Ψ

µ
ij(αijk

′ + βijk) (9.17)

Finally we restrict our consideration to the excitonic ground states µ = 1s for intra
and interlayer excitons, because for small twist angles the wave function overlap
between the 1s and higher order states is negligible. However, if we want to cal-
culate hybridized p-type states, the mixing between orbitals of different character
can become the leading contribution (Paper 24). For tunneling between intra- and
interlayer ground states we find,

H0 =
∑
ijQ

EijQX
†
ijQXijQ

+
∑

i 6=j,h,Q,q

T cih,jh(q)X†jh,Q+qXih,Q

−
∑

i 6=j,h,Q,q

T vhi,hj(q)X†hj,Q+qXhi,Q (9.18)
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with exciton tunnelling matrix elements

T cih,jh(q) = T cji(q)Fih,jh(βjhq) (9.19)

T vhi,hj(q) = T vij(q)Fhi,hj(−αjhq) (9.20)

Fij,nm(q) =
∑
k

Ψij(k)∗Ψnm(k + q). (9.21)

Hence, we obtain a mixing between excitonic states with different electron/hole
layer configurations. Thereby, different exciton states only directly interact via
tunneling terms if they either have an electron or a hole within the same layer.
Therefore, e.g. two intralayer excitons in different layers would only indirectly
interact, by mixing with the same interlayer exciton.

9.2 Mini-Brillouin Zones

and Exciton Hybridization

In this section we will discuss the concept of the superlattice and the resulting for-
mation of mini-Brillouin zones (mBZ). Based on the here introduced zone-folding
approach we will then show how the excitonic tunneling Hamiltonian can be nu-
merically diagonalized in order to obtain the interlayer hybrid eigenstates.

Moiré Pattern

In the following we discuss the physical interpretation of the derived tunneling
matrix element. To this end, we again only consider one band and one valley
so that the electronic tunneling Hamiltonian in global coordinates (ãl,k = al,k−ζ)
reads

HT =
∑
k,n

θ
(n)
01 ã

†
0,k+bn

ã1,k + h.c., (9.22)

where only for the K point the sum over n contains three terms and otherwise we
set θ(n) ∝ δn,0. Moreover we have introduced the reciprocal lattice vector of the
moiré

bn = (Cn
3 − 1)(K1 −K0), (9.23)

where K0/1 represent two neighbouring K points in layer l = 0,1. In real space
representation ãik =

∫
d2rαi(r) exp(ikr) the tunneling reads

HT =

∫
d2rV01(r)α†0(r)α1(r) + h.c., (9.24)

V01(r) =
∑
n

θ
(n)
01 exp(−ibnr) (9.25)
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with the latter corresponding to a periodic ”tunneling potential”. This equation
illustrates that the mixing of discrete momenta corresponds to the interaction with
a spatially periodic potential [130]. Thereby the additional phase modulation given
by the symmetry of d-orbitals at the K point (Eq. 9.11) dictates at which local
atomic registries the interlayer tunneling is most favourable [130]. The spatial
periodicity arises from the moiré pattern created by the overlap of the two twisted
K point Bloch waves, containing spatial regions with larger and smaller overlap.
In contrast, for electrons at Λ and Γ, we have θ(n) ∝ δn,0 and since b0 = 0 the
tunneling is spatially independent and there is no mixing of momenta. While
this can be explained with the more slowly varying phase factors of their Bloch
waves, it is important to note that this is an approximation (Eq. 9.12). If we
include terms with G 6= 0 for Λ and Γ point electrons, we would obtain a similar
spatial pattern for the tunneling. However, in contrast to the K point, this spatial
oscillation would come on top of the constant term, where the latter should be
orders of magnitude stronger and is therefore considered as the leading term.

Zone Folding

With the above consideration, it is now clear that the diagonalization of the ex-
citonic Hamiltonian including the tunneling term is equivalent to the problem of
finding the eigenstates of a particle in a periodic potential. A well known approach
for this kind of problems is the so called zone folding, giving rise to multiple sub-
bands as solutions. For simplicity we only show the details for the tunneling of
electrons in the conduction band. The respective hole term can be treated in the
same way. First, we rewrite the excitonic tunneling Hamiltonian in order to expose
the momentum selection rules. Again we therefore use global coordinates for the
center of mass momentum, i.e. Xij,Q = X̃ij,Q+[ζi−ζj ] (since Q = ke − kh). Hence
we obtain from Eq. 9.18 together with Eq. 9.19 the expression,

H =
∑
ijQ

ẼijQX̃
†
ijQX̃ijQ +

∑
n,i6=j,h,Q

Θc,n
ih,jhX̃

†
jh,Q+bijn

X̃ihQ +H
(v)
T , (9.26)

bijn = (Cn
3 − 1)(Ki −Kj) = (li − lj)τjbn (9.27)

with the auxiliary definitions ẼijQ = h̄2(Q − [ζi − ζj])2/Mij + Eij0 and Θc,n
ih,jh =

θ
(n)
ji Fih,jh(βjhCn

3 [ζi−ζj]). Hence, the conduction band tunneling is mixing excitons
with different electron layers and CoM momenta. However, since only discrete mo-
menta are mixed, we can rewrite the equation into a mixing of discrete subbands.
To this end, we define a mini Brillouin zone (mBZ) spanned by the fundamental
reciprocal lattice vectors of the moiré pattern g1 and g2, which are defined slightly
different then the before used vectors bn, but will be more useful later on. We
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define,

gn = Cn−1
3 (G

(0)
1 −G

(0)
0 ) (9.28)

=⇒ b1 = g1 and b2 = g1 + g2 (9.29)

Figure 9.2 illustrates the definition of the mBZ with respect to the two twisted
monolayer Brillouin zones. Based on this definition, we apply a zone folding,

Figure 9.2: Definition of the mini-Brillouin zone (mBZ) and moire vectors gi. The
high-symmetry points of the mBZ are defined analogue to their BZ counterparts but are
denoted with small Greek letters. Figure adopted from Paper 4.

meaning that all exciton states with CoM momenta larger then the first mBZ
are folded back into it, creating a new subband. According to this scheme, we
define zone-folded operators with new compound indices L = (le,lh),ζ = (ζe,ζh)
and s = (s1,s2) (with si being integers) via

F ζ
LsQ = X̃leζelhζh,Q+s1g1+s2g2 , (9.30)

where Q is now restricted to the first mBZ. Thereby each exciton valley ζ = (ζe,ζh)
obtains its own mBZ whose origin is located at the high-symmetry point ζe − ζh.
Hence, the momentum Q is limited to small momenta in the vicinity of Q0 = ζe−ζh
(cf. mBZ around Λ and K within Fig. 9.2). This redefinition yields the convenient
form,
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H =
∑
LζsQ

ẼLζ,Q+s1g1+s2g2F
ζ†
LsQF

ζ
LsQ

+
∑

ζLL′ss′Q

T̃ ζLs,L′s′F
ζ†
LsQF

ζ
L′s′Q (9.31)

with T̃ ζLs,L′s′ = T̃ ζ(c)Ls,L′s′ − T̃
ζ(v)
LsL′s′ (9.32)

T̃ ζ(c)Ls,L′s′ = δ(lh,l
′
h)[1− δ(le,l′e)]

[
Θc,0
ζ,L′Lδ(s1,s

′
1)δ(s2,s

′
2)

+ Θc,1
ζ,L′Lδ(s1,s

′
1 + τe(l

′
e − le))δ(s2,s

′
2)

+ Θc,2
ζ,L′Lδ(s1,s

′
1 + τe(l

′
e − le))δ(s2,s

′
2 + τe(l

′
e − le))

]
; (9.33)

T̃ ζ(v)
Ls,L′s′ = δ(le,l

′
e)[1− δ(lh,l′h)]

[
Θc,0
ζ,LL′δ(s1,s

′
1)δ(s2,s

′
2)

+ Θv,1
ζ,LL′δ(s1,s

′
1 − τh(l′h − lh))δ(s2,s

′
2)

+ Θv,2
ζ,LL′δ(s1,s

′
1 − τh(l′h − lh))δ(s2,s

′
2 + τh(l

′
h − lh))

]
. (9.34)

The Hamiltonian Eq. 9.31 is now diagonalized via a basis transformation, defining
intra-/interlayer hybrid moiré excitons bands η,

Y †ζηQ =
∑
sL

Cζη
Ls(Q)∗F ζ†

Ls,Q, (9.35)

with mixing coefficients fulfilling the algebraic eigenvalue problem

ẼLζ,Q+s1g1+s2g2C
ζη
Ls(Q) +

∑
L′s′

T̃ ζLs,L′s′C
ζη
L′s′(Q) = EζηQC

ζη
Ls(Q), (9.36)∑

Ls

Cζη1
Ls (Q)∗Cζη2

Ls (Q) = δη1η2 (9.37)∑
η

Cζη
Ls(Q)∗Cζη

L′s′(Q) = δLL′δss′ (9.38)

which gives rise to the final Hamiltonian

H =
∑
ζηQ

EζηQY
†
ζηQYζηQ. (9.39)
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The eigenvalue problem Eq. 9.36 can now be solved numerically for a finite number
of subbands, e.g. si = −4,− 3,...,0,...,+ 3,+ 4, which usually gives well converged
results for twist-angles > 0.5◦.
The resulting excitons are valley specific superpositions of different electron- and
hole layer configurations as well as integer multiples of center-of-mass momenta Q+
s1g1 +s2g2, which in real space yields periodically modulated wave functions. This
is analogue to the emergence of Bloch waves in a solid, just that the modulation
periodicity is here given by the superlattice (moiré pattern). The information
about the degree of hybridization of layer and momentum quantum numbers is
thereby fully contained by the mixing coefficients Cζη

Ls(Q), which represent the
projections of the moiré hybrids on layer localized plane waves.

The band structure of different intervalley excitons in a homobilayer is shown in
Sec. 9.4. In the following, we first discuss the impact of the moiré hybridization
on the excitons interaction with light and lattice vibrations.

9.3 Interaction Hamiltonians

for Hybridized Moiré Excitons

After the above performed basis transformations which has helped to diagonalize
H0 for a twisted bilayer system, we consequently also have to transform the many-
particle interaction Hamiltonians such as the exciton-light and exciton-phonon
coupling.

Exciton-Photon Coupling

First we consider the exciton-photon coupling (Eq. 5.20), which for the decoupled
bilayer system reads (only 1s states),

Hx−pt =
∑
σq,ζL

M̃ζL
σqc
†
σqXζL,q‖ + h.c. (9.40)

with M̃ζL
σq = δζe,ζhM̃

ζelelh
σq

∑
k

Ψ∗ζL(k), (9.41)

where we, in addition to the degrees of freedom considered in Sec. 3.2, included
a layer index L containing electron and hole position. The oscillator strength
of interlayer transitions is extremely low, since the electron and hole are spatially
separated. In the following sections we are interested in how the oscillator strength
of the bright intralayer exciton is shared with the interlayer excitons. Therefore
we simply set M̃ ζelelh

σq ∝ δle,lh . Now we first apply a zone folding X → X̃ → F and
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then use the transformation into hybrid states (Eq. 9.35), which yields

Hx−pt =
∑
ζη,σq

m̃ζη
σqc
†
σqYζηq‖ + h.c. (9.42)

with m̃ζη
σq =

∑
Ls

Cζη∗
Ls (q‖)M̃ζL

σqδs,0, (9.43)

where we assumed that the momentum of the photon is small compared to moiré
vectors |q| << |gn|, meaning that the moiré period is small compared to the wave-
length, which is even fulfilled for very small twist-angles < 0.5◦. From Eq. 9.42
we can deduce interesting new features of the hybrid excitons. In the monolayer
only intralayer excitons with vanishing CoM momentum couple to light, giving
rise to a single excitonic resonance in optical spectra. In contrast, the mixing
of different layer configurations and mini-subbands in the case of the moiré hy-
brid yields a whole series of new resonances η = 0,1,2,... Thereby, the oscillator
strength of the hybrid state η depends on its projection onto the original bright
state Cζη∗

L,s=0(q‖ ≈ 0), i.e. on the bright states contribution to the hybrid. From
the form of the Hamiltonian (Eq. 9.42) we can read-off the linear optical response
of the system (cf. Sec. 4.1). A simple generalization of the previously derived
excitonic Elliot formula yields the absorption coefficient,

ασ(ω) ∝
∑
ζη

Im

(
|m̃ζη

σ |2

Eζη0 − h̄ω − iΓζη

)
, (9.44)

where we have introduced the phonon dephasing Γζη determining the broadening
of excitonic resonances.

Exciton-Phonon Coupling

Next we transform the exciton-phonon coupling into hybrid moiré basis. Start-
ing point is again the simple exciton-phonon Hamiltonian for a decoupled bilayer
system. Using a super compound for excitons ν = (ζν ,Lν) = (ζeν ,ζ

h
ν ,l

e
ν ,l

h
ν ) and for

phonons j = (κj,ζ
ph
j ,l

ph
j ), the Hamiltonian can be expressed as,

Hx-ph =
∑

Q,Q′νµj

DµνjQ′−QX
†
νQ′XµQbjQ′−Q + h.c., (9.45)

with the generalized matrix element,

Dµνjq = Dj,c
ζeνζ

e
µ,q
δζhν ζhµδζphj ,ζeν−ζeµ

δLν ,Lµδle,lphj
Fµν(βνq)

−Dj,v
ζhµζ

h
ν ,q
δζeνζeµδζphj ,ζhµ−ζhν

δLν ,Lµδlh,lphj
Fµν(−ανq). (9.46)

The above form of the Hamiltonian contains the restriction discussed in Sec. 8.1,
only allowing phonon-guided transitions between electronic states within the same
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layer (that of the phonon). It is also important to note that the above equations
are defined in valley local coordinates, i.e. the momentum Q (q) defining the
operator XνQ (bjq) is measured with respect to the closest high-symmetry point

ζeν − ζhν (ζphj ). In order to transform into hybrid basis we again first go to global

coordinates Xij,Q = X̃ij,Q+[ζi−ζj ] and bjq = b̃jq+ζphj
and then apply the zone folding

for excitons (Eq. 9.30), which we also define for phonons

β†jsq = b̃†jq+s1g1+s2g2
, (9.47)

where again, just as for excitons, q is limited to the first mBZ shifted to ζph. With
this definition we obtain a convenient form in hybrid basis,

Hx-ph =
∑

Q,Q′ηζη′ζ′jsph

D̃ηζη
′ζ′

jsph
(Q,Q′)Y †η′ζ′Q′YηζQβjsphQ′−Q + h.c., (9.48)

with D̃ηζη
′ζ′

jsph
(Q,Q′) =

∑
L,ss′

DLζ,Lζ
′

jQ′−Q−ζphj +sph1 g1+sph2 g2

× Cζ′η′

Ls′ (Q
′)Cζη

Ls(Q)∗δsph1 ,s′1−s1
δsph2 ,s′2−s2

. (9.49)

The above equation describes scattering between different hybrid moiré minibands
in different exciton valleys via absorption/emission of zone-folded phonons. The
probability is thereby given by the overlap of initial and final states, which is quan-
tified via the mixing coefficients Cζη

Ls. Hence, a transition η → η′ via a phonon of
subband sph is only allowed, if their constituting subband mixture contains com-
patible components with s′ = s+ sph.
Most importantly, the scattering between different hybrid states now also allows
excitons to scatter between states with different layer configurations. The prob-
ability of such a process is however again limited by the projection of the hybrid
states onto a common layer configuration, since the original phonon-scattering was
layer conserving. With the above equation, one can now quantify phonon-assisted
charge transfer processes, such as the scheme suggested in Ref. [62].
An exciton which is strongly localized in one layer, i.e. a pure intra layer exciton
(e.g. K-K), can scatter to a valley which is a 50:50 mixture of intra- and interlayer
exciton (e.g. K-Λ). Finally the hybrid exciton scatters back to a pure interlayer
exciton e.g. in K-K, so that the electron has effectively moved from one layer
to the other, using the layer mixed state as a gateway. As we will show in the
next section, the degree of hybridization can be controlled through the twist-angle
which potentially enables the external tunability of charge transfer dynamics and
other important properties of the bilayer.
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9.4 Hybridized Intervalley Excitons

in Twisted WSe2 Bilayers

In the following we discuss the hybridization of different exciton species in a twisted
WSe2 homobilayer, based on the formalism introduced in the last section. In Paper
4 we provide a detailed discussion of the hybridization induced changes in optical
properties and compare our results with experiments. Here we just give a short
summary of the main results.

Extraction of Tunneling Parameters
From ab initio Calculations

Starting point of the theory is the excitonic band structure and corresponding
transition matrix elements of two decoupled monolayers, which can host intra-
and interlayer excitons as discussed in Sec. 8. In order to obtain a realistic model,
which can make quantitative predictions about the degree of hybridization, we need
to determine the interlayer tunneling strength θ0 (Eq. 9.11) for different valleys
of valence and conduction band. To this end we consider a homobilayer with
zero-twist angle and AA stacking (Rh

h) so that ∆mz = 0 (difference in magnetic
quantum number of d-orbitals),D = 0 (lateral displacement) and the valleys of
both layers are at the same position. Hence, Eq. 9.10 reduces to

T λζ(q) = T λζ0 δq,0 with T λζ0 =

{
3θλ,K0 for ζ = K

θλζ0 for ζ = Λ,Γ
. (9.50)

With this the electronic Hamiltonian (Eq. 9.2) becomes simple,

H0 =
∑
λζlk

ελζlk a
†
λζlkaλζlk +

∑
λζ,l 6=l′,k

T λζ0 a†λζlkaλζl′k. (9.51)

The eigenenergies of this Hamiltonian can be calculated analytically by diagonal-
izing a two-by-two matrix (with respect to the layer index) for each fixed valley,
band and momentum, which yields the hybrid energies,

Eλζ±,k =
1

2
(ελζ0,k + ελζ1,k)± 1

2

√
(ελζ0,k − ε

λζ
1,k)2 + 4|T λζ0 |2; (9.52)

= ελζ0/1,k ± T
λζ
0 ; (9.53)

=⇒ T λζ0 =
1

2
(Eλζ+,k − E

λζ
−,k), (9.54)

where in the second step we used that the decoupled bands in a homobilayer are
degenerate. Hence, the valley and band dependent tunneling parameter can be
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extracted from the splitting of bands in a bilayer bandstructure calculated with
DFT. Such calculations have been performed by Roland Gillen from the University
of Erlangen (coauthor of Paper 4). Details on the ab inito calculations are given
in the supplementary of Paper 4. For the following discussion the most impor-
tant hopping parameters are θc,Λ0 ≈ 170 meV and θc,K0 ≈ 0.2 meV. In contrast to
the conduction band, there is also a significant hopping for holes at the K-point
θv,K0 ≈ 10 meV. These values are comparable to the order of magnitude found for
different valleys and bands in MoS2 bilayer in the important Ref. [62].
The strong difference between values at Λ and K result from the different orbital
character of the wave function composing the conduction band states at these
high-symmetry points, which are depicted in Fig. 9.3. The conduction and va-

Figure 9.3: Wannier functions composing the bloch waves in the conduction band at K
(left) and Λ (right). Figures provided by Roland Gillen (Paper 4).

lence band states at K are composed of d orbitals located at metal atoms and are
therefore protected from the environment. In contrast, states at Λ have a signifi-
cant contribution at chalcogen atoms and are therefore subject to much stronger
interlayer hybridization.

Exciton Hybridization

With the above material parameters and the microscopic model presented in the
last sections, we calculate the excitonic band structure of hybrid moiré excitons in
a twisted bilayer.
Figure 9.4 illustrates the calculated exciton CoM dispersion for K-K and K-Λ
within their respective mBZ for a twisted WSe2 bilayer on a SiO2 substrate. Note
that the γ-point of the K-Λ mBZ corresponds to a global momentum of QK−Λ

0 =
Λ−K = −Λ. Two representative configurations are demonstrated: Figure 9.4(a)
and (b) show K-K and K-Λ dispersions at 2◦ twist angle (R-type), while (c) and (d)
correspond to 58◦ (H-type). The line colour reflects the projection of the exciton
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state onto an intralayer exciton. The colors of the curves indicate the nature of
exciton states (red: pure intralayer excitons, blue: pure interlayer exciton) which
has been extracted from the mixing coefficients Cζη

Ls.

Figure 9.4: Excitonic center-of-mass dispersion for 2◦ twisted (a)-(b) and 58◦ twisted
(c)-(d) bilayer WSe2 on SiO2. For the bright K-K excitons electrons and holes are pinned
to one layer (either pure intra-[red] or interlayer states [blue]). The grey lines show the
zone folded dispersion without hybridization. For K-Λ [b,d] the large overlap of atomic
orbitals gives rise to a strong hybridization [green]. Figure adopted from Paper 4

First we focus on the bright K-K exciton. For both configurations, we find very
weak exciton hybridization and the obtained dispersions barely deviate from the
decoupled bands (grey lines).

For R-stacking the electronic bands of both layers are initially degenerate, but
when accounting for the Coulomb interaction, a significant detuning arises between
intra- and interlayer excitons due to their different binding energies (Sec. 8.3).
This offset further quenches hybridization which is already weak in the electronic
picture due to the small atomic overlaps. For H-stacking, the order of the spin-
polarized bands in the two layers is flipped. Therefore, the tunneling in the valence
band is completely suppressed due to the large spin-orbit-splitting. Consequently,
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even the small red shift observed for R-stacking, vanishes for the H-type bilayer.

Now, we consider the K-Λ excitons, where we find a very strong hybridization of
intra- and interlayer states in particular for R-stacking. For the R-type bilayer, the
delocalization of electrons across both layers leads to a massive redshift of about
125 meV. In contrast, the splitting of different moiré subbands only results from
spatial fluctuation of the tunneling strength and is therefore entirely determined
by the tunneling of holes at the K point (T=10 meV), cf. discussion in Sec. 9.2
Including both, electron and hole tunneling, gives rise to an almost flat K-Λ band
at approximately 160 meV below the bright K-K exciton. The interpretation of
flat bands in the context of excitons is in detail discussed in Sec. 10.3.
Finally, considering H-stacking, both the hybridization and moiré splitting are
strongly reduced, which results from the large spin-orbit-splitting in the conduc-
tion band at Λ and in the valence band at the K. This creates a large detuning
between compatible intra- and interlayer states and quenches the interlayer hop-
ping. However, despite the large detuning, the strong electronic overlap at Λ still
yields a significant red-shift of about 100 meV.

Twist-Tunability
of Phonon-Sidebands in PL

With the interaction Hamiltonians derived in Sec. 9.3 we can now also calculate
the optical response of hybridized moiré excitons. In Paper 4 we discuss the twist-
angle dependent modifications of the optical absorption due to the weak interlayer
hybridization of the bright K-K exciton. A much more prominent tunability is
however observed when considering changes in the PL signal, which also contains
features stemming from the phonon-assisted recombination of momentum-dark
intervalley states as discussed in Sec. 6.3. With the generic form of exciton-
light and exciton-phonon interaction derived for moiré-hybrids in Sec. 9.3, we can
generalize the phonon-assisted PL formula Eq. 6.16 in a straightforward way and
can calculate the PL of the twisted homobilayer (cf. Paper 4).

Figure 9.5 shows the twist-angle dependent PL of the above discussed bilayer
system. The band gap at the K point has been adjusted to match the peak position
of the bright exciton in the experiment (cf. Paper 4). Both for R- and H-type
stacking, there are two distinct PL features. Thereby the bright K-K resonance
(around 1.7 eV) is independent of the twist angle due to a negligible hybridization.

In contrast, the lower peak is a result of the phonon-assisted recombination of the
K-Λ exciton and exhibits a large twist angle-dependent shift of about 50 meV,
reflecting the tunability of the hybridization.

Within our microscopic model, there are two aspects leading to a decreased hy-
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Figure 9.5: PL spectra of twisted WSe2 on SiO2 calculated at small twist-angles for
H-type (top) and R-type stacking (bottom) at T=4 K. Figure adopted from Paper 4

bridization with increasing stacking angles (with respect to commensurate align-
ment at 0 and 60◦) and the accompanied blue-shift. The twist angle controls the
relative rotation of the monolayer Brillouin zones, so that a growing angle corre-
sponds to an increased momentum shift between the high-symmetry points/exciton
dispersions. That in turn results in (i) an enhanced detuning between intra- and
interlayer states at the γ point of the mBZ, and (ii) a decreasing exciton tunnel
matrix element due to a decreased overlap of excitonic wave functions (form factor
F in Eq. 9.19). Finally, we again observe significant difference between the R-
and H-type stacking. As discussed Fig. 9.4 above this asymmetry results of the
reversed order of spin-polarized states in the H-type bilayer, which creates a large
detuning and suppresses hybridization.

In Paper 4 we further show that the emergence of moiré minibands under specific
conditions can lead to additional phonon-side peaks stemming from higher order
moiré bands. Moreover, the flatness of the K-Λ ground state should be reflected in
a different temperature-induced broadening behavior of the phonon-side band at
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small angles (where flat bands occur) compared to larger angles (where excitons
can occupy a continuous density of states).
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CHAPTER 10

MOIRÉ LOCALIZATION IN

TWISTED HETEROBILAYERS

The exciton hybridization in homobilayers discussed in the previous chapter is
representing an interesting platform to tailor the properties of quasi particles and
certainly has a large potential to be exploited in new technological concepts. How-
ever, most current optoelectronic device components are based on heterojunctions
between two different semiconducting materials, which created a built-in field that
can be utilized for many applications. Such an internal bias can also be created
in TMD bilayers, by stacking two different monolayers on top of each other. Such
a heterobilayer can exhibit a staggered (type II) band alignment, where electron
and hole have their energetic minima in different layers, cf. Fig. 10.1. There-

Figure 10.1: Schematic illustration of the type II band alignment and the charge sepa-
ration after optical excitation.
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fore, electron-hole pairs generated in one layer (intralayer exciton) can relax into a
charge separated state (interlayer exciton), which is energetically more favourable
due to the reduced interlayer band gap.

In Paper 18 we have investigated such a charge transfer process combining our
microscopic model with mid-infrared pump probe experiments, revealing tunnel-
ing timescales in the picosecond range by observing an ultrafast shift of the 1s-
2p resonance from intra- to interlayer exciton binding energies. A large number
of pioneering studies [25–27, 131] have demonstrated that TMD heterostructures
host interlayer excitons as the ground state for electron-hole pairs. Due to their
spatially indirect character, the recombination rate of interlayer excitons is by or-
ders of magnitude smaller compared to direct intralayer states, which makes them
technologically highly relevant for information storage and energy harvesting tech-
nologies.

Recent experiments [31–35] and theoretical works [30, 132, 133] have studied ar-
tificial moiré superlattices created by vertical stacks of two different monolayers
and showed that exciton features in optical spectra can be modified through the
stacking angle. Theoretical studies on homo- [62] and heterobilayers with resonant
band alignment [130] have shown that the twist-tunability can be attributed to
the stacking-dependent hybridization of intra- and interlayer excitons discussed in
Sec 9.

However, ab initio studies on heterostructures with a large band-offset, such as the
type II aligned MoSe2/WSe2, show that the interlayer hybridization at the K point
is negligible [134, 135]. Nevertheless, a spatially varying electronic bandgap [132,
136, 137] is still observed in these systems. Consequently, non-hybridized intra-
and interlayer excitons can experience a moiré periodic potential, which similar
to the case discussed for homobilayers in Sec. 9 can be exploited to manipulate
exciton properties. In particular, it was suggested that the moiré potential can be
exploited to create tunable quantum emitter arrays [30] or enable exotic transport
properties [133].

In this section we present a theoretical model for pure intra- or interlayer moiré
excitons and their optical properties. We thereby focus excitons at the K point,
where hybridization was already weak for homobilayers, but will be even further
suppressed by the band-offset in a hetero bilayer.

10.1 Interlayer Moiré Potential

In the following, we derive a microscopic model for the electrostatic potential ex-
perienced by electrons in one layer due to the presence of the second layer. In Sec.
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9.1 we have already introduced the single particle Hamiltonian H0 of a bilayer
projected on to the subspace of the monolayer eigenstates (Eq. 9.2). Thereby
we identified two terms HT + HM that introduce modifications to the simplified
system of two decoupled monolayers. While the tunneling/hybridization (HT ) is
important when the electronic bands in both layers are close in energy, this term
will be weak for systems with large band offset, such as type II heterostructures
and/or for electronic valleys with protected orbitals such as the K point. Nonethe-
less, a significant stacking dependent energy variation was observed also in these
systems, so that we now want to focus on the second Term HM . Apart from a wave
function overlap, the stacking of two layers also leads to an additional electrostatic
potential in layer l created by the electrical field of the nuclei of the other layer
1− l, reading,

HM =
∑
λlkq

Vλl (q,k)a†λlk+qaλlk;

with Vλl (q,k) = 〈λlk + q|V1−l|λlk〉. (10.1)

In the following we suppress the band index λ for simplicity and write ¬l = 1− l.
Since we want to extract the stacking dependence of this potential, which we
will from now on call ”moiré potential”, we need to introduce the two lattice
geometries. To this end we write the effective lattice potentials as sum of its
atomic contributions vl,

Vl(r) =
∑
Rl

vl(r−Rl). (10.2)

Together with the tight-binding expansion in Eq. 9.5, we thus find

Vl(q) =
∑

Gl,G¬l

ml(G¬l)e
i(Gl+G¬l)Dl/2δq,G¬l−Gl

(10.3)

with the atomic interaction energy ml(q) = 1/AUC
∫
dzρ̃l(−q,z)ṽl(q,z) using the

charge density ρl(r) = |Φl(r)|2 and the in-plane Fourier transformation f̃(q,z) =∫
d2r‖f(r)eiqr‖ . The displacement vector Dl has already been introduced in Sec.

9.1.

Now we assume that the effective atomic potentials vl in the neighbouring layer
appear as long-ranged potential, as the interlayer forces are of van der Waals type.
Therefore, the interaction length is large compared to the unit cell a0 and the
potential in momentum space decays quickly compared to G ∝ 1/a0. Therefore,
we can again restrict the G-sum in Eq. (10.3) to the first shell. Thereby terms with
Gl = G¬l = 0 lead to stacking-independent (hence spatially constant) band shifts.
Since we are interested in the spatially varying (q-dependent) moiré potential, we
disregard the constant G = 0 terms and attribute them to the band alignment
terms ελlζ0 of the two monolayer bandstructures (Eq. 8.1). The remaining sum
over the six G-vectors of the first shell Cn

6 G0 (n = 0,1,..5) is split into two parts,
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where one is summing over Cn
3 G0 (n = 0,1,2) and the others corresponding to the

hermitian conjugated Hamiltonian.

Moreover, in order to extract the rotational symmetries of the atomic potential,
we decompose it into parts stemming from metal- or chalcogen atoms,

vl(r) = vMl (r) + vXl (r− bl), (10.4)

with bl being the next neighbour vector of the hexagonal atomic lattice. Here we
define the direction of bl according to the choice of G0

l such that G0
l ·bl = 4π/3σl,

where σl = 1 for R-type stacking (both layers have same orientation) and σl =
(−1)l for H-type stacking (l = 1 is mirrored/180◦ rotated). Finally, we exploit the
C3 invariance of the M/X orbitals and atomic potentials in the hexagonal lattice,
which yields

HM =
∑
lkq

Vl(q)a†lk+qalk + h.c., (10.5)

Vl(q) = vl

2∑
n=0

eiC3
n(G

(0)
l +G

(0)
¬l )·Dl/2δ

q,C3
n(G

(0)
¬l −G

(0)
l )
, (10.6)

vl = αl + e2πiσ¬l/3βl (10.7)

Hence, the potential is characterized by the two real parameters αl and βl, given
by the interaction energy of the K-point orbitals in one layer with the effective
potential of metal- (α) and chalcogen-atoms (β) of the other layer, respectively.
Interestingly, for the tunneling Hamiltonian, the strength was parametrized with a
single number characterizing the hopping probability between orbitals in different
layers. Here we need at least two parameters, since the metal- and chalcogen-
atoms can create different potentials in the adjacent layer. Apart from that we
find the same spatial geometry as for the tunneling matrix element in Sec. 9.1,
quantified by the moiré lattice vectors gn = Cn−1

3 (G
(0)
1 −G

(0)
0 ), whose real space

counterparts coincide with the fundamental translations of the super lattice.

The parameters α and β can again be obtained from first principle calculations,
similar to the tunnelling strength. Assuming a twist-angle of 0◦ and neglecting the
small missmatch between lattice constants of different TMDs, the moiré potential
collapses into rigid band shift,

HM


0◦

=
∑
lk

εren
l a†lkalk (10.8)

with εren
l = 2Re{(αl + e2πiσ¬l/3βl)

2∑
n=0

ei[C3
nG0].Dl} (10.9)
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Hence, the band shift depends on the lateral displacement of the two layers. There-
fore, the three parameters αl, βl and the stacking independent alignment εl0 can
be obtained extracted from ab initio calculations, by calculating the respective
band edge energies for three different stackings. Here, it is convenient to use high-
symmetry stackings such as Rh

h (Dl = 0),RM
h (Dl = ±b0) and RX

h (Dl = ±2b0).
Knowing these three energies, the above mentioned three parameters can be ob-
tained by solving the system of three linear equations EDFT(D) = ε0 +εren(α,β,D).
In Paper 5 this procedure was applied to the MoSe2/WSe2 heterostructure using
the GW corrected DFT calculations performed by Christopher Linderälv. The
obtained band edge energies and extracted parameters are given in the supple-
mentary of Paper 5.

The obtained moiré values are consistent with the microscopic interpretation of
the parameters derived above. In particular, we obtained larger values for the
valence band, which can be explained by the larger extension of the valence band
orbitals in z-direction, which already gave rise to larger tunneling rates in Sec.
9.4. Moreover, α values are consistently larger than β values, which is consistent
with the larger partial charge of metal atoms in the in-plane ionic bond between
metal and chalcogen-atoms. Finally, there are larger differences for α values com-
paring different layer, e.g. in the two valence bands, than for the β values, which
is reflecting the fact that both layers have the same chalcogen, but different metal
atoms. Figure 10.2a shows the bandgap differences between high-symmetry stack-
ings obtained from DFT+GW calculations next to the fitted microscopic model.
The calculated shifts agree with values reported in Ref. [135] and our model re-
produces the functional dependence by fixing only two numbers per band.

The benefit of the microscopic model is that we now have a simple analytical
expression predicting the moiré potential in a twisted system. Figure 10.2b shows
a map of the interlayer bandgap throughout the moiré supercell (R-type), where
ai are lattice vectors of the supercell (gi · aj = 2πδij. Based on this analytical
model, we can now study exciton properties in the moiré potential of a twisted
heterostructure.

10.2 Moiré Exciton Transformation

In the next step we want to determine the intra- and interlayer exciton eigenstates
in the electrostatic potentials created by the moiré pattern. Thereby, the form of
the moiré Hamiltonian Eq. 10.3 is analogous to the tunneling Hamiltonian Eq. 9.3,
just that the moiré potential only mixes different momenta, while the interlayer
hopping additionally changed the layer index. Therefore we can apply the same
procedure as described in Sec. 9.2, but only have to consider one possible layer
configuration at a time. First, we transform the electronic moiré Hamiltonian into
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Figure 10.2: Moiré potential in the MoSe2/WSe2 heterostructure. a Bandgap changes of
the two intralayer excitons at K (red and blue) and the lower interlayer transition (pur-
ple) for different lateral shift D. Dots show DFT+ G0W0 results, while lines show the
microscopic model with extracted parameters. b Spatial map of the interlayer bandgap
in a twisted heterostructure, where ai are the two fundamental translations of the moiré
superlattice. Figure adopted from Paper 5.

exciton basis, via the expansion Eq. 9.14 and restrict the exciton basis to the 1s
ground state, which yields,

HM =
∑
ll′Q,q

Mll′

q X
†
ll′Q+qXll′Q (10.10)

with Mll′

q = Vcl (q)Fll′(βll′q)− Vvl′(q)F∗ll′(αll′q). (10.11)

In order to interpret this effective excitonic potential it is useful to change into a
real space representation of the CoM motion Q→ R and the relative electron hole
motion k→ r via a Fourier transformation. In real space, the potential acting on
the CoM coordinate of the exciton reads
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Mµ(R) =

∫
d2r[V c(R + βr)− V v(R− αr)]|Ψµ(r)|2. (10.12)

Hence, the excitonic potential is given by the difference of effective electron and
effective hole potential. Since the bound electron is smeared out throughout the
excitonic orbital, the effective electronic potential is thereby given by a weighted
average over all possible electron positions R+βr whose probabilities are given by
the wave function Ψµ(r). When the moiré potential varies slowly on the lengthscale
of the excitonic Bohr radius, the effective excitonic potential is simply given by
the fluctuations of the band gap M(R) ≈ V c(R) − V v(R). However, for shorter
moiré period (large twist-angles) in a smaller range as the exciton Bohr radius, the
exciton does not interact with the potential like a point particle anymore but the
effective excitonic potential is then a weighted average of the potential landscape
occupied by the exciton. This analysis does not only apply to the moiré potential
but to all excitonic interaction mechanisms, which is reflected by the recurring
presence of the exciton form factors F .

Next we diagonalize H0 +HM to obtain eigenenergies and CoM wavefunctions in
the moiré potential. Here we again rewrite the Hamiltonian in order to expose the
momentum selection rules (L = (le,lh)),

HM =
∑
LQ,n

ΞLX
†
LQ+(−1)legn

XLQ (10.13)

ΞL =

{
vcleFL(βLg0)− vvlhFL(αLg0) for le = lh

vcleFL(βLg0)− vv∗lh FL(αLg0) for le 6= lh
, (10.14)

where we have set D = 0 (without loss of generality) and exploited the isotropy
of the excitonic wave functions. Now we can again apply the zone folding scheme
Eq. 9.30, which yields the simple form

H =
∑
LsQ

ẼL,Q+s1g1+s2g2F
†
LsQFLsQ +

∑
Lss′Q

M̃L
ss′F

†
LsQF

ζ
Ls′Q, (10.15)

with the moiré mixing matrix,

M̃L
ss′ = ΞL

(
δ(s1,s

′
1 + (−1)le)δ(s2,s

′
2) + δ(s1,s

′
1)δ(s2,s

′
2 + (−1)le)

+ δ(s1,s
′
1 + (−1)le)δ(s2,s

′
2 + (−1)le)

)
+ Ξ∗L

(
δ(s1,s

′
1 − (−1)le)δ(s2,s

′
2) + δ(s1,s

′
1)δ(s2,s

′
2 − (−1)le)

+ δ(s1,s
′
1 − (−1)le)δ(s2,s

′
2 − (−1)le)

)
. (10.16)
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Hence the Hamiltonian is diagonal for the moiré excitons,

Y †LηQ =
∑
s

Cη
Ls(Q)∗F †LsQ, (10.17)

when the momentum mixing coefficients fulfill the eigenvalue equation

ẼL,Q+s1g1+s2g2C
η
Ls(Q) +

∑
s′

M̃L
ss′C

η
Ls′(Q) = ELηQCη

Ls(Q), (10.18)

which gives rise to the final Hamiltonian

H =
∑
LηQ

ELηQY †LηQYLηQ. (10.19)

The above procedure is completely analogue to the hybridization problem, just that
we do not have to take care of the layer mixing, so that L is just a parameter in all
equations. Although it was not necessary to transform into a global momentum
coordinate system in the above problem, it is still a useful step, since now the γ
point of the mBZ is the same physical momentum for intra- and interlayer excitons
that coincides with the light cone.

The eigenvalue problem Eq. 10.18 is now solved numerically, where we consider the
225 lowest subbands (s1,s2 ∈ [−7 : 7]). This provides converged results and a good
spatial resolution for the CoM wave function (cf. Sec. 10.3). Figure 10.3 illustrates
the calculated band structure for an hBN encapsulated twisted MoSe2/WSe2 bi-
layer based on the moiré potentials shown in Sec. 10.1. As characteristic examples
we have chosen the MoSe2 intralayer exciton and the lowest interlayer exciton for
1◦ and 3◦. For 1◦ twist-angle, there are flat exciton bands for both exciton species.
As we will show in Sec. 10.3 these states correspond to moiré-trapped, localized
states, which is directly reflected by the vanishing group velocity ∝ ∇QELηQ. The
deeper interlayer moiré potential (Fig. 10.2) yields several flat bands, while for the
intralayer exciton only the ground state is localized and the excited states have
a dispersion and can therefore move through the crystal. These dispersed moiré
bands correspond to scattering states of the moiré potential, i.e. free exciton Bloch
waves with a moiré-periodic amplitude modulation. For 3◦, all moiré-bands are
delocalized and exhibit a parabolic dispersion close to the unperturbed exciton.
This is a result of the decreasing size of the moiré supercell with increasing twist
angle. That corresponds to a smaller confinement length, which enhances the ki-
netic energy of the ground state (zero-point energy). The latter increases with the
twist angle up to a point where the exciton has enough energy to hop between
neighboring moiré supercells. Moreover, the dispersion at 3◦ contains gaps at in-
tersections of the zone-folded branches. This effect can in real space be interpreted
as the emergence of standing waves, resulting from the Bragg reflection of the ex-
citon at the moiré pattern. Here the lowest interlayer exciton at the γ point is a
standing wave at B sites, while the second state has the largest probability at A
sites.
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Figure 10.3: Exciton moiré bands for a twisted MoSe2/WSe2 bilayer encapsulated in
hBN. a) and b) contain intra-(MoSe2) and interlayer exciton for 1◦, c) and d) show the
bands at 3◦. For 1◦ both excitons exhibit flat bands, while for the larger twist-angle the
dispersion is close to the unperturbed parabolic bands (gray curves). Figure adopted
from Paper 5.
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To summarize, we find that the CoM wavefunction and thereby the transport
properties of the exciton is very sensitive to the twist-angle of the TMD het-
erostructures. An angle difference of just 2◦ can induce a transition from localized
to free moiré excitons.

10.3 Optical Moiré Resonances

As already shown in Sec. 9.3, the mixing of CoM momenta gives rise to modified
optical selection rules for excitons in a moiré potential. In particular, we found
that each moiré subband can obtain a finite oscillator strength, while for the
unperturbed exciton only the Q = 0 state gives rise to a single peak.

Selection Rules

In Sec. 9.3 we have neglected the oscillator strength of the interlayer exciton,
since we where focusing on the hybridization and the connected redistribution
of the intralayer excitons dipole moment. However, in the type II heterostruc-
ture considered in this section hybridization is weak and we need to consider the
interlayer excitons own dipole strength and optical selection rules.

To this end, we generalize the derivation of the optical matrix element for interband
transitions within a single layer (Sec. 3.2). When considering that the high-
symmetry point of initial and final state can be different, Eq. 3.7 becomes,

Mcv
ll′(q) =

√
2

3
M0

ll′

2∑
n=0

Cn
3 Kl

|Kl|
e−i2πnτl′/3δq,Cn3 (Kl′−Kl), (10.20)

which for l = l′ gives the same result as for the monolayer, but represents a
broken circular dichroism for the interlayer exciton, resulting from the broken C3

symmetry [137, 138].

Now we transform the semi-classical exciton-light coupling (vector-potential com-
ponents Aσ),

Hx-l =
∑
σll′Q

Ωσll′(Q)Aσ(t)X†ll′Q + h.c. (10.21)

with Ωσll′(Q) =
e0

m0

Mcv
ll′(Q)eσ

∑
k Ψll′(k), into moiré exciton basis. With the
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transformation rules discussed in Sec. 10.2 we find,

HmX-l =
∑
ση

Ω̃Lη
σ Aσ(t)Y †Lη0 + h.c. (10.22)

with Ω̃Lη
σ =

∑
s

CηLs(Q = 0)ΩσL(s1g1 + s2g2 −Kl +K ′l) (10.23)

Using Eq. (10.22) we can directly deduce the absorption spectrum of moiré exci-
tons for σ-polarized light via the Elliot formula (Eq. 9.44), which again yields a
series of Lorentzian resonances at energies ELη,Q=0 and oscillator strength |Ω̃Lη

σ |2.

In order to interpret the above result, it is useful to represent the exciton CoM wave
function and optical matrix element in terms of the real space (CoM) coordinate
R. Recalling that the CoM wave function of the unperturbed exciton is given by
a plane wave with momentum Q, the moiré wave function can be written as,

Ψη
Q(R) =

1√
A

∑
s

Cηs (Q)ei(s1g1+s2g2+Q)R

= χηQ(R)eiQR, (10.24)

where χηQ is the moiré-periodic envelope, analogue to the Bloch function. With
this transformation and the completeness/orthogonality of the mixing coefficients,
we can write the moiré oscillator strength as a spatial overlap integral

Ω̃Lη
σ =

∫
d2Rχη0(R)ΩσL(R) (10.25)

with ΩσL(R) =
1√
A

∑
q

ΩσL(q)e−iqR. (10.26)

Hence, the mixing of momenta can be interpreted as a spatial wave function mod-
ulation and the q-dependent matrix element corresponds to locally varying optcial
selection rules. The latter can be well understood by the spatially varying atomic
registry and the connected changes in transition symmetries [27]. It is important
to note that the intralayer excitons optical matrix element is not q-dependent and
therefore the optical selection rules are constant, reflecting the circular dichroism
(Eq. 3.9). We now evaluate the above equations in order to analyse the optical
selection rules of moiré excitons for the system discussed in the last sections.

In Fig. 10.4 we show the optical matrix element for the interlayer recombination
along with the exciton CoM wave function at 1◦ for states I–IV defined in Fig.
10.3.

We find that coupling to σ+ light is strongest at A sites (cf. Fig. 10.2), while it
vanishes at B sites, and the inverse is true for the other polarization, which has
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Figure 10.4: a and b Spatial distribution of the optical matrix element for σ+ and σ−
polarized light. The superimposed vector field show the complex phase of the dipole
matrix element. c-f Exciton center-of-mass wave functions for the states I–IV denoted
in Fig. 10.3. Figure adopted from Paper 5.
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already been predicted in Refs. [30, 137, 138]. This new ”spatial dichroism” now
has important consequences on the optical selection rules of moiré resonances.

We find that the CoM wave functions for states I–III are concentrated at the min-
imum of the moiré potential (B site), whereas IV is spread over the whole crystal,
but has its largest amplitude at A sites. The overlap between wave functions and
the spatial distribution of oscillator strength already indicates that the peaks of
state I, III (σ−) and IV (σ+) will have different polarizations.

Moreover, we find that state II has p-type symmetry, which should result in a
vanishing oscillator strength, because of the angular momentum (phase exp iφ).
However, as we will see below, state II has a σ+-polarized peak. This is because
the complex phase of the σ+ matrix element (white vector field) has the opposite
winding number, leading to the unusual behaviour that p-type states obtain a
(small) oscillator strength in this spatial region.

Evolution with Twist-Angle

Finally, we investigate how the absorption spectrum changes for intra- and in-
terlayer transitions, when we continuously vary the stacking angle. Figure 10.5
displays the calculated absorption spectra of intra- and interlayer excitons along
with the interlayer degree of polarization for a range of relatively small twist-angles
for the MoSe2/WSe2 bilayer. We find a large number of moiré resonances, whose
number slowly decreases with increasing twist-angle. This results from a decreased
momentum mixing between subbands s, whose detuning becomes larger as the size
of the mBZ increases. Thereby the overall dipole strength of all peaks remains con-
served and is distributed to fewer and fewer states as the angle increases.

The intriguing shift-behaviour of the moiré resonances, can be explained by dis-
tinguishing between two different moiré phases: i) moiré-localized states and ii)
delocalized scattering states. For localized states with energies far below the unper-
turbed exciton (dashed lines), the peaks shift linearly with the twist-angle. With
increasing twist-angles, the moiré period and therefore the confinement length is
decreasing. This results in enhanced kinetic energies, leading to a linear increase of
the ground state energy as well as the splitting between moiré-trapped resonances.

At some point, when a localized state is too close to the free particle energy, its
wave function will overlap with neighboring moiré-cells and the exciton becomes
mobile. In the second regime, the delocalized scattering states, we obtain quadratic
shifts with the twist angle. This reflects the quadratic dispersion of the scattering
states, because with increasing twist-angles the length of the mBZ grows (g0 =
∆G) and the intersection between zone-folded branches and the light cone at γ
moves along the dispersion towards higher energies. Thereby, the intralayer exciton
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Figure 10.5: Absorption spectrum of a intra- and b interlayer excitons. Here the in-
tralayer exciton spectrum is fully circularly polarized, while the interlayer moiré excitons
exhibit an alternating degree of polarization, illustrated in c. Figure adopted from Paper
5.
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resonance stops shifting at the energy of the unperturbed bright exciton resonance
( Q = 0). In contrast, the interlayer exciton is shifting further up in energy as its
CoM dispersion is shifted away from the lightcone (Qinter

0 = ∆K).

Finally, the splitting between the two interlayer exciton peaks at angles > 2.5◦

(A and B waves discussed in Fig. 10.3) is becoming smaller with the twist angle.
This splitting is a measure for the depth of the effective excitonic moiré potential,
discussed in Sec. 10.2. For long moiré periods the effective excitonic potential
landscape is directly given by the band gap fluctuations M ≈ V c − V v. As the
angle increases, the length scale of the moiré period becomes comparable with
the exciton Bohr radius and the exciton starts to average over potential minima
and maxima occupied by the excitonic orbital. Therefore the effective potential
becomes shallower with increasing angles, which is reflected by the decreasing
splitting in Fig. 10.5 for angles ¿2.5◦.

With the presented approach we have gained insights into exciton localization and
optics in the moiré of twisted van der Waals heterostructures. This will potentially
guide future experimental and theoretical studies in this still very young field
of research. In particular, the developed theoretical framework can be used to
calculate material-specific interaction matrix elements (cf. Sec. 9.3), which allows
us to model the spatiotemporal relaxation dynamics of moiré excitons.
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CHAPTER 11

OUTLOOK AND CONCLUSION

In this work we have provided a quantitative and material-specific theoretical
model of the exciton landscape in atomically-thin TMDs and provided micro-
scopic insights into the exciton dynamics and optical response of these techno-
logically promising materials. We have developed a microscopic model of the
exciton-phonon and exciton-photon interaction for a large variety of exciton types
and their impact on the excitation dynamics in TMD mono- and bilayers. In par-
ticular, we applied our models to explain and predict spectral features in several
optical experiments. For the case of monolayer TMDs, our work provides insights
into i) the broadening of excitonic resonances in linear absorption spectra including
higher order (excited) exciton states, ii) the formation of side peaks in photolumi-
nescence spectra resulting from phonon-assisted recombination of momentum-dark
intervalley excitons and iii) we performed dynamical simulations to study the for-
mation of bound excitons out of a free electron-hole gas. After this we showed how
the exciton-light interaction is modified when two TMD monolayers are vertically
stacked into homo- and heterobilayers. Here we describe the modifications of op-
tical spectra in bilayer systems by controlling the stacking angle. In particular,
we iv) show how the interlayer hybridization of momentum-dark excitons can be
controlled through the stacking angle and v) investigate how the localization phase
of moiré excitons can be tuned.

While the research focus of the 2D materials community has started to move from
monolayer research towards stacked bilayer systems, there are still some open chal-
lenges in the fundamental theoretical description of excitons, even for the simple
case of momentum direct excitons in a monolayer. For example, in this work we
have been focusing on the low density limit, where excitons can be treated as
effective point-like and non-interacting bosons. However, for increased densities
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the Coulomb-induced scattering between excitons becomes important and intro-
duces new aspects to the excitation dynamics, resulting from the competition of
different scattering channels as well as dynamic energy renormalizations. In par-
ticular, the nature of an exciton, as a composite particle, has some interesting
consequences on the exciton-exciton scattering characteristics compared to pure
electron-electron scattering (Paper 30), which need to be further investigated in
the future. In general, for all kinds of scattering mechanisms, it is interesting to
ask which quantum statistics hold for excitons in the intermediate density regime.
While excitons as compounds behave like bosons, their substructure consists of
fermions, and it is an open question which character will dominate the quantum
statistic at intermediate densities, i.e. stimulated transitions (bunching) vs. pauli-
blocking (anti-bunching). For even higher densities excitons will dissociate due to
an enhanced many-particle screening, also known as Mott transition. The tran-
sition regime between bound excitons and plasma and the dynamic conversion
between these different phases is also not well understood, in particular when it
comes to the temporal dynamics of such processes.
The microscopic approach developed in this work (and its precursors) provides an
adequate theoretical foundation to investigate the exciton dynamics at low den-
sities. In particular, the exciton-phonon scattering and the intervalley scattering
channels highlighted in this thesis have been shown to be the dominant mecha-
nisms in a large variety of optical experiments at low densities. In future works
the acquired knowledge could be used to extend the modelling efforts towards spa-
tiotemporal dynamics. In particular, the experimental design of dielectric and/or
strain gradients enables the control of exciton transport, e.g., in order to funnel
excitons into certain regions of an electronic device [139, 140].

When it comes to bilayers TMDs, the research field is still very young and the
small pieces of knowledge provided in this work only represent a first step towards
the understanding of the complex exciton physics. In particular, one of the most
important and still widely unclear questions is which kind of exciton species is
constituting the energetic ground states in different hetero-/homobilayers. From
a theoretical viewpoint, it will be essential in the future to extend the efforts
towards combining first principle methods with more simplified, effective models,
such as the density matrix formalism presented in this work. Only a combination
of these theory branches will provide insights into the excitonic structure of an
arbitrary material combination, at arbitrary twist-angles and across the whole
Brillouin zone, including momentum-/spin-direct and -indirect transitions, in order
to find the energetically most favourable states and their properties. In particular,
future studies should combine the two bilayer aspects studied in this work, i.e.
hybridization in homobilayers and the electrostatic moiré potential used for the
heterostructure. In most systems both effects will play a more or less strong role
and their interplay might lead to interesting so far unknown effects.

Finally, it will of course also be beneficial to set up a numerical simulation of the
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full exciton relaxation dynamics in a bilayer system, including scattering processes
across differently hybridized valleys and moiré subbands. In particular, the spa-
tiotemporal dynamics of excitons across moiré-trapped states and higher energy
scattering states has not been investigated in literature yet, but plays a key role for
the technological application of moiré lattices. The most challenging but probably
also most rewarding problem is the dynamics of excitons/electrons inside a flat
band. Here the build up of long ranged Coulomb correlations is pushing the limits
of state of the art computational methods, but a sophisticated understanding of
these strongly correlated systems might enable the intentional creation of exotic
effects [141–144] such as the superconductivity in magic angle graphene [23, 24].
This work has contributed to a better understanding of the exciton dynamics in
TMD mono- and bilayers and has helped to explain the observations in a large va-
riety of experiments. Hopefully, it will also contribute to the development of more
advanced theoretical models in the future that will help to decipher the secrets of
moiré physics in twisted quantum materials.
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